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Resumen

La red de interconexión es un componente clave de los supercomputadores actuales, dado
que estos sistemas suelen estar compuestos por miles de nodos. Para poder manejar de
forma eficiente la comunicación generada por esta gran cantidad de nodos, es necesario
emplear redes de interconexión de altas prestaciones. Existen diversos parámetros a tener
en cuenta en el diseño de la red de interconexión, pero la elección de un topología adecuada
determinará en gran parte el rendimiento global del sistema.

Una de las topologías más populares en los supercomputadores actuales es el toro
n-dimensional. Las propiedades de esta topología facilitan su implementación, además
de proveer una buena escalabilidad. Por estas razones, los toros n-dimensionales son
ampliamente utilizados en muchos de los supercomputadores más potentes de la actualidad.

El rendimiento de una red toro n-dimensional depende directamente del número de
puertos de los switches que componen la red. Cuanto mayor es el número de puertos, mayor
puede ser el número de dimensiones. Aumentar el número de dimensiones conlleva una
reducción de las distancias entre los nodos de la red, reduciendo la latencia de los mensajes
y por lo tanto, incrementando el rendimiento de la red. Sin embargo, la complejidad del
hardware es directamente proporcional al número de puertos, por lo que el coste económico
de los switches también aumenta.

Una posible solución para aumentar el número de puertos de los switches sin aumentar
significativamente la complejidad del hardware consiste en combinar dos o más switches
de pocos puertos para formar un único switch con muchos puertos. Esta estrategia permite
superar las limitaciones impuestas por la tecnología actual. No solo eso, esta estrategia
también continuará siendo válida cuando en el futuro la tecnología permita desarrollar
switches con más puertos que los actuales.

Esta propuesta ya ha sido aplicada con éxito en redes indirectas, concretamente, en
topologías fat-tree. Mediante el uso de C-switches, los cuales están formados por dos o
más switches de menor tamaño, se puede reducir el número de etapas del fat-tree, y por lo
tanto, reducir las latencias de red y aumentar el tráfico aceptado por la red.

Esta misma estrategia puede ser aplicada para aumentar el número de puertos de los
switches en redes directas; o más concretamente, en toros n-dimensionales. Para analizar la
viabilidad de la propuesta, se ha estudiado el caso más simple: combinar dos switches para
construir un switch con más puertos. Como resultado, se ha propuesto una nueva topología
llamada “n-dimensional twin torus” (o toro nDT). Cada nodo del toro nDT está compuesto
por dos switches idénticos de (n+1) puertos. Estos switches se interconectan por un puerto
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denominado “enlace interno”, mientras que los 2n puertos restantes se utilizan para construir
el nodo de n dimensiones. Esta estrategia permite construir un toro con n dimensiones en
lugar de solamente n+1

2
dimensiones, aumentado las prestaciones de la red.

Sin embargo, el diseño de la topología toro nDT presenta varios retos, siendo los más
importantes la obtención de una configuración óptima de los nodos del toro nDT y el diseño
de algoritmos de encaminamiento libres de bloqueo. Dado que los nodos del toro nDT están
compuestos por dos switches, existirán mensajes que forzosamente tendrán que utilizar los
dos switches para atravesar el nodo. Esto aumenta la latencia de estos mensajes, lo cual
repercute en una degradación de las prestaciones. Por esta razón, es de vital importancia
determinar cuál de las posibles configuraciones del nodo minimiza el tráfico que hace uso del
enlace interno. Además, el uso del enlace interno puede provocar bloqueos en la red, por lo
que determinar cómo aparecen estos bloqueos y cómo evitarlos es otro aspecto fundamental
en el diseño del toro nDT.

La definición del toro nDT, además de los aspectos de diseño comentados previamente,
son discutidos en esta tesis. También se presenta una posible implementación del toro
nDT utilizando hardware comercial, así como el diseño de algoritmos de encaminamiento
adaptativos. Por último, y no menos importante, se han evaluado las prestaciones de diversos
toros nDT y se han comparado mediante simulación con las prestaciones de toros de n+1

2

dimensiones, con el objetivo de demostrar que la topología nDT obtiene mejores prestaciones
utilizando el mismo hardware.
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Summary

The interconnection network is a key component for current supercomputers since these
systems can comprise thousands of nodes. High performance interconnection networks are
necessary in order to communicate efficiently this huge amount of nodes. There are several
parameters to consider in the interconnection network design, but the network topology plays
a major role in determining the overall system performance.

One of the most popular topologies in the largest current supercomputers is the n-
dimensional torus. The properties of the torus topology facilitate its implementation and
provide a good network scalability. For these reasons, the torus topology is widely used in
the current largest supercomputers.

The performance of a torus network directly depends on the number of ports of the
switches that comprise the interconnection network. The more number of ports, the more
number of dimensions, reducing the distances among nodes and therefore, increasing the
performance. However, the hardware complexity is directly proportional to the number of
ports, and the switches become more expensive when the number of ports increases.

In order to increase the number of dimensions of the torus network without increasing
significantly the hardware complexity, an alternative solution consists in combining several
low-radix switches, forming a new high-radix switch. This strategy makes possible to
eventually overtake the constrains imposed by the current technology. Moreover, the strategy
would remain valid as the technology continues evolving allowing us to increase the number
of ports beyond the available products.

This approach was successfully applied in indirect networks. Specifically, we proposed
for fat-tree topologies the high-radix C-switches, that comprise several low-radix switches.
Increasing the number of ports per switch, the fat-tree topology requires fewer stages, and
therefore, the network latency is reduced and the accepted traffic is increased.

A similar approach can be developed for increasing the switch radix in direct network,
specifically in n-dimensional torus networks. In order to analyse the viability of the proposal,
we have studied the simplest case: to combine two switches to build a single switch with a
higher radix. As a result of applying this strategy, a new topology called n-dimensional
twin (nDT) torus has been proposed. Each node of an nDT torus comprises two identical
(n + 1)-port switches interconnected by one port, the remaining 2n ports are used to build
the n-dimensional torus node. This strategy allows us to build tori with n dimensions instead
of n+1

2
dimensions, increasing the torus performance.
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However, the nDT torus topology arises several significant challenges in its design.
Two of them, particularly important, are addressed in this thesis: to obtain an optimal
configuration of the nDT torus nodes and to design deadlock-free routing algorithms. If
a message uses the two internal switches of the nDT torus node, its latency increases,
degrading the overall network performance. For this reason, to determine a port
configuration that minimizes the amount of these messages is essential in order to obtain
a good network performance. Moreover, the connection between the two internal switches
can cause deadlocks in the network, therefore another essential aspect is to determine how a
deadlock can appear and how to remove it.

The nDT torus topology definition, in addition to the design issues mentioned above,
is discussed in this thesis. A possible implementation of an nDT torus using commercial
hardware is also discussed, as well as the design of adaptive routing for the nDT torus.
Moreover, the network performance of the different nDT tori studied in this work has been
evaluated and compared by simulation with the n+1

2
D torus network performance, in order

to show that the nDT torus topology obtains the highest network performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, we introduce the main reasons that have motivated this work. We approach
to the problem and justify the development of this thesis. We propose a set of tasks we must
develop in order to achieve the main purpose of this work. We also show the results obtained
during the development of our research work. After this introduction, the publications that
comprise this thesis are included in Chapter 2, followed by the conclusions and the future
work in Chapter 3.

1.1 Motivation and Justification

Nowadays, there are multiple and important scientific problems that cannot be addressed in
reasonable cost in terms of time and money. There are several reasons for this: the problem
cannot be reproduced physically in a laboratory; to perform the needed experiments is
dangerous; the time constants of the system are not compatible with the time constants of the
experimenter, etc. In these cases, it is necessary to use hardware and software tools to study
these problems through simulation. This is maybe the most important use of supercomputing
in the scientific world. Since the software tools to study these problems are highly complex
and, without supercomputers, the time required to perform these simulation experiments
would be unaffordable.

The benefits of supercomputing are used in several research areas. For example, in
medicine supercomputers are used to model proteins involved in diseases such as cancer
or Alzheimer; in physics they are used to study events from cosmic scale (as supernovae
or black holes) to atomic scale (as nuclear reactions); in meteorology supercomputers are
used to model the climate in the past and to predict future weather; without forgetting their
contributions in the private sector, as simulating the aerodynamics of cars or aeroplanes,
engine design, etc. For these reasons, we believe that supercomputing research is a very
interesting area on computer science since it not only helps to progress on computer science,
but indirectly helps to progress on several science areas.

To mention some examples, the Japanese K–computer [49], one of the most powerful
supercomputers in the world1, is mainly used to earthquake simulation and climate
modelling, both hot topics in its homeland due to the geographical characteristics of Japan;
the supercomputer Titan [37] is also used for climate modelling and molecular scale physics;

1Specifically, K–Computer is the fourth supercomputer in the Top500 list [21] and the first supercomputer
in the Graph500 list [28].
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1.1. MOTIVATION AND JUSTIFICATION

meanwhile Mira [12] is used for several purposes, as studies in the field of material science,
climatology, seismology, or computational chemistry2.

The supercomputer systems have a large number of processing nodes3 and require a
high performance interconnection network. Since the interconnection network has a great
influence on the overall system performance, a good design of this network is imperative.
Several parameters must be taken into account in the network design, but one design decision
that has a significant impact on the network performance is the network topology, which
determines how the nodes are arranged.

According to the network topology, interconnection networks can be classified in shared-
medium networks, direct networks, and indirect networks [23]. Hybrid approaches are also
possible. Briefly, in the shared-medium networks, a transmission medium is shared by
all the communication devices and all the devices can receive the information transmitted
simultaneously, although only one device can transmit information at a time. In direct
networks, the switching elements are integrated with the compute nodes and communicate
through point-to-point links. In general, each switch is only connected to a subset of
switches, so a message usually needs to go through several switches to arrive at its
destination. Finally, in the indirect networks the communication between any pair of nodes
is performed through some external switches. Therefore, the nodes no longer have switches,
but network adapters or network interfaces.

Although the shared-medium networks are the simplest kind of network and naturally
provide efficient one-to-all communication support due to their characteristics, the shared-
medium networks have a limited network bandwidth and a poor scalability. For this reason,
this kind of networks is not appropriate for building the supercomputer interconnection
network. However, the direct and indirect networks have a good scalability, making these
networks more appropriate for building these interconnection systems. In fact, the fat-tree
topology [33] (an indirect network) and the torus topology [23] (a direct network) are the
most popular topologies in the current supercomputer systems.

A fat-tree is an indirect interconnection network based on a complete binary tree. Unlike
the traditional notion of a tree, where all branches are similar, fat-trees are more like real trees
in which they get thicker closer to the root. A binary tree (Figure 1.1.a) retains the capacity
of their channels regardless the level of the tree while fat-tree increases the capacity of the
channels as it approaches the root (Figure 1.1.b). The processing nodes are located at the
fat-tree leaves and each fat-tree node corresponds to a switch. The fat-tree topology provides
to every node equal access bandwidth to every node, making this topology appropriate for
running large scale applications which generate a lot of communication among all the nodes.

There are several implementations proposed for building fat-tree networks. For example,
the k-ary n-tree topology [39] uses switches with constant radix. When the traffic goes
towards the fat-tree root, the switches are replicated in order to increase the network
bandwidth (Figure 1.1.c). However, note that the switches in the last tree level only use half

2Titan is the second supercomputer in the Top500 list, meanwhile Mira is the fifth and the third
supercomputer in the Top500 list and the Graph500 list, respectively.

3E.g. the Chinese supercomputer Tianhe-2 [20] has 3,120,000 cores, the American supercomputer Titan
[37] has 560,640 cores and the Japanese K–computer [49] has 705,024 cores, according to the Top500 list [21].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

(a) Binary tree. (b) Fat-tree.

(c) 2-ary 3-tree. (d) XGFT.

Figure 1.1: Examples of indirect topologies.

of their ports, underutilizing these switches. The eXtended Generalized Fat-Trees (XGFTs)
[38] solve this problem, since these topologies allow different number of switch ports at
different levels of the fat-tree (Figure 1.1.d).

In general, the fat-tree network performance is very dependent on the number of tree
levels. For example, a k-ary n-tree interconnects kn nodes through n levels. k is the number
of ports interconnecting one switch with the switches of the previous or the next tree level;
therefore, the switches have 2k ports each one. The more levels, the more switches that
a message needs to reach its destination, increasing its latency and degrading the overall
network performance. Then, to interconnect the same number of nodes, to build a k-ary n-
tree with high-radix switches and lower number of levels is preferable to build a k-ary n-tree
with low-radix switches and a higher number of levels.

Regarding the torus networks, this topology belongs to the n-cube k-ary family, that
basically interconnects kn nodes in n dimensions with k nodes in each dimension. For
example, a ring, or one dimensional torus, with k nodes (Figure 1.2.a) is a 1-cube k-ary. A
two dimensional (2D) torus with k nodes per dimension is a 2-cube k-ary. If k = 4, this
2D torus interconnects 16 nodes (Figure 1.2.b). The torus topology has a fixed radix that
facilitates the implementation, is scalable and has a linear cost of expansion. Moreover, the
torus topology provides multiple paths for every pair of source/destination nodes so that the
fault tolerance and load balance become feasible. Another advantage of the torus topology,
specifically of the 3D torus, is that naturally supports the traffic pattern generated by several

3



1.1. MOTIVATION AND JUSTIFICATION

(a) 1D torus (12-ary 1-cube). (b) 2D torus (4-ary 2-cube).

Figure 1.2: Examples of torus networks.

scientific applications that use 3D mathematical models, as climate modelling, molecular
dynamics, aerodynamics studies, etc.

For these reasons, there are several commercial interconnection systems that allow to
implement a torus network. For example, the EXTOLL switches [24, 25] support 3D torus
networks, as well the interconnection network of the Cray CS Series supercomputers [17],
meanwhile the interconnection network of the IBM Blue Gene/Q [15] implements a 5D
torus. Moreover, in July 2015, there are six and nine supercomputers using the torus topology
in the top ten Top500 list [21] and the top ten Graph500 list [28], respectively. Specifically,
Titan [37], which employs the Gemini interconnection network [3], a discontinued product
of Cray Inc. that implements a 3D torus; K-Computer [49], which implements a proprietary
6-dimensional torus network called Tofu [2]; and several supercomputers of the IBM Blue
Gene/Q series [15], which implement a 5D torus, as mentioned above4.

To build an n-dimensional torus, 2n ports/links for each node are necessary. For
example, using 4-port communication cards to build a 2D torus is possible, using 6-port
cards to build a 3D torus is also possible, etc. When the number of dimensions increases, the
distances among nodes are reduced. Moreover, the larger the network and the more number
of dimensions, the more significant reduction of distances is obtained. In a k-node ring (1-
cube k-ary), the average distance in the network, davg, is k

4
. In an nD torus, the average

distance is the addition of the average distance of each ring, i.e. davg =
∑n

i
ki
4

, where ki is
the number of nodes in the dimension i.

Let’s consider a 64-node network. In an 8×8 2D torus, davg = 4, meanwhile in a 4×4×4
3D torus, davg = 3, i.e. 75% lower average distance. Considering a 1024-node network, the
32×32 2D torus has an average distance of 16, meanwhile in a 16×8×8 3D torus davg = 8,
50% lower than the 2D torus average distance. But the average distance of a 4×4×4×4×4

4The previous generations of the Blue Gene Series, the Blue Gene/L [1] and the Blue Gene/P [30] also
implement torus topologies, although with fewer number of dimensions (3D torus).
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

5D torus is 5, 37.5% and 68.75% lower average distance than the 3D torus and the 2D torus,
respectively. Note that in all these cases the number of nodes is the same but arranged in a
different way according to the topology.

In summary, increasing the number of torus dimensions or reducing the number of switch
levels in the fat-trees, the average network latency is reduced and, as a consequence, the
network performance increases. However, if the number of ports is increased the hardware
complexity will be also increased. For example, the size of some switch structures grows
quadratically with the number of ports, such as the aggregate buffer requirements [29], the
schedulers [35], or the flow control policies [36]. Furthermore, the maintenance cost is also
higher because the more-complex hardware has a higher power consumption. Moreover, it
is not possible to increase indefinitely the switch radix, since the number of ports is mainly
limited by physical parameters like the current integration scale and the package pin count.

Another problem generated by increasing the hardware complexity is related to the chip
production. A wafer is a thin slice (e.g. 300mm approximately) of semiconductor material
serving as the substrate for manufacturing the chips. The chip design is printed many times
in the wafer in order to produce the physical chip. If the chip surface is free of defects,
the chip will be ready to be sold in the market. Otherwise, the chip will be considered
faulty and, consequently, it will not be sold with the corresponding waste of resources and
money. However, it is unlikely that all the produced chips are free of defects since the wafers
usually have physical defects. At this point, the chip surface is a critical parameter in order
to maximize the good chips produced by wafer.

Let’s consider a wafer with two physical defects. If the chip surface allows to produce
four chips per wafer, 25% of produced chips will be useless in the best case (the two defects
are located in the same chip), but 50% of produced chips will be discarded in the worst
case (the two defects are located in different chips). However, if the chip surface allows to
produce eight chips per wafer, only will be lost 12.5% and 25% of produced chips, for the
best and the worst case.

For this reason, manufacturers prefer smaller chips because the probability of having a
chip affected by a silicon defect is lower. To increase the hardware complexity implies to
increase the chip surface, which in turn increases the possibility of producing a faulty chip,
reducing the profits.

In addition to all these problems, there are other considerations to take into account
before deciding to increase the switch radix in its design. For example, the implementation
of several improvement techniques are more difficult when the number of ports is high.
For instance, the implementation of Virtual Output Queuing (VOQ) [41, 4] is unfeasible in
practice for high-radix switches. To overcome these problems, different solutions have been
proposed, but actually, they are postponing the problem for coming switch generations.

Definitively, when the interconnection network is designed, a compromise between
performance and economic (and power) cost must be reached. Since the switch radix can
be limited by physics constrains, design parameters or, simply, by the economic cost, we
consider interesting to research other strategies to increase the overall network performance
without developing or purchasing more powerful switches.
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1.2. MAIN PROPOSAL

Figure 1.3: 4-ary 2-tree (16 nodes) built using C-switches.

1.2 Main Proposal

As mentioned above, we can improve the network performance increasing the radix of the
switches, both in direct and indirect networks: the torus network improves its performance
since the number of dimensions is increased, meanwhile the fat-tree network increases its
performance since the number of tree levels is reduced. However, several reasons can limit
the switch radix.

A simple idea to increase the number of ports without increasing the hardware
complexity is the following: given two or more low-radix switches, these switches can be
interconnected to each other by one or more ports and be used as a single high-radix switch.
Note that the switch radix has not been really increased, but from the topological point of
view, with this approach, we have available switches with a greater number of ports, allowing
to increase the number of torus dimensions or to reduce the number of fat-tree levels.

However, the time required by a message to go through this new high-radix switch
is dependent on the input/output pair of ports, since these ports determine the number
of internal low-radix switches that the message must cross. For this reason, to establish
appropriately the correspondence between the ports of the high-radix switch and the ports
of its internal low-radix switches is essential to minimize the messages latency. In any case,
despite this handicap, we think that the network performance can be increased due to the
modifications performed in the network topology.

To determine the viability of this idea, we have checked it in two different scenarios,
in both considering the simplest case: to combine two switches to obtain a single switch
with a higher radix. On the one hand, we have already studied this strategy for indirect
networks, and on the other hand, now we propose to use it in the context of direct networks.
In the first case, we have proposed C-switches [45]. Briefly, a C-switch is composed by two
smaller switches interconnected by one or several ports. The number of ports offered by
the C-switch is greater than the two original switches, allowing to build fat-trees with fewer
levels and therefore, reducing the network latency. Figure 1.3 shows a 4-ary 2-tree built using
C-switches. In this example, two 5-port switches have been used to build 8-port C-switches.

We have proposed a general methodology for configuring the C-switches and have shown
how to apply our methodology in different particular cases. Moreover, to check the potential
of C-switches, we have evaluated the performance of networks based on them. The obtained
results are similar to those obtained with the same networks, but using high-radix single-
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Figure 1.4: Fragment of a 3DT torus and detail of the communication hardware, based on
two 4-port cards.

chip switches with the same number of ports as the evaluated C-switches, and therefore,
more expensive switches.

The previous research has focused on indirect networks; the main aim of this thesis
is to apply the same approach in direct networks; specifically, in torus networks. Let’s
consider, for example, there are 4-port cards available to build our interconnection network.
As commented, we can build directly a 2D torus. However, considering our approach we
can interconnect two 4-port cards to make a “virtual” 3D torus node: one port of each card is
used to interconnect both cards to each other, and the six remaining ports are used to connect
the node to the three dimensions in the 3D torus. In the same way, using 6-port cards we can
build directly a 3D torus, or applying our proposal we can build a virtual node with 10 ports
to build a 5D torus.

In general, using two (n+1)-port cards per node in the torus instead of a single card, we
can build an n-dimensional torus instead of an n0-dimensional torus, being n0 = n+1

2
. We

have called this torus, whose nodes comprise two interconnected cards, n-dimensional twin
torus, or just nDT torus. Figure 1.4 shows a fragment of the 3DT torus built using 4-port
cards. Formally, we define the nD Twin torus topology as follows:

An nD Twin torus, or just nDT torus, is an n–cube k–ary (nD torus) topology, with
k ∈ N∗, k ≥ 2 and n ≥ 3, where each node is composed of the following main components:

• Communication hardware: it consists of two (n + 1)–port cards5, offering a total of
2n+2 ports. Two of these ports (one of each card) are used to interconnect both cards
to each other, and the 2n remaining ports are used to connect the node to the rest of
dimensions, building a torus topology with n dimensions.

• Computing hardware: each internal (n + 1)–port card is connected to a processing
element (PE), and so there are two PEs in each node. Therefore, there are a total of
2kn PEs interconnected by the network.

The main advantage of an nDT torus is that, using the same cards to build the n0D
torus, the number of torus dimensions is increased, and therefore, the distances among the
nodes are reduced. This increases the network performance since the network latencies are

5When only one (n+ 1)–port card is used per node, an n0D torus is obtained, being n0 = n+1
2 .
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Configuration Card0 Ports Card1 Ports
Number of paths

using the two cards

% of paths using

the two cards

A X+ Y + Z+ X− Y − Z− 93 72.1

B X+ Y + Y − X− Z+ Z− 79 61.25

C X+ X− Y + Y − Z+ Z− 49 38

Table 1.1: Several node configurations for a 4×4×4 3DT torus.

reduced and the network can accept more traffic. However, the nDT torus design is not
trivial; there are several challenges that complicate the nDT torus implementation. Two of
them, particularly important, are addressed in this thesis: to obtain an optimal configuration
of the nDT torus nodes and to design deadlock-free routing algorithms.

Optimal port configuration

Since the nDT torus node comprises two communication cards, there will be necessarily
messages that use the internal link6 to cross through the node, increasing thus the message
latency. In order to increase the network performance, it would be desirable that most of the
traffic passes through the node using only one internal card, i.e. the amount of messages that
use the internal link must be minimized.

The overhead introduced by the internal link directly depends on the port configuration
chosen. Let’s consider a 128-PE 3DT torus with four nodes in each dimension. We have
chosen three different node configurations to evaluate this 3DT torus. We have called the
three configurations as A, B and C. Table 1.2 shows the ports associated to each internal
card. The number of paths using the two internal cards and the percentage respect the total
paths crossing the node are also shown. Note that these values have been obtained from
the formal study of the 3DT torus topology explained in the paper ’Building 3D torus using
low-profile expansion cards’, included in this thesis at page 57.

Figure 1.5 shows the average network throughput and the average network latency for
the three node configurations, obtained under an uniform traffic pattern. As seen, the number
of paths using the internal link affects to the maximum throughput achieved and the network
latency. The network corresponding to configurationA is the first one that becomes saturated
and its average network latency is greater than the other two configurations. On the other
hand, the 3DT torus using the configuration C, which has the lower number of paths crossing
the internal link, achieves the greatest throughput and the lowest network latency. Moreover,
it can be observed that there are significant performance differences between the three
configurations. For example, the 3DT torus using the configuration C reaches practically
twice the maximum throughput achieved by the 3DT torus using the configuration A.

6Henceforth, we refer to the port which interconnects the two cards to each other in an nDT torus node as
“internal link”, meanwhile we refer to the remaining ports as “external links”.
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Figure 1.5: Performance results of different 3DT node configurations, for a 4×4×4 3DT torus
under an uniform traffic pattern.

The network performance of a 128-PE 2D torus is also shown in Figure 1.5. Although
the 2D torus achieves the worst network latency for very low traffic loads (less than 0.05
flits/cycle/NIC), for higher network loads, the 2D torus has a lower average network latency
than 3DT tori using the port configurations A and B. The maximum throughput achieved
by the 2D torus is also greater than the maximum throughput achieved by the 3DT torus
with configuration A. In any case, the 3DT torus using the configuration C obtains a higher
throughput and a lower network latency than the 2D torus.

As seen, the higher the traffic crossing the internal link, the lower the network
performance obtained. Moreover, a bad configuration can cause such network performance
degradation that there would not be advantage in to build an nDT torus instead of the
traditional n0D torus. Therefore, to select an appropriate configuration is essential in order
to obtain a good performance. However, it is not a trivial task due to the high number of
possible configurations.

As mentioned above, from the two (n + 1)-port cards, we have 2n ports available per
node to build the n-dimensional torus. Since the 2n ports are divided into two n-port groups
(one group per each internal card), there are multiple ways to use these ports to connect the
node to other nodes on the nDT torus.

Given a set of 2n elements, the number of subsets of n elements is determined by
the binomial coefficient

(
2n
n

)
. Note that we split the ports of each nDT torus node in

two subsets of the same size; then we obtain the same configuration regardless of which
subset is connected to each internal card. Therefore, the total number of nDT torus node
configurations is determined by the expression 1

2

(
2n
n

)
= (2n)!

2×(n!)×(n!)
.

As seen, the number of possible configurations increases enormously when the number
of dimensions increases. Then, to check all the configurations is only an affordable problem
for small values of n. For example, there are only 10 possible configurations for the 3DT
torus (two 4–port cards), whereas for the 5DT torus (two 6–port cards) and the 7DT torus
(two 8–port cards) there are 126 and 1716 different configurations, respectively. Therefore,
an appropriate methodology must be used to obtain the optimal port configuration for the
nDT torus topology.
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1.2. MAIN PROPOSAL

Deadlock-free routing algorithm

Another challenge is the design of deadlock-free routing algorithms for the nDT torus
topology, both deterministic and adaptive ones. There are several proposals [40, 19,
34, 27, 16, 18, 22, 14] to perform the routing in an nD torus that could be applied in
the nDT torus. Indeed, considering the communications from the point of view of the
virtual nDT torus node, these routing algorithms can be applied in the nDT torus without
changes. Nevertheless, this is not possible due to the internal link. This link generates new
dependencies between channels that do not appear in the nD torus, causing deadlock in the
nDT torus network.

Let’s consider two messages sent in a 3D torus. The first message is sent from node
〈0, 1, 0〉 to node 〈1, 1, 1〉, and the second one is sent from node 〈1, 1, 1〉 to node 〈0, 1, 0〉.
Applying Dimension Order Routing (DOR) [40], these two messages are delivered through
different ports and cannot be blocked between them, as seen in Figure 1.6(a).

Now, let’s consider the same messages in a 3DT torus, built using the configuration C
shown in Table 1.2. In this case, as shown in Figure 1.6(b), both messages use the internal
link of nodes 〈0, 1, 0〉 and 〈1, 1, 1〉. If the two messages use the same virtual channel to go
across the internal link, the appearance of a deadlock is possible. As commented above,
there are new channel dependencies in the 3DT torus that can generate deadlock. For this
reason, a detailed analysis of the topology is required in order to break these dependencies
and to ensure the deadlock-freedom in the network.

In summary, the main goal of this research is to study the feasibility of the nDT torus
topology; and to demonstrate that, given (n + 1)-port cards, we can improve the network
performance building an n-dimensional twin torus instead of building a traditional n+1

2
-

dimensional torus, without additional hardware requirements.

<0,0,0> <1,0,0>

<0,1,0>

<0,0,1>

<0,1,1>

<1,1,0>

<1,0,1>

<1,1,1>

(a) 3D torus.

<0,0,0> <1,0,0>

<0,1,0>

<0,0,1>

<0,1,1>

<1,1,0>

<1,0,1>

<1,1,1>

(b) 3DT torus.

Figure 1.6: Path from node 〈0, 1, 0〉 to node 〈1, 1, 1〉 (red line) and path from node 〈1, 1, 1〉
to node 〈0, 1, 0〉 (purple line), depending on the network topology.
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1.3 Objectives

The initial hypothesis is that, interconnecting two (n+1)-port communication cards, we can
obtain the communication hardware of a node with 2n ports. Employing these nodes to build
an nD torus, the average distance will be reduced and therefore, the average network latency
will be also reduced, and, as a consequence, the network performance will be higher than
the network performance of a torus built using only one card per node, i.e. a torus with n+1

2

dimensions. We call this topology nDT torus, formally defined in Section 1.2.

In order to demonstrate our hypothesis and to address the challenges involved in the nDT
torus topology design, we propose the following goals:

• Goal 1: Review of the state of the art, in order to acquire a depth knowledge of the
interconnection network architecture on high performance computing systems and the
available HPC interconnection products in the current market.

• Goal 2: Development of an interconnection network simulation environment that
allows us to evaluate the network performance of the topologies proposed in this thesis
and to be also useful to evaluate other future proposals.

• Goal 3: Design and evaluation of 3DT tori built using 4-port cards/switches. The
3DT torus is the nDT torus with fewer number of dimensions that is possible to build.
Since this is the simplest nDT torus to study, the viability of the 3DT approach must
be checked before addressing a more general nDT torus design.

• Goal 4: Design and evaluation of nDT tori built using (n + 1)-port cards/switches. If
the 3DT torus is viable and obtains a greater performance than its corresponding 2D
torus, the proposal will be generalized for any number of dimensions.

• Goal 5: Design of a possible nDT torus implementation using commercial hardware.
Once the viability of the nDT torus is theoretically checked, we must check that the
nDT torus implementation is possible using real hardware.

• Goal 6: Design and evaluation of adaptive routing algorithms for nDT tori, in order
to improve the network performance achieved by nDT tori which only implements a
deterministic routing algorithm.

1.4 Methodology and Work Plan

The research has been developed following the usual methodology in this kind of works.
Once the problem raises, we set the initial hypothesis and then we made a general proposal
and several specific ones. Finally, we evaluate their behaviour. This methodology involves
the development of a set of tasks that must be completed successfully to meet the objectives
of this thesis. We describe these tasks, grouped by goals:

11
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• Goal 1 - Review of the state of the art. Mainly, the review has focused on acquiring
the necessary knowledge on: the hardware components required to implement high
performance switches, such as buffers, arbiters, crossbars, etc; the main architectural
design options, such as switching techniques, the flow control, the resource allocator,
etc; the specifications of the k-ary n-cube topology used in current supercomputers,
in order to know the main characteristics of the commercial interconnection networks;
and the routing algorithms for k-ary n-cubes, both the routing proposed in the literature
and the routing implemented in commercial interconnection networks.

In order to acquire this knowledge, we have defined a task consisting basically in
consulting the appropriate documentation, that is, books, papers and webs.

• Goal 2 - Development of an interconnection network simulation environment. To
achieve this goal we have defined the following tasks:

a. To design and to implement the infrastructure of the simulator.

b. To choose an appropriate switch architecture and to implement it in the simulator.

c. To design and to implement a realistic network load model based on real HPC
applications.

• Goal 3 - Design and evaluation of 3DT tori built using 4-port cards/switches. To
achieve this goal we have defined the following tasks:

a. To determine which of the possible configurations minimizes the traffic across
the internal link, maximizing the network performance. We will study separately
this particular case of the nDT torus since there is a small number of possible
configurations and it is possible to study all the configurations in detail.

b. To design a deadlock-free deterministic routing algorithm for 3DT torus.

c. To make a performance evaluation of the 3DT torus topology, comparing the
results obtained with a 2D torus built using the same hardware and checking if
the 3DT torus obtains a higher performance.

• Goal 4 - Design and evaluation of nDT tori built using (n+1)-port cards/switches. To
achieve this goal we have defined the following tasks:

a. To determine which of the possible configurations minimizes the traffic across
the internal link, maximizing the network performance. Since in this case
the number of configurations is very high and it is not possible to analyse all
the configurations, we need to design a different strategy to obtain the best
configuration. In this case an analytical process will be used to find out which of
the possible options is the best configuration.

b. To design a deadlock-free deterministic routing algorithm for nDT tori.

c. To make a performance evaluation of the nDT torus topology, comparing the
results obtained with a n+1

2
D torus built using the same hardware and checking

if the nDT torus obtains a higher performance.
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• Goal 5 - Design of a possible nDT torus implementation using commercial hardware.
To achieve this goal we have defined the following tasks:

a. To study the current commercial hardware.

b. To choose a specific commercial switch capable to implement nD tori.

c. To determine if the chosen switch allows us to implement the nDT torus topology
and the nDT torus routing obtained in the previous goal. If this is not feasible, we
must study which modifications are required in the original design for building
the nDT torus.

d. To make a performance evaluation of the nDT torus topology, comparing the
results obtained with a n+1

2
D torus built using the chosen switches.

• Goal 6 - Design and evaluation of adaptive routing algorithms for nDT tori. To
achieve this goal we have defined the following tasks:

a. To study how the internal link affects to the adaptive routing.

b. To design adaptive routing algorithms for the nDT torus based on the adaptive
routing employed in the nD torus.

c. To make a performance evaluation of the adaptive nDT torus, comparing the
obtained results with an adaptive n+1

2
D torus built using the same hardware and

checking if the adaptive nDT torus obtains a higher performance.

1.5 Results

The thesis development started reviewing the state of the art as proposed in Goal 1. Once this
first goal was achieved, the development of the tasks associated to Goal 2 started. As a result
of these tasks, an interconnection network simulation environment was developed. This tool
allows us to simulate interconnection networks based on a switch architecture modelling
several characteristics present in the current commercial interconnection network systems
focused on direct topologies, such as virtual-cut through switching [32], virtual channels
[19], credits-based flow control, the bubble flow control [14], etc.

Moreover, in order to obtain a more realistic traffic model for our simulation
environment, an open-source framework to simulate MPI traffic was developed, called VEF
trace framework [11]. Running MPI applications in a cluster7, we can capture the MPI traffic
generated by the application and store it in trace files. After that, these traces are used to fed
the network simulator, allowing us to perform more realistic experiments. All the source
code and the trace repository are freely available in the VEF traces homepage [42].

Our framework is discussed in the paper ’VEF Traces: A Framework for Modelling
MPI Traffic in Interconnection Network Simulators’ [11], published in “Proceedings of 2015
IEEE International Conference on Cluster Computing”. Although this work is not directly
related with the main objective of this thesis, it was originated by the development of the
VEF trace framework. This framework has been employed in most of the publications of

7In our specific case, we obtain the VEF traces running MPI applications in the cluster GALGO [26].
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this thesis. Moreover, the VEF trace framework is currently used in other research lines
related to the interconnection network field [48, 47].

Note that, although most of the work required to finish Goal 2 was performed in the first
steps of this thesis, the code of the simulation environment and the VEF trace framework has
been frequently modified to add new functionalities. This is something usual in this kind of
tool development.

Once the simulation tools were ready to be used, the following step was to study the
implementation of the 3DT torus. In order to determine which configuration minimizes the
use of the internal link, a formal methodology was developed. This methodology is based
on our previous work related to the C-switches, which comprise several low-radix switches
to compound high-radix switches. There are multiple configurations allowed for building
C-switches and to determine the optimal configuration was also necessary for this topology.

The concept of C-switches for fat-tree networks and the methodology to obtain
the optimal C-switch configuration are discussed in ’Formalization and configuration
methodology for high-radix combined switches’ [45], published in “The Journal of
Supercomputing” (see page 19). This work was the main base to develop lately the nDT
torus topology. More results have been published related to C-switches [44, 43, 47, 46] as a
result of the collaboration in this research line.

Regarding the methodology employed for obtaining the optimal configuration in the 3DT
torus, a specific routing algorithm for torus networks and a specific traffic pattern must be
chosen in first place. After that, we can obtain all the possible paths that use the internal link
for each 3DT torus node configuration. Therefore, the optimal configuration is the one that
minimizes the total number of paths using the internal link. We have chosen for our study
the DOR algorithm, that is widely used in torus topologies, and the uniform traffic pattern,
since this traffic pattern comprises all the possible combinations of source/destination nodes.
However, our methodology can be applied using other routing algorithms and other traffic
patterns. Using this methodology, we have determined the best configuration for 3DT torus.

Another challenge of the 3DT torus implementation is to design a deadlock-free routing
algorithm. The use of the internal link generates new dependencies between the channels
causing deadlock in the network. How these dependencies appear and how they can be
removed has been studied, obtaining as a result the DORT algorithm. DORT is a deadlock-
free routing algorithm for 3DT torus, based on the DOR algorithm, that ensures the deadlock-
freedom adding only two extra virtual channels to the internal link.

After that, a performance evaluation of all the configurations was done corroborating the
results obtained in the formal analysis. Moreover, the 3DT torus performance was compared
with the 2D torus performance, both tori built using the same communication cards. The
results show that the 3DT torus obtains the highest performance, concluding the achievement
of Goal 3.

As a result of finishing the tasks associated with Goal 3, the work ’Building 3D Torus
Using Low-Profile Expansion Cards’ [5] was published in the journal “IEEE Transactions
on Computers” (see page 57). The formal methodology developed to obtain the best
3DT torus node configuration, the performance evaluation of all the configurations and
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the comparison of the 2D and the 3DT tori are discussed in this publication. Other result
obtained is ’Deadlock-free routing mechanism for 3D Twin torus networks’ [6], published in
“Proceedings of the 8th International Workshop on Interconnection Network Architecture:
On-Chip, Multi-Chip” (see page 75). In this work, the deadlock-avoidance in a 3DT torus is
discussed and the deadlock-free routing algorithm DORT is presented.

Once the viability of the 3DT torus was corroborated, we started to study the case of
the nDT torus. Unlike the 3DT torus, it is not possible to analyse all the nDT torus node
configurations. For this reason, we have changed our methodology: in this case, we first
define the optimal configuration, called CBest, generalizing the results obtained for the 3DT
torus. After that, we calculate the number of paths using the internal link in CBest and
demonstrate by reductio ad absurdum that there are no other configurations that minimize
the internal link usage.

After determining the optimal nDT torus node configuration, we studied whether we can
obtain a deadlock-free routing algorithm applying the DORT algorithm for n dimensions.
We checked that, using the CBest configuration, the DORT algorithm and adding two
virtual channels to the internal link in the worse case, the deadlock-freedom is ensured,
independently of the number of dimensions and the number of nodes. Note that, using a
configuration different than CBest, we can also ensure the deadlock-freedom at the expense
of adding a lot of extra virtual channels to the internal link; i.e. to use other configuration
is not viable since it is not scalable due to the high number of virtual channels required for
the internal link. Finally, the nDT torus performance was compared with the (n+1

2
)D torus

performance, both tori built using the same cards, showing again that the nDT torus obtains
the highest performance and concluding the achievement of Goal 4.

As a result of finishing the tasks corresponding to Goal 4, the work ’Optimal
Configuration for N-Dimensional Twin Torus Networks’ [7] was published in the conference
“IEEE 13th International Symposium on Network Computing and Applications (NCA)”. In
this paper we define the nDT torus topology and present the methodology used to determine
the best node configuration of the nDT torus. This study was expanded in ’N-Dimensional
Twin Torus Networks’ [8], published in the journal “IEEE Transactions on Computers” (see
page 81). In this work, the deadlock-avoidance is discussed and it is shown how the DORT
routing is scalable using the best node configuration. Moreover, a more detailed performance
evaluation is included, simulating 6–port cards to compare the 3D and the 5DT torus, 8–port
cards to compare the 4D and the 7DT torus and showing how the network performance is
increased building an nDT torus.

In order to achieve Goal 5, a research stay was programmed under the guidance of Dr.
Holger Fröning in the Institute of Computer Engineering at the Ruprecht-Karls University of
Heidelberg, Germany, where is located the EXTOLL company. The EXTOLL company is a
start-up born inside the Computer Architecture Group of the University of Heidelberg, and
it dedicates to design, to product and to sell high performance interconnection technology.
Specifically, the high performance EXTOLL switch has six ports, which allows us to build a
3D torus and supports arbitrary topologies. Thus, the EXTOLL switch is a very good option
for testing with real hardware the nDT torus topology, or more specifically, for testing the
5DT torus topology.
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The EXTOLL switch architecture [25] was studied in order to model it in our simulation
environment. Unfortunately, the previous routing algorithm for the nDT torus, the DORT
algorithm, cannot be applied since the EXTOLL switches do not have enough available
virtual channels. However, a new deterministic deadlock-free routing called TS-DOR (Twin
Source DOR) was developed. The TS-DOR algorithm combines the use of EXTOLL virtual
channels and EXTOLL traffic classes to ensure deadlock-freedom in a 5DT torus. Using this
algorithm, we compared the network performance of a 3D torus and a 5DT torus, confirming
the results of our initial hypothesis and demonstrating that the implementation of an nDT
torus is possible using commercial hardware.

Currently, the work ’Building nDT torus networks using EXTOLL communication cards’
[10] is under review in the journal “IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems”
(see page 99). In this work, the EXTOLL simulation model is discussed, the TS-DOR
algorithm for 5DT torus is proposed and finally, a detailed performance evaluation of the
3D and 5DT tori, both built using EXTOLL cards, is included.

After that, we studied how the internal link may affect the performance of an adaptive
routing in the nDT torus. While the adaptive routing function can be derived from an adaptive
routing function in an nD torus, to take an appropriate decision choosing an output port
among all the possible adaptive output ports is more complicated. If the decision implies to
use the internal link, the packet path length may degrade the network performance. However,
prohibiting the use of the internal link as an adaptive port may also degrade the performance.

For these reasons, we studied the situations when the packet path is increased. Several
selection functions were proposed to minimize this adverse effect of the internal link usage.
These selection algorithms were evaluated by simulation, determining the selection function
that achieves the highest network performance. This selection function has been employed
to compare the adaptive nDT torus performance with the adaptive nD torus performance,
corroborating our hypothesis and concluding the achievement of Goal 6. The design of an
adaptive routing for the nDT torus is discussed in ’Adaptive routing for n-Dimensional Twin
torus’ [9], currently under review in the journal “IEEE Transactions on Computers” (see
page 115).

Summary of Results

In summary, after concluding all the tasks associated with the goals proposed at the beginning
of this thesis, the following works have been published or are currently under review:

• Goal 2 - Development of an interconnection network simulation environment.

– ’VEF Traces: A Framework for Modelling MPI Traffic in Interconnection
Network Simulators’, published in “Proceedings of 2015 IEEE International
Conference on Cluster Computing”: The VEF trace framework is discussed.

• Goal 3 - Design and evaluation of 3DT tori built using 4-port cards/switches:

– ’Building 3D Torus Using Low-Profile Expansion Cards’, published in “IEEE
Transactions on Computers”: The 3DT torus is formally defined, the optimal
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configuration for 3DT torus node is obtained and the 3DT torus is evaluated.
This paper is included in this thesis at page 57.

– ’Deadlock-free routing mechanism for 3D Twin torus networks’, published in
“Proceedings of the 8th International Workshop on Interconnection Network
Architecture: On-Chip, Multi-Chip”: How deadlock appears in 3DT tori and
how to avoid it are discussed in this work. The deadlock-free routing algorithm
DORT is also proposed. This paper is included in this thesis at page 75.

• Goal 4 - Design and evaluation of nDT tori built using (n+ 1)-port cards/switches:

– ’Optimal Configuration for N-Dimensional Twin Torus Networks’, published in
“IEEE 13th International Symposium on Network Computing and Applications”:
The nDT torus is formally defined, the optimal configuration for nDT torus node
is obtained and the nDT torus is evaluated.

– ’N-Dimensional Twin Torus Networks’, published in “IEEE Transactions on
Computers”: The deadlock-avoidance in nDT torus is discussed and a more
detailed evaluation of nDT torus is performed. This paper is included in this
thesis at page 81.

• Goal 5 - Design of a possible nDT torus implementation using commercial hardware:

– ’Building nDT torus networks using EXTOLL communication cards’, under
review in “IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems”: The
implementation of a 5DT torus using the EXTOLL cards is discussed. This paper
is included in this thesis at page 99.

• Goal 6 - Design and evaluation of adaptive routing algorithms for nDT tori:

– ’Adaptive routing for n-Dimensional Twin torus’, under review in “IEEE
Transactions on Computers”: The design and evaluation of adaptive routing
algorithms for nDT tori is discussed. This paper is included in this thesis at
page 115.
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results in a decrease in the total number of network components, and consequently
the overall cost of the network can be significantly reduced. Moreover, high-radix
switches are an attractive option to improve the network performance in terms of
latency since hop count is also reduced. However, there are some difficulties related
to integration scale to design such switches. In this paper we present and formalize an
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to obtain switches having greater number of ports. This strategy will remain valid as
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reason, we also propose a general methodology to configure in an optimal way the
internal switch structure and apply it to a particular case in order to show how it works.
The resultant switch configurations are evaluated in order to show the real potential
of our proposal.

Keywords Network architecture and design · Configuration methodology · Formal
analysis · High-radix switches · Fat-tree topology · Performance evaluation

1 Introduction

Interconnection networks are a key component for a wide range of multiprocessor
systems, ranging from large supercomputers to multicore chips. High-performance
networks are essential in these systems, where high reliability in communications,
high information transfer rates and very low latencies are critical. Often, the intercon-
nection network is the subsystem that a more custom design requires. For instance,
the Tianhe-2 supercomputer, number one in the June 2013 Top500 [6], uses a cus-
tom interconnection network called TH Express-2 [5] that removes the interconnect
bottleneck and significantly contributes to the global performance.

Interconnection network design is determined by the available technology. Recent
advances on the technology have substantially improved the performance of the basic
network components: links and switches. The latter are responsible for most of the
interconnection network performance, and so they are the subject of major research.
One of the main parameters characterizing network switches is the number of ports,
which has a strong influence on cost, power consumption and performance in the
whole system.

Given a parallel computer with a large number of connected elements, increasing
the number of switch ports results in a decrease in the number of switches and network
links. As the cost of the network is proportional to the number of switches, it is clear that
cost decreases by using switches with higher number of ports. Moreover, total power
consumption of the network is also considerably reduced as it is directly proportional
to the number of switches in the network [1]. Although, the cost, as well as the power,
of a switch with more ports is larger than a switch with fewer ports, the resultant cost
reduction will be significant if the number of switches is substantially reduced.

Regarding performance, the use of switches with more ports has a direct impact
in terms of latency. First of all, using fewer switches to connect the same number of
elements reduces the number of hops and the number of possible packet collisions
in the network, and thus the time required for packets to reach their destinations.
Furthermore, having fewer switches, the total processing time of the packets in the
switches along their paths is also reduced. Thus, the use of switches with more ports
involves a reduction in the average time to transfer data over the network.

Therefore, switches with a high number of ports are an attractive option to improve
the performance and reduce the cost of the interconnection network, specially for
large parallel computers. However, there are some problems to design such switches.
One of them is related to the complexity of the switch logic. The switch becomes
more complex as radix increases, taking up to a significant percentage of total system
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power [2]. The balance between cost and efficiency is not easy to work through,
requiring a deep study regarding this trade-off.

On the one hand, the size of some switch structures grows quadratically with the
number of ports. That is the case of, for example, the aggregate buffer requirements as
identified in [10] or the schedulers as stated in [17]. Moreover, traditional flow control
policies are also affected by switch radix in two aspects [16]: the round trip time
drastically increases, and the memories for storing flow control credits are linearly
dependent on the round trip time.

On the other hand, pin count will slowly increase next decade, according to the
ITRS [12], and therefore the number of switch ports will slightly increase. Moreover,
there are area constraints to apply some improvement techniques when the number
of ports is high. For instance, virtual output queuing (VOQ) implementation becomes
unfeasible in practice for switches with large number of ports.

In any case, single-chip switch size constraints are mainly determined by the current
integration scale and package pin count. To go beyond the integration scale bounds,
an alternative solution for building high-radix switches is the combination of several
low-radix single-chip switches. This solution has the advantage of obtaining higher
number of ports. Moreover, some difficulties mentioned above lose importance.

The main idea is to implement m′-port switches from several smaller m-port
switches, e.g., a m′-port switch consisting of two identical single-chip m-port switches
(m′/2 < m < m′) can internally interconnect each other using m − m′/2 ports, using
the remaining ports for external connections (Fig. 1a). Note that this strategy will
remain valid as the integration scale keeps evolving.

An important consequence of this strategy for building larger switches is that the
resultant switch will no longer be homogeneous. Switch performance will vary depend-
ing on the internal configuration. The internal switches interconnection can become
a potential bottleneck if they all have to support most of the traffic handled in the
switch. Therefore, it is essential to minimize the impact of this bottleneck, otherwise
the latency on the network will be increased. Thus, the switch-level connection pat-
tern (SCP)1 becomes an important decision in the design of this kind of switches. An
arbitrary SCP may produce a significant performance degradation. Consequently, it
is necessary to determine the most convenient SCP in order to obtain the best switch
performance.

In this paper, we present a formalization of this kind of high-radix switches and
propose a methodology for configuring them in an optimal manner when they are used
to build large switch-based interconnection networks. To show how this methodology
works, it is applied to a particular interconnection network, which is a BMIN. How-
ever, it should be noted the methodology is applicable to any type of interconnection
network.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Sect. 2 presents a brief review of related
work. In Sect. 3 we define Combined switches, discuss about key design issues and

1 We distinguish between network-level connection pattern and switch-level connection pattern. The former
is the traditional interconnection pattern connecting switch-based networks (e.g., butterfly permutation in
multistage interconnection networks); the latter refers to how the ports of this kind of high-radix switches
are mapped to the ports of the internal switches.
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propose a general configuration methodology. Section 4 formally characterizes this
kind of switches through a particular subclass, and in Sect. 5 we show how the configu-
ration methodology works. In Sect. 6 we include some performance evaluation results
in order to check the availability of this alternative to build high-radix switches. Finally,
some conclusions are outlined in Sect. 7.

2 Related work

In this section we review existing proposals of high-radix switches, which are mainly
focused on solving the scaling problems from traditional switch designs.

The YARC proposal is the high-radix switch used by the Cray BlackWidow [22].
Its internal organization is defined in [13] and is based on increasing the number
of ports considering more thin channels instead of fewer wide channels. Traditional
switch designs with fewer ports cannot be adapted to high-radix switches, because the
traditional centralized organization does not scale.

On the other hand, the Partitioned Crossbar Input Queued [18] is a recent pro-
posal for the internal organization of high-radix switches and deals with one of the
main constraints in the high-radix switch design, the excessive memory requirements.
The authors replace the central crossbar by several internal crossbars improving the
readability of the buffers without increasing hardware cost. Moreover, the switch
implements an efficient congestion control mechanism, thus completely eliminating
HOL blocking at both switch and network levels.

Additionally, a high-radix switch-based network is required in order to exploit the
computing power of a system made of Merrimac stream processors [4]. Moreover,
new communication technologies like Proximity Communication are tied to high-
radix architectural designs [8]. Instead of electrical signaling, optic technologies have
been recently proposed for high-radix switches [2].

Regarding the alternative for building high-radix switches by using low-radix
switches, the Oracle Sun Blade 6048 InfiniBand QDR Switched Network Express
Module (NEM) [19] has already implemented this strategy, offering the ability to
connect up to 12 dual-node blades in a single shelf. Each NEM provides 12 con-
nections from each of the 36-port Mellanox InfiniScale IV switches. A total of 24
connections are used to communicate with the two computing nodes on each of the
dual-node server blades, with nine ports used to connect the two switches together.
The 30 remaining ports (15 per switch chip) are used as links to either other NEMs or
to external switches.

On the other hand, the Dragonfly topology [14] uses a group of routers as a virtual
router to increase the effective radix of the network. The Dragonfly requires support
for non-minimal adaptive routing and congestion look ahead for optimal behavior,
but this support is not present in the existing hardware. Furthermore, multiple virtual
channels are required for deadlock avoidance [21].

Related to this alternative, we have previously authored other papers that inevitably
share certain similarities among all of them, but the body of each one is unique because
they focus on different aspects of this alternative. Next section is intended to explain
the relations between this article and our existing papers.
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2.1 Relations between existing papers

The first published paper [24] briefly presented the idea of Combined switches, their
key design challenges, and discussed the pros and cons of by using our methodology.
However, in such a case we only provided the final results (i.e., the optimal configu-
rations obtained by using our methodology for the considered case studies). Due to
space restrictions, the formal analysis was fully omitted with the exception of essential
descriptions necessary to understand the contents of the paper.

Previous to [24], the whole formal analysis associated to the application of our
methodology was publicly available in [23], where the auxiliary formalisms that are
not directly associated to our methodology were also given. However, [23] includes
no performance evaluation. This current paper cites the technical report in order to
maintain the rigor of the mathematical demonstrations, while avoiding to exceed the
length of the paper.

For the methodology to be successfully applied, it is required to describe the traffic
pattern with a mathematical formula. This task becomes more difficult when complex
and irregular traffic patterns concurrently coexist in the network. For these environ-
ments, we described in [25] how to obtain the switch configurations by means of
search techniques (i.e., hill-climbing, genetic and clustering algorithms), which can
be applied to such environments. [25] only provides a brief introduction of the method-
ology to put the paper in context because the subject of [25] is the search techniques
and the application of them.

By contrast, in this current article we provide the whole formal analysis (not just the
final results); for this reason, we give a fully characterization of Combined switches,
the analysis of the existing paths that go across the network switches, and the end-nodes
reachable from switches and from a port of a switch, among other things.

We perform a detailed explanation of every step of our methodology obtaining the
optimal configurations, and furthermore, we analytically demonstrate that the resulting
configurations are optimal under the considered conditions. All of these things were
not included neither in [24] nor [25], and although [23] included them, [23] is just an
internal (not peer reviewed) technical report, and so [23] should not be considered as
published.

When [24] and [25] were submitted, the simulations run in the Sect. 6 of these papers
did not consider parameters based on the InfiniBand specification, but the evaluation
of this article does. Since the new parameters are more realistic, the performance eval-
uation is more robust, thus it has been renewed, as it is indicated in this current paper.

3 High-radix switches by combining low-radix switches

As mentioned above, it is possible to build high-radix switches by combining several
low-radix switches. This strategy makes possible to eventually overtake integration
technology and dramatically shorten the time-to-market. Note that this will remain
valid as the integration technology continues evolving.

This strategy opens a series of new issues that must be addressed so that it would be
implemented in an efficient manner. In this section, we define the Combined switches
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and briefly overview the issues characterizing them. Then, in the next sections, we
formally analyze them in depth.

3.1 Combined switches

In this section we define the Combined switches giving a general definition. We, then,
turn our attention to a particular subclass of this kind of switches, which will be used in
order to show the characteristics and the viability of Combined switches as a high-radix
switch alternative.

Definition 1 A Combined switch, or simply C-switch, is a switch formed by several
smaller interconnected switches (internal switches). The ports being offered by a C-
switch are obtained from free ports of its internal switches after they are interconnected.

There exist some difficulties to build C-switches having many internal switches
and a high heterogeneity degree.

In order to keep the internal latency low, a fully-connected subnetwork interconnect-
ing all the internal switches is preferred. As the number of internal switches increases,
the number of ports dedicated to subnetwork connections grows as fast as the number
of ports devoted to external communications decreases, so this way of building high-
radix switches would lose interest. Therefore, it seems reasonable that the number of
internal switches may not be too high.

On the other hand, a simpler C-switch internal design can be achieved if all the
internal switches are equal. Although this aspect is not as restrictive as the number of
internal switches, it would also be recommended that all the internal switches have
the same radix.

An interesting case is that where C-switches are built from only two identical
internal switches. This subclass of C-switches still offers an important increase in the
number of ports while the interconnection between the two internal switches is the
simplest one.

Definition 2 A Twin switch, or simply T -switch, is a switch formed by two identical
smaller interconnected switches. The ports being offered by a T -switch are obtained
from free ports of its two internal switches after they are interconnected each other.

Figure 1a shows a basic diagram of a T -switch, where internal switches are denoted
as α and β. Although T -switches seem to be simple, there are significant challenges
in its design. One especially stands out: to obtain the appropriate SCP of the internal
subnetwork.

Switch-level connection pattern has an important influence on packet latency. Time
to pass through the T -switch will be minimal when only one internal switch (α or
β) is used (data flows f1 or f3 in Fig. 1b). A bad case is obtained when both internal
switches are used for every path passing through the T -switch (data flow f2 in Fig. 1b).
A more common situation is that where data flows f1, f2 and f3 in Fig. 1b coexist.
In such situations, the main objective in the SCP design of T -switches (in general
C-switches) is to minimize the use of the ports interconnecting internal switches.
To obtain the best case is not trivial and an in-depth study is required, in which
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1 a Basic block diagram of a T -switch and b some common cases

several factors, i.e., network topology, routing algorithm and traffic pattern, must be
considered. In Sect. 3.2 we indicate how the optimal SCP can be obtained if these
factors are considered.

In summary, internal configuration of T -switches, and in general C-switches,
becomes a key aspect in the design of this kind of high-radix switches. In the fol-
lowing section, we present a general methodology to obtain the best configuration of
this kind of switches when they are used in large interconnection networks.

3.2 Combined switches configuration methodology

Our methodology for determining the optimal SCP of C-switches consists of the
following main steps:

– Network paths analysis The purpose of this step is to determine the connections
required in each C-switch at network level and the number of times all these con-
nections are used taking into account all the possible paths used by the packets. It
can occur that some of the possible connections in the C-switches support one or
more paths, and however, there may be connections that are never established.

– Switch classification Depending on the network characteristics and load conditions,
few or many different C-switch configurations could be obtained. In this step, C-
switches are grouped according to their connection requirements, and so, several
types of C-switch will be distinguished.
For instance, in a fat-tree topology C-switches in different stages may require
different SCPs, and the same may even occur with C-switches in the same stage.
Therefore, several types of C-switch will appear. When a simple traffic pattern
and balanced routing algorithm are used, it is likely that all the C-switches in the
network require the same SCP, thus only one type of C-switch will be considered.

– Switch configuration From connection requirements and given the number of inter-
nal switches forming the C-switch, this last step consists in finding the optimal
configuration for each class of C-switch. That is, we must find the optimal SCP
of each class, trying to minimize the use of the interconnection between internal
switches.

Summing up, given the network topology, the routing algorithm and the traffic
pattern, we can determine the paths generated in the network, the C-switches used by
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each path, and the connections required in each C-switch. If the two ports involved
in a C-switch connection are connected to the same internal switch, the paths using
that connection will only use one internal switch when passing through the C-switch.
Therefore, the objective of the methodology is to get an SCP where most of the
connections satisfy this condition. In general, C-switches with different connection
requirements will have different internal configurations, and thus the methodology
proposes to search for the optimal SCP for each C-switch, or group of C-switches
requiring the same connections, separately. Finally, if possible, the same SCP for all
the C-switches in the network will be found.

The first two steps of this methodology are independent of the internal C-switch
structure. Obviously, the third step depends on the structure of the C-switch.

Note that although the methodology is general and can be applied considering dif-
ferent C-switches and interconnection networks, as mentioned above the C-switch
configuration depends on the particular network properties. Therefore, to apply this
methodology, network type, topology, routing algorithm and traffic pattern must be
specified.

These may seem very restrictive conditions, but we believe that this is not true. When
a large parallel computer is built, the network topology and routing algorithm are fixed,
and generally, they do not change throughout the life of the computer. Therefore, the
traffic pattern is the only parameter that usually changes since, in general, different
applications generate different traffic.

However, most of the large parallel computers are primarily designed for running
specific applications. In these cases, the traffic patterns in the network can be known,
and therefore our methodology is entirely appropriate. In other cases, where there may
be greater diversity of applications and, as a result, of traffic patterns, the most common
traffic patterns can be considered when applying the methodology, and so to obtain
the internal structure or SCP of the all C-switches. For the applications whose traffic
pattern is similar to that considered, the C-switches configuration will be suitable and
the network performance will be good. It is clear that this option will be better than
getting the internal structure of the C-switches in a totally arbitrary way, which would
be unlikely that fits for most of the applications.

Indeed, in the evaluation section of this paper, we show the performance difference
between using an arbitrary internal configuration of C-switches and considering the
best one for different traffic patterns.

4 Switch formalization

In order to show how the C-switch configuration methodology works, we have chosen
a very representative switch-based interconnection network today. Since fat-trees are
nowadays one of the most common topologies in the largest supercomputers on the
Top500 list, we focus on bidirectional interconnection networks (BMINs). Regarding
C-switches, we consider T -switches due to the reasons outlined in Sect. 3.1. However,
it should be noted that the method is perfectly valid for any number of internal switches.

In the next section we formally define T -switches for BMINs and introduce some
interesting properties. Then, in Sect. 4, we also find out in a formal way the optimal
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configuration of all the T -switches in the BMIN by applying the previously proposed
methodology.

4.1 Notation

The following notation is used below:

– N is the total number of terminals or nodes.
– k is the switch arity, or number of ports that connect to terminals/switches in the

previous stage and switches in the next stage (if available). Hence, the total number
of ports of a k × k switch is 2k. The ports faced to the previous stage are numbered
from 0 to k − 1, and the ports connected with the switches in the next stage are
labeled from k to 2k − 1.

– n is the total number of stages, where n = logk N .
– h is the terminal identifier (0 ≤ h < N ). It consists of a string of n digits

hn−1 . . . h1h0 (0 ≤ hi < k).
– 〈s, o〉 is a tuple that identifies uniquely a switch, where s refers to the stage (0 ≤

s < n), and o = on−2, . . . , o1, o0 indicates the position of the switch inside the
stage, where 0 ≤ oi < k and 0 ≤ i < n − 1.

4.2 Twin-switch definition

We fully characterize T -switches by means of definitions and propositions.

Definition 3 Let U = {i ∈ N, 0 ≤ i < 2k} be the set of ports in a k × k switch.

Definition 4 Let B = {i ∈ U , 0 ≤ i < k} be the set of ports in a k × k switch
connecting to switches of the previous stage or terminals in a BMIN.

Definition 5 Let F = {i ∈ U , k ≤ i < 2k} be the set of ports in a k × k switch
connecting to switches of the next stage in a BMIN.

From Definitions 3 to 5 it is obvious that card(U) = 2k and card(B) = card(F) =
k, where card is the cardinality of a set.

Figure 2 shows the detailed T -switch organization. Most of the internal switch ports
are dedicated for external communications, meanwhile a few ports are responsible for
communications between internal switches.

According to the above, T -switches in BMINs can be re-defined as follows:

Definition 6 A k×k T -switch is a bidirectional switch formed by two identical smaller
interconnected switches. The 2k ports being offered by this T -switch are obtained from
the k free ports of each internal switch after they are interconnected each other by r
ports. Set B is obtained from sets Bi of internal switches, and set F is obtained from
sets F i of internal switches, i ∈ {α, β}.

B = Bα ∪ Bβ, Bα ∩ Bβ = ∅, F = Fα ∪ Fβ, Fα ∩ Fβ = ∅
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Fig. 2 The T -switch
organization

Definition 7 Let P i be the set of ports in the switch i , i ∈ {α, β}. P i is split into three
disjoint sets: J i , Bi and F i . The ports in J i are used for interconnecting the internal
switches, and with the ports in Bi and F i we obtain the ports of the T -switch.

P i = J i ∪ Bi ∪ F i , J i 
= ∅, Bi ∩ F i = ∅, Bi ∩ J i = ∅, F i ∩ J i = ∅

Then, we have that card(J α) = card(J β) and, as both α and β switches are
identical, card(Pα) = card(Pβ)

Proposition 1 In a k × k T -switch consisting of two identical internal switches, α

and β, it is verified that card(Bα) = card(Fβ) and card(Bβ) = card(Fα).

Proof Firstly, we prove the first part (card(Bα) = card(Fβ)). From Definitions 3 to 6
we can be obtained the following expressions

card(B) = card(Bα) + card(Bβ) = k

card(F) = card(Fα) + card(Fβ) = k

Therefore,

card(Bβ) = k − card(Bα), card(Fα) = k − card(Fβ) (1)

card(Bα) = k − card(Bβ), card(Fβ) = k − card(Fα) (2)

On the other hand, Definition 7 determines how the ports of α and β switches are
distributed,

Pα = J α ∪ Bα ∪ Fα, Pβ = J β ∪ Bβ ∪ Fβ

and it is verified that

Bα ∩ Fα = ∅, Bα ∩ J α = ∅, Fα ∩ J α = ∅
Bβ ∩ Fβ = ∅, Bβ ∩ J β = ∅, Fβ ∩ J β = ∅
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Since card(Pα) = card(Pβ), then

card(J α) + card(Bα) + card(Fα) = card(J β) + card(Bβ) + card(Fβ)

As card(J α) = card(J β) and considering (1),

card(Bα) + k − card(Fβ) = k − card(Bα) + card(Fβ)

2 card(Bα) = 2 card(Fβ)

card(Bα) = card(Fβ)

which demonstrates the first part of the proposition. Similarly, but using (2), the second
part (card(Bβ) = card(Fα)) of the proposition is also proved. ��

As it is suggested by Fig. 2 we assume card(Bα) = pα , card(Fα) = qα , card(Bβ)

= pβ and card(Fβ) = qβ . By applying Proposition 1 we have pα = qβ and qα = pβ .
In order to use a simpler notation, the following simplifications are accordingly

assumed:

card(Bα) = card(Fβ) = p (3)

card(Bβ) = card(Fα) = q (4)

Definition 8 Let Ci ⊂ U , i ∈ {α, β}, be the configuration of an internal switch i in
a T -switch. Ci is defined as the set of ports in i being used to obtain the ports of a
T -switch. Hence, Ci = Bi ∪ F i .

Proposition 2 The number of elements in Ci , i ∈ {α, β}, is equal to k. Thus,
card(Ci ) = k.

Proof The cardinality ofCα is card(Bα)+card(Fα). From Proposition 1 card(Bβ) =
card(Fα), card(Cα) = card(Bα)+ card(Bβ) = card(B) = k. Following the same
steps, and now considering Cβ , it can be obtained that card(Cβ) = k. ��
Definition 9 Let V = {Ci ⊂ U | card(Ci ) = k} be the set containing all the possible
configurations of an internal switch i , i ∈ {α, β}, in a T -switch.

Note that U is a set of elements, while V is a set of sets. Thus, any configuration Ci

is included in U and belongs to V . i.e., Ci ⊂ U and Ci ∈ V .
In what follows, Ci will be used when necessary to distinguish between α and β,

and only C otherwise.

Definition 10 Let T be the T -switch configuration, which is determined by a pair of
configurations belonging to V . Thus, T = {Cα, Cβ ∈ V | Cβ = (Cα)C }, where C is
the complementary set operation.

In order to obtain the optimal configuration of T -switches, we must find the SCP
that minimizes the usage of ports in the set J .
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Definition 11 Let γ be a SCP applied to a T -switch. Sγ is defined as the subset in V ,
whose configurations minimize the number of connections that must use ports in J
(ports of internal switches), that is

Sγ = {C ∈ V | C minimizes usage of ports inJ }

Note that we can manage the configuration of only one internal switch because the
configuration of the other internal switch is the complementary set of the former.

Proposition 3 Let T be a configuration of a T -switch, which is optimal for a given
SCP γ if the configurations of its two internal switches belong to Sγ . Thus,

if T = {Cα, Cβ | Cα, Cβ ∈ Sγ } then T is optimal

Proof The demonstration is trivial. The configurations belonging to Sγ minimize
the number of connections that use the ports interconnecting the internal switches.
Therefore, T is optimal because there exist no other configurations minimizing such
connections. ��

4.3 Internal connections of a T-switch

A bidirectional k × k T -switch supports three types of connections: forward, turn-
around, and backward:

– Forward and backward connections. There are k2 possible combinations that entail
passing through the T -switch (forward and backward directions). We denote by
CC(〈s, o〉) (crossing connections) the number of different connections between k
input ports and k output ports of the switch 〈s, o〉, hence CC(〈s, o〉) = k2. When
necessary to distinguish between forward and backward directions we will use
CC f (〈s, o〉) and CCb(〈s, o〉), respectively. Hence, CC f (〈s, o〉) = CCb(〈s, o〉) =
k2.

– Turnaround connections. Only k ports take part in the establishment of these kind
of connections. We denote by T C(〈s, o〉) (turnaround connections) the number of
different connections between such ports. It is assumed that there is no turnaround
connection between a port and itself, so T C(〈s, o〉) = k(k − 1).

For the above two connection types, considering the internal organization of the T -
switch, some connections involve to use the ports in J that interconnect α and β

switches. We denote by CCI (〈s, o〉) the number of paths that pass through the switch
〈s, o〉 using both α and β switches. Similarly, we denote by T CI (〈s, o〉) the number of
paths that turn around the T -switch 〈s, o〉 using α and β switches. When necessary, we
differentiate the forward from backward direction by CCI f (〈s, o〉) and CCI b(〈s, o〉),
respectively. From Fig. 2 and taking into account (3) and (4), it is deduced that:

CCI (〈s, o〉) = p × p + q × q = 2p2 + k2 − 2kp

T CI (〈s, o〉) = p × q + q × p = 2(kp − p2)
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and also

CCI f (〈s, o〉) = CCI b(〈s, o〉) = p × p + q × q = 2p2 + k2 − 2kp

The total number of times that the internal links2 of a T -switch 〈s, o〉 are used,
denoted by CI (〈s, o〉), is obtained from CCI (〈s, o〉) (CCI f (〈s, o〉) and CCI b(〈s, o〉)
when they are considered) and T CI (〈s, o〉).

Note that the previous expressions for CCI (〈s, o〉) and T CI (〈s, o〉) consider the
isolated T -switch, without taking into account the entire network, nor the paths that
are generated by the concrete routing algorithm, nor the characteristics of the network
traffic. Once all these aspects are considered, it is possible to determine the real number
of connections in the T -switch, and therefore, we can get the configuration of the
network T -switches to minimize the number of crosses of the internal links.

To obtain the definitive expressions for CCI and T CI we need to know if a path from
a source to a destination will reach the switch 〈s, o〉. Considering a BMIN network
topology of N terminals and n stages, a switch 〈s, o〉 will be achieved:

1. From a switch located in a previous stage, or from a terminal. In this case the path
passes through the switch 〈s, o〉. We denote by C f (〈s, o〉) (forward crosses) the
number of paths that pass through the switch 〈s, o〉, 0 ≤ s < n − 1, in the forward
direction. This is true for switches belonging to all the stages except the last one.

2. From a switch located in a later stage to arrive at a previous stage, or a terminal. In
this case the path passes through the switch. We denote by Cb(〈s, o〉) (backward
crosses) the number of paths that pass through the switch 〈s, o〉, 0 ≤ s < n − 1,
in the backward direction. This is also true for switches belonging to all the stages
except the last one.

3. From a switch located in a previous stage, or from a terminal to reach another
different switch at the same stage or different terminal. In this case there is a change
of direction on the switch itself. We denote by T (〈s, o〉) (turnaround connection)
the number of paths that turn around the switch 〈s, o〉. Unlike earlier, this is true in
all the switches.

Sometimes we will consider C f (〈s, o〉) and Cb(〈s, o〉) together. Thus, we also
introduce C(〈s, o〉) (total number of crosses) as C f (〈s, o〉) + Cb(〈s, o〉).

The above expressions are at switch level, but they do not distinguish between indi-
vidual ports. However, for our study it is necessary to know the connections between
individual ports, and the number of times each connection is established. This infor-
mation is useful for determining the connections that pass through the T -switch using
both α and β switches.

To consider this kind of switch-level connections, new expressions are defined,
similar to the above ones, but at port-level. We introduce one expression per each type of
connection, e.g., forward, backward, and turnaround: C f (〈s, o〉, l, l ′), Cb(〈s, o〉, l, l ′),
and T (〈s, o〉, l, l ′), respectively:

2 In what follows, we will also use “internal link” to refer to the ports in J that interconnect α and β

switches.
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– C f (〈s, o〉, l, l ′) denotes the number of connections that use ports l and l ′, 0 ≤ l < k
and k ≤ l ′ < 2k, in the forward direction.

– Cb(〈s, o〉, l, l ′) denotes the number of connections that use ports l and l ′, k ≤ l < 2k
and 0 ≤ l ′ < k, in the backward direction.

– T (〈s, o〉, l, l ′) denotes the number of connections that use ports l and l ′, 0 ≤ l, l ′ <

k and l 
= l ′, in the turnaround direction.

Adding the first two expressions we obtain C(〈s, o〉, l, l ′).

5 Applying the methodology

As mentioned at the end of Sect. 3, in order to apply the switch configuration method-
ology we must specify the network topology, the routing algorithm, and the traffic
pattern. We have chosen k-ary n-tree BMINs with N terminals and k × k T -switches,
k ≥ 4, and even, the routing algorithm is DESTRO, and uniform traffic pattern is
assumed as network workload.

The k-ary n-tree BMIN network [20] is a subclass of fat-trees, and derives from the
k-ary n-butterflies (or k-ary n-flies) [15]. A k-ary n-tree BMIN is obtained by applying
the βk

i permutation, 0 ≤ i < n, to obtain the network-level connection pattern between
stages. The k-ary n-tree connects N nodes by using nkn−1 switches. Two switches
〈s, on−2 . . . o0〉 and 〈s′, o′

n−2 . . . o′
0〉 are connected with a link if s′ = s + 1 and

oi = o′
i ∀i 
= s. Moreover, there is a link between the switch 〈0, on−2 . . . o0〉 and the

terminal h = hn−1 . . . h0 if oi = hi+1, 0 ≤ i < n − 1.
The routing algorithm is DESTRO [9], which is a deterministic routing algorithm

for fat-trees. It is based on using at each switch the ascending output port given by the
destination component corresponding to the switch stage of the packet that is being
routed. This routing algorithm is able to evenly balance network traffic and reduce
to the minimum the number of paths that share each link, and as a consequence, it
reduces network contention.

The uniform traffic pattern is assumed as network workload because it is the most
commonly used traffic in network performance evaluations [3,7]. It can be more easily
designed and manipulated, allowing to tune the injection rate of the nodes. Note that
there is no impediment to the development of similar studies to the one presented in
this paper, but unlike to this one, they could consider other regular traffic patterns.
Moreover, as stated in Sect. 2, this methodology can also be applied to more complex
and irregular patterns relying on search techniques [25].

Under these conditions, we then formally obtain the best configuration of those
T -switches. The following sections correspond to the three steps in the proposed
methodology.

5.1 Network paths analysis

The purpose of this first step is to know the connections required in each T -switch.
These connections come from C f (〈s, o〉), T (〈s, o〉) and Cb(〈s, o〉). The specific num-
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Table 1 Reachable nodes from
the switch 〈s, o〉 Dt

b(〈s, o〉) = ks+1 DR
b (〈s, o〉) = k

Dt
f (〈s, o〉) = kn − ks+1 DR

f (〈s, o〉) = kn−s − k

Dt
b(〈s, o〉, l) = ks DR

b (〈s, o〉, l) = 1

Dt
f (〈s, o〉, l) = kn − ks+1 DR

f (〈s, o〉, l) = kn−s−1 − 1

ber of times that these connections are used can be obtained from the same expressions,
but at port level with C f (〈s, o〉, l, l ′), T (〈s, o〉, l, l ′) and Cb(〈s, o〉, l, l ′).

In order to calculate the required connections in each T -switch, we firstly obtain
the set of nodes reachable from the T -switch both in the ascending and descending
phases of the paths, and at switch and port level. Then, we use the number of elements
of that set. In order to shorten this paper, we only include here the final values (Table
1) and not the complete analysis [23].

Dt
f (〈s, o〉) is the cardinality of the set N t

f (〈s, o〉), which is the set of nodes that
are topologically reachable from 〈s, o〉 by a path in the ascending phase. Similar
definitions are given for the sets N t

b, N R
f and N R

b , where the subscripts b (backward)
and f (forward) are used to indicate that the paths are in the descending and ascending
phase, respectively. The superscript t indicates that the set of nodes are topologically
reachable from 〈s, o〉 (regardless the routing algorithm), and R indicates that the
DESTRO routing algorithm is used. Additionally, Dt

f (〈s, o〉, l) is the cardinality of
the set N t

f (〈s, o〉, l), which is the set of nodes that are topologically reachable by the
output port l of 〈s, o〉 by a path in the ascending phase. Similarly, Definitions are given
for the sets N t

b(〈s, o〉, l), N R
f (〈s, o〉, l) and N R

b (〈s, o〉, l). In order to shorten this paper,
we have not included their demonstrations and some derived propositions, but they all
are available in [23].

Resumed the path analysis, the uniform traffic pattern generates N 2 − N different
paths between N terminals in the network. Since we are assuming a deterministic
routing algorithm, there is a unique path between every pair of terminals. Moreover,
as the routing algorithm is load-balanced, the paths in the ascending, turnaround and
descending phase are uniformly distributed among all the switches at every stage.

Then, the number of paths passing through the switch 〈s, o〉 in the ascending,
turnaround and descending phases, 0 ≤ s < n, is determined. We obtain these values
by means of a formal analysis, including some propositions and their proofs. In order
to get a clearer and simple treatment, we will avoid continually repeating the starting
conditions in every definition and proposition, i.e., topology, routing and traffic pattern.

Some propositions related to the paths passing through the switch 〈s, o〉 are
described below.

5.1.1 Ascending phase of the paths

Proposition 4 Given the ports l and l ′ of the switch 〈s, o〉, 0 ≤ s < n − 1, 0 ≤ l < k
and k ≤ l ′ < 2k, there are kn−1 − ks paths passing through 〈s, o〉 in the ascending
phase using the ports l and l ′.
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Proof A path passes through 〈s, o〉 in the ascending phase using l and l ′ if the source
node h belongs to the set N t

b(〈s, o〉, l), and the destination node h′ belongs to the
set N R

f (〈s, o〉, l ′). Therefore, the total number of paths that pass through 〈s, o〉 in the
ascending phase using l and l ′ is equal to the number of pairs of source–destination
nodes obtained from these sets.

C f (〈s, o〉, l, l ′) = card(N t
b(〈s, o〉, l)) × card(N R

f (〈s, o〉, l ′))
= Dt

b(〈s, o〉, l) × DR
f (〈s, o〉, l ′) = ks × (kn−s−1 − 1)

= kn−1 − ks

��
Proposition 5 The total number of paths in the ascending phase passing through the
switch 〈s, o〉, 0 ≤ s < n − 1, is kn+1 − ks+2.

Proof The total number of paths in the ascending phase passing through 〈s, o〉 is
given by the multiplication of the number of paths that use l and l ′ (0 ≤ l < k and
k ≤ l ′ < 2k) by the number of pairs (l,l ′) of ports.

C f (〈s, o〉) = C f (〈s, o〉, l, l ′) × k2 = kn+1 − ks+2

��
Proposition 6 There is no path passing through the last-stage switches in the ascend-
ing phase. Hence, C f (〈n − 1, o〉) = C f (〈n − 1, o〉, l, l ′) = 0.

Proof By the definition of BMIN, there are no forward connections in the last-stage
switches. ��

5.1.2 Turnaround phase of the paths

Proposition 7 Given the ports l and l ′ of the switch 〈s, o〉, where 0 ≤ s < n, 0 ≤
l, l ′ < k and l 
= l ′, there are ks paths passing through 〈s, o〉 in the turnaround phase
using l and l ′.

Proof A path is turned around in the switch 〈s, o〉 by the ports l and l ′ if the source
node h belongs to the set N t

b(〈s, o〉, l) and the destination node h′ belongs to the
set N R

b (〈s, o〉, l ′). Therefore, the total number of paths passing through 〈s, o〉 in the
turnaround phase using the ports l and l ′ is equal to the number of pairs of source–
destination nodes obtained from these sets.

T (〈s, o〉, l, l ′) = card(N t
b(〈s, o〉, l)) × card(N R

b (〈s, o〉, l ′))
= Dt

b(〈s, o〉, l) × DR
b (〈s, o〉, l ′) = ks × 1 = ks

��
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Proposition 8 The total number of paths that turn around in the switch 〈s, o〉, 0 ≤
s < n, is (k − 1)ks+1.

Proof The total number of paths passing through the switch 〈s, o〉 in the turnaround
phase is obtained from the multiplication of the number of paths that use the ports l
and l ′, 0 ≤ l < k and k ≤ l ′ < 2k, by the number of pairs (l,l ′) of ports.

T (〈s, o〉) = T (〈s, o〉, l, l ′) × k(k − 1) = (k − 1)ks+1

��

5.1.3 Descending phase of the paths

Proposition 9 Given an input port l, k ≤ l < 2k, an output port l ′, 0 ≤ l ′ <

k, belonging both to a switch 〈s, o〉 = 〈s, on−2 . . . o0〉 with 0 ≤ s < n − 1, and
considering a routing algorithm R, there exist paths in the descending phase that
arrive at 〈s, o〉 using l and leaving the 〈s, o〉 through l ′ if and only if l ′ = l − k is
verified.

Proof Let us suppose that a path in the descending phase arrives at the switch 〈s, o〉,
and let h′ be the destination node of that path. The path would leave the switch 〈s, o〉
through the output port l ′.

Since R is the routing algorithm, the definition of N R
b (〈s, o〉, l) determines the

reachable nodes by paths in the descending phase from the output port l ′ in the switch
〈s, o〉. According to properties of DR

b (〈s, o〉, l) such a set has only one member, that
is, the destination node h′:

N R
b (〈s, o〉, l ′) = { h′ } = { (on−2 . . . os+1osl ′os−1 . . . o0) }

Since the path is in the descending phase, it comes from one of the switches placed
in the upwards stage 〈s′, o′〉, with s′ = s + 1. If a path passes through two switches,
each one belonging to different stages, both switches are connected by a channel. For
example, in the Fig. 3, the switches 〈s, o〉 and 〈s′, o′〉 are connected through the ports
l and l ′′. Taking into account the k-ary n-tree BMIN topology definition, it is known
the switch identifiers verify oi = o′

i ∀i 
= s, in other words:

〈s′, o′〉 = 〈s + 1, (on−2 . . . os+1o′
sos−1 . . . o0)〉

It should be noticed all the values that o′ can take are known except o′
s .

On the other hand, DR
b (〈s, o〉, l) specifies the set of nodes that are reachable in the

descending phase from the switch 〈s′, o′〉 through the output port l ′′. Such a set has
only one member: the destination node h′. Hence,

N R
b (〈s′, o′〉, l ′′) = {h′} = {(on−2 . . . os+1l ′′o′

sos−1 . . . o0)}
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Fig. 3 Associated channel
between two adjacent switches

Since the sets N R
b (〈s, o〉, l ′) and N R

b (〈s′, o′〉, l ′′) have the same members {h′}, and
we know that

N R
b (〈s, o〉, l ′) = {(on−2 . . . os+1osl ′os−1 . . . o0)}

N R
b (〈s′, o′〉, l ′′) = {(on−2 . . . os+1l ′′o′

sos−1 . . . o0)}

that is checked only if o′
s = l ′ and os = l ′′ are verified.

Let us analyze the relation between l and l ′′ with the network-level connection
pattern. Such a pattern is defined in terms of global ports L and L ′′. The identifier
of internal port l, k ≤ l < 2k, is associated with L = ln−1 . . . l0 by the connection
pattern as:

L = k × o + (l − k) = k × (on−2 . . . o0) + (l − k) = on−2 . . . o0(l − k)

The multiplication of o = on−2 . . . o0 (in base k) by k is calculated by shifting
o = on−2 . . . o0 left one position, and assigning the digit o0 = 0. Then, the addition
operation sets the digit o0 to l − k (0 ≤ l − k < k).

Similarly, the global port identifier L ′′ = l ′′n−1 . . . l ′′0 is related with the internal port
l ′′, 0 ≤ l ′′ < k, by the following expression:

L ′′ = k × o′ + l ′′ = k × (o′
n−2 . . . o′

0) + l ′′ = o′
n−2 . . . o′

0l ′′

Then again, the Butterfly permutation associates the ports L and L ′′ as follows:

βk
s+1(L) = L ′′

βk
s+1(on−2 . . . os+1osos−1 . . . o0(l − k)) = o′

n−2 . . . o′
s+1o′

so′
s−1 . . . o′

0l ′′

taking into account that o′
s = l ′ and l ′′ = os , we have

βk
s+1(on−2 . . . os+1osos−1 . . . o0(l − k)) = o′

n−2 . . . o′
s+1l ′o′

s−1 . . . o′
0os (5)

how the switches 〈s, o〉 and 〈s′, o′〉 are related as follows

〈s′, o′〉 = 〈s + 1, (on−2 . . . os+1o′
sos−1 . . . o0)〉
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and it can be substituted in (5), remaining then

βk
s+1(on−2 . . . os+1osos−1 . . . o0(l − k)) = on−2 . . . os+1l ′os−1 . . . o0os

lastly, the Butterfly permutation is applied

on−2 . . . os+1(l − k)os−1 . . . o0os = on−2 . . . os+1l ′os−1 . . . o0os (6)

The equality (6) is verified when l ′ = l − k. ��
Proposition 10 There is no path passing through the last-stage switches, in the
descending phase. Hence, Cb(〈n − 1, o〉) = Cb(〈n − 1, o〉, l, l ′) = 0.

Proof By the definition of BMIN, there are no backward connections in the switches
at the last stage. ��
Proposition 11 Given the ports l and l ′ of the switch 〈s, o〉, where 0 ≤ s < n − 1,
k ≤ l < 2k and 0 ≤ l ′ < k, at the most there exist kn − ks+1 paths passing through
〈s, o〉 in the descending phase using l and l ′.

Proof A path passes through the switch 〈s, o〉 in the descending phase using the ports
l and l ′ if the source node h belongs to the set N t

f (〈s, o〉, l) and the destination node h′

belongs to the set N R
b (〈s, o〉, l ′). Therefore, the total number of paths passing through

〈s, o〉 in the descending phase using l and l ′ is obtained from the number of pairs of
source–destination nodes obtained from these sets.

Cb(〈s, o〉, l, l ′) = card(N t
f (〈s, o〉, l)) × card(N R

b (〈s, o〉, l ′))

= Dt
f (〈s, o〉, l) × DR

b (〈s, o〉, l ′)
= (kn − ks+1) × 1 = kn − ks+1

��
Proposition 12 Given the ports l and l ′ of the switch 〈s, o〉, where 0 ≤ s < n − 1,
k ≤ l < 2k and 0 ≤ l ′ < k, there are kn − ks+1 paths in the descending phase using
l and l ′, if and only if l ′ = l − k.

Proof According to Proposition 11, at the most there are kn − ks+1 paths in the
descending phase using the input port l and the output port l ′. Similarly, according to
Proposition 9 a path passes through 〈s, o〉 in the descending phase using the l and l ′ if
l ′ = l − k is satisfied, and therefore

Cb(〈s, o〉, l, l ′) =
{

kn − ks+1, if and only if l ′ = l − k

0, otherwise

��
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Table 2 Number of paths
passing through a switch in a
network under uniform traffic C f (〈s, o〉) =

{
kn+1 − ks+2, if s ∈ [0, n − 2]
0, if s = n − 1

T (〈s, o〉) = (k − 1)ks+1

Cb(〈s, o〉) =
{

kn+1 − ks+2, if s ∈ [0, n − 2]
0, if s = n − 1

C(〈s, o〉) =
{

2(kn+1 − ks+2), if s ∈ [0, n − 2]
0, if s = n − 1

C f (〈s, o〉, l, l ′)
0≤l<k k≤l ′<2k

=
{

kn−1 − ks , if s ∈ [0, n − 2]
0, otherwise

T (〈s, o〉, l, l ′)
0≤l,l ′<k l 
=l′

= ks

Cb(〈s, o〉, l, l ′)
k≤l<2k 0≤l ′<k

=
{

kn − ks+1, if s ∈ [0, n − 2] and l ′ = l − k

0, otherwise

Proposition 13 The total number of paths passing through the switch 〈s, o〉, 0 ≤ s <

n − 1, in the descending phase, is kn+1 − ks+2.

Proof The total number of paths passing through the switch 〈s, o〉 in the descending
phase is obtained from the multiplication of the number of paths that pass through the
switch 〈s, o〉 using the ports l and l ′, 0 ≤ l ′ < k and k ≤ l < 2k, by the number of
pairs of ports (l,l ′) satisfying l ′ = l − k, i.e., k pairs. Thus,

Cb(〈s, o〉, l, l ′) = Cb(〈s, o〉, l, l ′) × k = kn+1 − ks+2

��
Table 2 outlines all the expressions obtained from the previous propositions.

5.2 Switch classification

From expressions in Table 2, two types of switches are identified based on the con-
nections required:

– Type A. Switches establishing forward, turnaround and backward connections
belong to this type. The number of paths passing through a switch of this type
is obtained from Propositions 5, 8 and 13. Similarly, the number of connections is
determined by Propositions 4, 7, 11 and 12. All the switches in the BMIN network
are Type A, except those placed at the last stage.

– Type B. Switches that only establish backward connections (Propositions 6, 8 and
10). The number of paths passing through one of these switches is determined by
Proposition 8, and the number of required turnaround connections is obtained from
Proposition 7. The last-stage switches are Type B.

Figure 4 only shows the paths passing through the switch using the input port zero
as input port. Other identical paths are obtained for the remaining input ports, but
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4 Established connections in the T -switches of a Type A and b Type B

they are not shown in the figure for the sake of clarity. Moreover, the paths in the
descending phase are independent of the other phases. Figure 4a depicts a T -switch
of Type A, where the paths in the ascending, turnaround and descending phase are
shown in dashed, solid and dotted line patterns, respectively.

T -switches of Type B only have turnaround connections (Fig. 4b). We only include
here the paths from the input port zero. The remaining paths from the ports 1 to k − 1
are not drawn for clarity.

5.3 Switch configuration

To apply the third step of the proposed methodology and to find out the most adequate
T -switch configuration for each type of switch, we decompose this step in turn in
other two substeps:

1. For each type of T -switch, we will obtain separately the set of optimal configura-
tions for each type of connections (i.e., forward, turnaround and backward).

2. For each type of T -switch, the optimal global configurations are obtained.
This approach is primarily chosen for two reasons:
(a) It is easier to address several simpler subproblems, from which the global solu-

tion can be derived (e.g., divide and conquer strategy) rather than to address
the entire problem.

(b) It can be done separately because the behavior of each case is independent
of the others. The cause of a connection uses or not the internal links only
depends on the T -switch configuration, and is independent of the links to be
used by other connections. Therefore, if a configuration minimizes separately
the use of the internal links to both forward and backward connections, it will
also minimize it if both types of connections are considered at a time.

In short, the ultimate goal will be to calculate the set Sγ . For the sake of notation,
we use a superscript in S to distinguish the type of T -switch. We use a subscript
for indicating the path direction: b (backward), t (turn-around), f (forward) or a
combination of them. When hidden, we would assume all the connections in the
switch. For example, S A

b refers to the set of optimal configurations of T -switches of
Type A taking into account only the backward connections.
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5.3.1 Configuration of T-switches of Type A

In this case, the forward and turnaround connections are studied together, and then we
consider separately the backward connections. At the end of this section, we reason
about optimal configurations that take into account all the connections in the T -switch.

Optimal T-switch configuration for forward and turnaround connections

Proposition 14 Let S A
f t be the set of configurations that minimize the use of the inter-

nal links in a T -switch of Type A, considering the forward and turnaround connections.
Hence,

S A
f t = {C ∈ V | card(B) = card(F) = k/2}

and there exist 1
2 kn+1 connections that use the internal links.

Proof Given a port l, 0 ≤ l < k, the same number of forward connections is estab-
lished with each port l ′, k ≤ l ′ < 2k, and also the same number of turnaround
connections with each port l ′′, 0 ≤ l ′′ < k and l 
= l ′′. That is, every port l of the
T -switch behaves identically with independence of the T -switch.

In a nutshell, to obtain optimal configurations it is not necessary to know which
specific port of the T -switch is connected to a particular internal switch. It is enough
to calculate how many upward and downward ports are connected to each internal
switch. And this is the same as finding the optimal value of p, which minimizes the
number of paths using the internal links (Fig. 2).

However, this reasoning would not be useful if turnaround and forward connections
are separately treated: the best configuration for turnaround connections (p = k) is
the worst for forward connections, and vice versa. Thus, we treat both cases together
to calculate the optimal value of p for the two types of connections.

To obtain p, we firstly calculate how many connections use the internal links
between the α and β switches. Then, we apply a mathematical process to know which
value of p minimizes such as expression because it is dependent on p.

To know how many paths use the internal links between α and β switches, i.e., CI

(Sect. 4.3), we must take into account the needed connections for any T -switch under
uniform traffic, and the internal structure of the T -switch. Under uniform traffic, it
has been shown that paths in the forward and turnaround phases require at least one
connection between any pair of ports, i.e., a total of k2 and k2 − k connections,
respectively.

Under these conditions, e.g., considering the k2 possible forward connections in
a switch, the expression for CCI f (〈s, o〉) was obtained (Sect. 4.3). It indicates the
number of these connections that use the internal links connecting α and β. In the
same way, and considering the k2 − k possible turnaround connections in the T -
switch, an expression for T CI (〈s, o〉) was obtained, which indicates the number of
these connections involving the use of the internal links connecting α and β.

Therefore, to obtain the contribution to CI (〈s, o〉) of the forward and turnaround
connections we properly combine the values indicated above for CCI f (〈s, o〉) and
T CI (〈s, o〉) with C f (〈s, o〉) and T (〈s, o〉), respectively.
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With all the above, the value of CI (〈s, o〉) is determined as follows:

CI (〈s, o〉) = C f (〈s, o〉) × CCI f (〈s, o〉)
k2 + T (〈s, o〉) × T CI (〈s, o〉)

k2 − k
...

= 2p2kn−1 − 4p2ks + kn+1 − ks+2 − 2pkn + 4pks+1

To find out the p value that minimizes CI (〈s, o〉), it requires to determine the derivative
of CI (〈s, o〉) with respect to p.

C ′
I (〈s, o〉) = ∂

∂p
CI (〈s, o〉) = 4pkn−1 − 8pks − 2kn + 4ks+1

The derivative is set to zero to calculate the maximum or minimum points.

C ′
I (〈s, o〉) = 0 �⇒ p = 2kn − 4ks+1

4kn−1 − 8ks

As 0 ≤ s < n − 1, the expression can be simplified by removing ks

p = ks(2kn−s − 4k)

ks(4kn−s−1 − 8)
= 2kn−s − 4k

4kn−s−1 − 8
= k

2

To know if CI (〈s, o〉) reaches a maximum or minimum point in p = k/2, the second
derivative of CI (〈s, o〉) with respect to p is calculated, and its value for p = k/2 is
checked. If the sign of the second derivative is negative or positive, the function will
have a maximum or minimum in p = k/2, respectively. But the second derivative
may be zero at an inflection point.

C ′′
I (〈s, o〉) = ∂

∂p
C ′

I (〈s, o〉) = 4ks(k(n−1)−s − 2)

Since s < n − 1 and (n − 1) − s ≥ 1, the sign of C ′′
I (〈s, o〉) is positive for

k > 2, which is true under the study conditions (Sect. 4). Consequently, p = k/2 is a
minimum for the function CI (〈s, o〉). Substituting the p value in CI (〈s, o〉), we obtain
that:

CI (〈s, o〉) = 1

2
kn+1

Therefore, a configuration is optimal if p = q = k/2, and the number of paths
crossing the internal links of the T -switch is 1

2 kn+1. ��
Figure 5a is a general scheme of connections for the optimal configuration of a

8 × 8 T -switch.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5 8×8 T -switch of Type A considering forward and turnaround connections: a optimal configuration,
and b example of optimal configuration

Example 1 Given the configuration T of an 8 × 8 T -switch such that

T = {Cα, Cβ ∈ V | Cα = {0, 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 12, 13},
Cβ = (

Cα
)C = {4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 15}}

T is an optimal configuration to forward and turnaround connections of a T -switch
of Type A, because it is verified that Cα, Cβ ∈ S A

f t . In particular, the connections of
T are shown in the Fig. 5b.

Optimal T-switch configuration to backward connections

The Propositions 17 and 18 are enunciated and demonstrated below. They are applica-
ble not only under uniform traffic, but also under any traffic pattern, since they are
only derived from the network topology and the DESTRO routing algorithm.

There only exist backward connections between the ports l and l ′, k ≤ l < 2k and
0 ≤ l ′ < k, if and only if l ′ = l − k. It is clear that if all the pairs of ports satisfying
this condition are connected to the same internal switch, the resultant configuration
will minimize the number of backward connections that use the internal links.

Definition 12 Let Rb = {(l, l ′) ∈ U2 such as k = |l − l ′|} be a binary relation on the
set U between the ports l and l ′.

Proposition 15 Rb is a symmetric relation.

Proof If Rb is symmetric, then it will verify that ∀l, l ′ ∈ U , (l, l ′) ∈ Rb ⇒ (l ′, l) ∈
Rb. The demonstration is trivial because

∣∣l − l ′
∣∣ = ∣∣−(l − l ′)

∣∣ = ∣∣l ′ − l
∣∣ = k

Consequently Rb is symmetric. ��

Proposition 16 Let l, l ′, l ′′ be three ports such that l, l ′, l ′′ ∈ U and (l, l ′) ∈ Rb. It is
verified that (l, l ′′) ∈ Rb if and only if l ′ = l ′′.
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Proof

If
∣∣l − l ′

∣∣ = k then

⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩

l − l ′ = k ⇒ l ′ = l − k

or

l − l ′ = −k ⇒ l ′ = l + k

Although there are two possible values for l ′, only one is a valid port. It is clear
that if 0 ≤ l < k, then l ′ = l − k < 0 is not a valid port because it is out of bounds of
valid ports; otherwise, if k ≤ l < 2k, then l ′ = l + k ≥ 2k will be an invalid port. In
any case, there will be one port l ′ ∈ U such that (l, l ′) ∈ Rb.

On the other hand, if l ′ = l ′′, then it will be trivial to demonstrate that (l, l ′′) ∈ Rb.
��

Proposition 17 LetSb be the set of configurations that minimize the use of the internal
links in a T -switch considering the backward connections. Hence,

Sb = {C ∈ V | ∀l ∈ C, ∃l ′ ∈ C | (l, l ′) ∈ Rb}

and there are no backward connections that use the internal links.

Proof First, we prove that Sb is not empty and then there exist no connections using the
internal links. Let C be a configuration such that C ∈ Sb. According to the definition
of Sb, for a port l ∈ C there exists another port l ′ ∈ C such that (l, l ′) ∈ Rb. This in
turn implies that there exists a port l ′′ ∈ C such that (l ′, l ′′) ∈ Rb; and another port
l ′′′ ∈ C such that (l ′′, l ′′′) ∈ Rb and so on.

From properties of Rb, the inclusion of the port l in C implies the inclusion of a
unique port l ′ such that (l, l ′) ∈ Rb. Moreover, since card(C) = k (Proposition 2), k
is even (initial conditions) and all the k ports are grouped in pairs (l ′, l ′′) ∈ Rb, there
would be always configurations belonging to Sb. Hence, Sb 
= ∅.

On the other hand, there are only connections between two ports l and l ′ if (l, l ′) ∈
Rb. If ∀l ∈ C, there exists a port l ′ such that (l, l ′) ∈ Rb, then all the connections are
established between ports belonging to the same internal switch. Consequently, there
exist no connections that use the internal links, and the members of Sb are optimal
configurations. ��
Proposition 18 If there exist backward connections for every pair (l,l ′) of ports, such
that (l, l ′) ∈ Rb, then the members belonging to Sb are the unique optimal configu-
rations. Hence,

∀(l, l ′) ∈ Rb, Cb(〈s, o〉, l, l ′) > 0 ⇒ ∀C ∈ V, i f C /∈ Sb, then C is not optimal

Proof Assuming the existence of backward connections for all the pairs (l,l ′) that
verify (l, l ′) ∈ Rb, let us suppose that there exists a configuration C′ that minimizes
the use of the internal links, and C′ /∈ Sb. If C′ /∈ Sb, then there will exist an l that is
not related to l ′.

C′ /∈ Sb ⇒ ∃l ∈ C′ | ∀l ′ ∈ C′, (l, l ′) /∈ Rb
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6 Possible optimal configurations for a 8 × 8 T -switch of Type A considering backward connections

If C′ is used to build a T -switch (note that C′ determines the ports connected
to each internal switch) the port l must accomplish the backward connections to a
port that is not allocated inside the same internal switch, since all the ports establish
backward connections. Consequently, those connections have to use the internal links,
and the configuration C′ does not minimize the use of the internal links, since there are
configurations better than C′ (because they do not use the internal links), which belong
to Sb. Therefore, the members of Sb are the unique configurations that minimize the
number of connections that use the internal links. ��
Proposition 19 LetS A

b be the set of configurations that minimize the use of the internal
links in a T -switch of Type A, considering the backward connections, then

S A
b = Sb = {C ∈ V | ∀l ∈ C, ∃l ′ ∈ C | (l, l ′) ∈ Rb}

and there are no backward connections that use the internal links.

Proof By Proposition 17, the configurations in Sb are optimal for backward connec-
tions. Moreover, in a T -switch of Type A there exist backward connections between
a pair (l, l ′) of ports, 0 ≤ l < k and k ≤ l ′ < 2k, if (l, l ′) ∈ Rb. According to Propo-
sition 18, we know that the configurations belonging to Sb are the unique optimal
configurations. ��

The Example 2 shows two optimal configurations for a T -switch of Type A only
considering backward connections (Fig. 6).

Example 2 Given two configurations, T1 and T2, for a 8 × 8 T -switch such that

T1 = {Cα
1 , Cβ

1 ∈ V | Cα
1 = {0, 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11},

Cβ
1 = (

Cα
1

)C = {4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15}}

T2 = {Cα
2 , Cβ

2 ∈ V | Cα
2 = {0, 2, 3, 4, 8, 10, 11, 12},

Cβ
2 = (

Cα
2

)C = {1, 5, 6, 7, 9, 13, 14, 15}}
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Both T1 and T2 are optimal configurations for backward connections in a T -switch
of Type A, because Cα

1 , Cβ
1 , Cα

2 , Cβ
2 ∈ S A

b .

Optimal T-switch configuration considering all the connections

Proposition 20 LetS A be the set of configurations that minimize the use of the internal
links in a T -switch of Type A, then

S A = {C ∈ V | ∀l ∈ C, ∃l ′ ∈ C | (l, l ′) ∈ Rb}

and there are 1
2 kn+1 connections using the internal links.

Proof To obtain the configurations that minimize the use of the internal links con-
sidering all the connections, the intersection between the sets that define the opti-
mal configurations considering forward and turnaround, and backward connections,
respectively, is applied.

S A = S A
f t ∩ S A

b

= {C ∈ V | card(B) = card(F) = k/2} ∩
∩ {C ∈ V | ∀l ∈ C, ∃l ′ ∈ C | (l, l ′) ∈ Rb}

= {C ∈ V | card(B) = card(F) = k/2,∀l ∈ C, ∃l ′ ∈ C | (l, l ′) ∈ Rb}

The condition imposed by S A
b meets in turn the condition imposed by S A

f t . Let

l, l ′ ∈ C be two ports such that (l, l ′) ∈ Rb (i.e.,
∣∣l − l ′

∣∣ = k). Then

∣∣l − l ′
∣∣ = k ⇒

⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩

l − l ′ = k ⇒ l ′ = l − k

or

l − l ′ = −k ⇒ l ′ = l + k

If l ∈ B, then 0 ≤ l < k and l ′ = l + k, because if l ′ were equal to l − k, then
l ′ < 0 and l ′ /∈ U would meet. Consequently, k ≤ l ′ < 2k and l ′ ∈ F . However, if
l ∈ F , then k ≤ l < 2k and l ′ = l − k, because if l ′ were equal to l + k, then l ′ ≥ 2k
and l ′ /∈ U would meet. Therefore, 0 ≤ l ′ < k and l ′ ∈ B. That is to say, for each port
belonging to B, the set C contains another port belonging to F .

In other words, the sets B and F have the same number of ports. On the other hand,
from Proposition 2, card(C) = k, and then, it is verified that card(B) = card(F) =
card(C)/2 = k/2. Thus, the first condition can be eliminated because it is redundant,
and we have:

S A = {C ∈ V | ∀l ∈ C, ∃l ′ ∈ C | l ′ = (l, l ′) ∈ Rb}

With these configurations, a total of 1
2 kn+1 forward and turnaround connections

require the use of the internal links, and there are no backward connections using
the internal links. Consequently, if all the connections are established, the internal
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links will be only used by forward and turnaround connections, being 1
2 kn+1 the total

number of them.
In the following, we prove by reductio ad absurdum that configurations in S A are

the unique optimal configurations. Let us assume an arbitrary configuration C′ that
minimizes the use of the internal links and C′ /∈ S A. This implies that there exists a
port l that is not related to another port l ′.

C′ /∈ S A ⇒ ∃l ∈ C′ | ∀l ′ ∈ C′(l, l ′) /∈ Rb

In such a case, the kn − ks+1 backward connections using the port l have to
pass through the internal links. On the assumption that C ′ still verifies card(B) =
card(F) = k/2, then there exist 1

2 kn+1 forward and turnaround connections using
the internal links, and the total number of connections that use the internal links is
1
2 kn+1 + kn − ks+1.

All the switches in the network are T -switches of Type A, except the last-stage
switches that are Type B. That is, 0 ≤ s < n − 1 and 1 ≤ s + 1 < n, then kn > ks+1

and kn − ks+1 > 0. Therefore,

1

2
kn+1 + kn − ks+1 >

1

2
kn+1

andC′ does not minimize the use of the internal links, because the connections using the
internal links and belonging to S A are 1

2 kn+1 in total. This contradicts the assumption
that C′ minimizes the use of the internal links. Consequently, the connections in S A

minimize the number of connections that use the internal links, and also, they are the
unique ones. ��

Since the set of optimal configurations obtained is the same as considering only
backward connections, the configurations shown in the Example 2 are equally valid
in this case.

5.3.2 Configuration of T-switches of Type B

According to the BMIN definition, only backward connections are established in the
last-stage T -switches. Therefore, half of the ports are used, i.e., k ports. As the total
number of ports in the internal switches coincides with k, one obvious and optimal
configuration in the last-stage T -switches is that connecting all the k ports to only one
internal switch. Two configurations are possible: (p = k, q = 0) and (p = 0, q = k)
that have similar behavior, e.g., the internal links between the α and β switches are
never used. In a more formal way:

Proposition 21 Let SB = {C ∈ V | B = ∅ or F = ∅} be the set of configurations
that minimize the use of the internal links in a T -switch of Type B, and there are no
connections using the internal links.

Proof If B = ∅ then card(B) = 0, and by Definition 8 and according to Proposition 2
(card(C) = k) is verified that card(F) = k. This implies that all the forward ports
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belong to C, and then, all the backward ports belong to CC . Since to find out a config-
uration T of a T -switch is necessary to take into account C and CC , all the backward
links of the T -switch are obtained from all the ports of a single internal switch.

On the other hand, if F = ∅ then card(F) = 0 and by the Definition 8 and
according to Proposition 2 it is verified that card(B) = k. Similar to the previous
case, all the backward ports of T -switch are obtained from a single internal switch.

It is clear if all the backward links of the T -switch are obtained with a single
internal switch, no turnaround connections will use the internal links that interconnect
the internal switches of the T -switch. ��

5.3.3 Configuration of all the T-switches

According to the exposed at the beginning of Sect. 5.3, the optimal T -switch con-
figuration is obtained with the union of the optimal configurations of T -switches of
Type A and Type B. Based on the previous Sects. 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, all the last-stage
T -switches in the BMIN can be set up with the optimal T -switch configuration of
Type B because they are uniquely passed through by paths in the turnaround phase.
The remaining T -switches can be set up with the optimal T -switch configuration of
Type A. When possible, the same configuration for all the T -switches in the network
would be preferred, but in this case, it is unfeasible.

6 Performance evaluation

In this section we evaluate the potential of C-switches, using the T -switches subclass.
The evaluation has been driven by simulation and focused on the performance of the
network based on T -switches using the optimal SCPs.

In the following subsections, we first describe the simulation model, the different
network configurations and the SCPs used in the experiments. Finally, we provide the
simulation results and analyze them in detail.

6.1 Simulation model

To perform the evaluation presented in this paper, we have used a detailed event-driven
simulator able to model different kinds of switch-based networks and, of course, C-
switches. We have used the network topology, routing algorithm and traffic pattern
described in Sect. 5.

We have evaluated networks with size ranging from 64 to 4,096 end-nodes, and in
all the cases, the results are quite similar. Due to space limitation, we only include here
results for two network sizes: 1,024 and 4,096 end-nodes. In the former, we have con-
sidered T -switches of eight ports formed by two internal 5-port single-chip switches,
such that eight ports are used for external ports, and one port for interconnecting the
two internal switches (m = 5 and m′ = 8 in Fig. 1). In the latter, we have considered
T -switches of 16 ports formed by two internal 10-port single-chip switches, such that
16 ports are used for external ports, and two ports for interconnecting the two internal
switches (m = 6 and m′ = 16 in Fig. 1).
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7 Optimal SCP, a for all the T -switches except the last-stage T -switches, and b for all the last-stage
T -switches. c Arbitrary switch-level connection pattern for all the types of T -switch under uniform traffic
pattern

Other assumptions are an input queued switch design with virtual output queuing
at switch level. Each queue has enough capability to store eight packets. For all the
simulations, we have taken into account the same link model based on the InfiniBand
specification [11]. In particular, we have assumed serial full-duplex pipelined links at
2.5 GBytes per second (20 Gbps) of bandwidth. Note that these switch sizes are only
an example and it does not mean that current switches have no more than that number
of ports.

6.2 Case studies

In order to evaluate the viability and potential of Combined switches, we have esti-
mated the performance of the networks described in Sect. 6.1, considering T -switches
with the SCP that has been proved to be the optimal for T -switches under the sim-
ulated conditions (Fig. 7a, b). This network will be referred to as O-BMIN in the
figures. Then, we have compared the performance of this network with that offered
by an equivalent network considering single-chip switches with the same radix as
T -switches. This network will be referred to as U-BMIN and it represents the upper
performance threshold.

Moreover, in order to show the importance of the SCP we also consider another
case which represents an arbitrary and bad internal switch design, labeled as B-BMIN
in the figures. All the T -switches in the B-BMIN networks use the SCP shown in
Fig. 7c. Besides, we include a fourth case (L-BMIN): a network connecting the same
number of end-nodes, but with single-chip switches, which would be feasible with the
current integration scale.

On the other hand, the aim of this evaluation is also to know if the performance gap
between the analyzed networks is significant. If so, we would also want to measure
this gap.

With regard to the networks of 1024 end-nodes, U-BMIN, O-BMIN and B-BMIN
are 4-ary 5-tree networks, whereas L-BMIN is a 2-ary 10-tree network. However, in
the networks of 4096 end-nodes, U-BMIN, O-BMIN and B-BMIN are 8-ary 4-tree
networks, whereas L-BMIN is a 4-ary 6-tree network.
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6.3 Simulation results

We have run several simulations with the aim of measuring the performance gap
between the aforementioned case studies. The aim of our work is to evaluate and iden-
tify potential problems that limit the efficiency of T -switches (in general C-switches).

Figures 8 and 9 depict the simulation results for the two network sizes we have
included here. Firstly, we need to set the number of internal ports that are necessary
to have enough bandwidth between the internal switches, without overdimensioning
such a quantity. Otherwise, we may produce a degradation in external communication
performance. To tune that, we have performed a first test that measures how the number
of internal ports influences on the global performance.

In Figs. 8a and 9a we can see the network throughput results when network load is
at 80 % for all network configurations (except L-BMIN) for the networks of 1,024 and
4,096 end-nodes, respectively. In order to perform this test, we have instrumented the
simulator to vary the number of ports for interconnecting the internal switches from 1
to 4 and 8, respectively, while the number of external ports remained the same. Some
interesting details can be observed:

– We can determine the minimum number of ports of the internal switches devoted
to interconnect them in order to avoid the creation of a new bottleneck. We can
observe that the SCP is the key factor that influences the global performance, and
the number of ports is not so relevant.

– When the number of ports is one and two, in the network of 1,024 and 4,096
end-nodes, respectively, the O-BMIN networks achieve the same performance as
the U-BMIN networks. However, when the B-BMIN networks are considered, the
internal bottleneck does not disappear until the number of internal ports is equal to
the T -switch arity (i.e., k = 4 and k = 8).

– It is important to remind that the results shown in Figs. 8a and 9a have been
obtained when the T -switches use the optimal SCP. In such cases, we see that only
one and two ports are enough to achieve the maximum performance of the network.
Therefore, the extra ports could be used for external communication, and in this
way, the switch radix would be effectively increased.

Based on the results from the first test, it is known that one and two ports are
enough for dealing with the traffic between the internal switches in the T -switches for
the networks of 1,024 and 4,096 end-nodes, respectively. Taking into consideration
this result, we perform a second test to measure the performance gap between the
aforementioned case studies.

Figures 8b, c shows throughput and latency results, respectively, for the network
configurations of 1,024 end-nodes, whereas Fig. 9b, c gives the results for the config-
urations of 4,096 end-nodes. Similarly, we notice the more relevant details:

– When optimal switch-level connection pattern is considered, the T -switch-based
networks (O-BMIN) are able to offer similar performance to high-radix single-
switch based networks (U-BMIN). Therefore, Combined switches are confirmed
as a good alternative to build high-radix switches.

– However, the B-BMIN networks reach the saturation point at only 40 % of nor-
malized network load. The different performance obtained is due to the fact that
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in the T -switches with arbitrary SCP much of the traffic needs extra hops. Thus, it
is also confirmed that it is essential to determine in each case the optimal SCP for
Combined switches.

– When U-BMIN and L-BMIN are compared, latency of L-BMIN is higher than
latency of U-BMIN because the L-BMIN networks have more stages than U-BMIN
networks, so the paths are longer.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have described and formalized an interesting alternative for building
high-radix switches. The idea consists in combining several low-radix switches to
obtain a switch with a greater number of ports. This approach is independent of the
evolution of single-chip switches and will remain valid as the integration scale keeps
evolving. We have called Combined switches, or simply C-switches, to this kind of
high-radix switches, and have fully characterized an interesting particular case where
C-switches are built from only two identical internal switches, named T -switches.
This subclass of C-switches still offers an important increase in the number of ports
while the interconnection between the two internal switches is the simplest one.

Although seemingly simple, this strategy raises key design challenges in order
to these high-radix switches achieve the best performance. One of the key issues is
related to the configuration of the internal structure of this kind of switches. In order to
obtain the optimal configuration of internal connection pattern of Combined switches,
the most appropriate correspondence between ports of the C-switch and ports of its
smaller internal switches must be found out.

We have proposed a general methodology for configuring the C-switches and shown
how it works by applying it to a particular case. Through a formal analysis, we have
proved which is the optimal configuration of T -switches when they are used to built
a k-ary n-tree BMIN network under uniform traffic routed by a deterministic load-
balanced algorithm.

To check the potential of Combined switches, we have evaluated under certain
conditions the performance of networks based on them, in particular those composed
of two smaller identical switches. The results are similar to those obtained with the
same networks, but using unfeasible single-chip switches with the same number of
ports as Combined switches. Moreover, results highlight the importance of selecting
the correct number of ports of the internal switches for interconnecting them.
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Building 3D Torus Using Low-Profile
Expansion Cards

Francisco J. Andújar, Juan A. Villar, José L. Sánchez,
Francisco J. Alfaro, and José Duato, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Torus is a subclass of direct topologies that was defined in theory to support dimensions. Although recently some
supercomputers have been built on a network with five and six dimensions, the most common case is when only three dimensions are
implemented. In themarket, thereare low-profile communicationexpansioncards that havea reducednumberof portswhich is not enough
to build tori of a certain number of dimensions. In this paper,wewill deal with four-port expansion cards. Bymeansof one of these cards per
node, a 2-D torus topology could be built, but not a 3-D torus topology. However, two of these cards could be used to build each node of a
3-D torus topology. In this case, two ports are used to interconnect both cards each other, and the other six ports to connect to six neighbor
nodes in the 3-D torus. Theoretically, there are several ways of assigning the dimension and direction of the ports. This paper presents a
detailed study of the possible port configurations, and under specific network conditions, the best of them is obtained.

Index Terms—Interconnection network, torus topology, switch architecture, formal analysis, performance evaluation

1 INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, large supercomputers and clusters dominate
the supercomputing market. These high node comput-

ing systems usually use high performance interconnection
networks. The network topology plays a major role in deter-
mining the overall system performance. There are many
factors that may affect the choice of an appropriate network
topology. However, fat-tree [1] and torus [2] are the preferred
topologies for indirect and direct networks, respectively, for
these systems.

The torus topology belongs to the -cube -ary family that
consists of dimensions with nodes in each dimension,
with a total of nodes. In particular, a 3D torus is a 3-cube
-ary topology. This topology has low radix and diameter,

allowing an easy implementation and reducing the latency
of the communications, with linear scalability cost. More-
over, 3D torus supports several routing algorithms that
increase path diversity so that the fault tolerance and load
balance become feasible. Additionally, this topology maps
very well several well-known traffic patterns generated by
current scientific-purpose applications. Specifically, applica-
tions that use 3D mathematical models fall perfectly inside
this category.

The 3D torus topology is one of the most common topolo-
gies used in the largest supercomputers in the Top500 list [3].

Some examples of recent systems using this topology are
Cray’s XT and XE families (Jaguar [4], Cielo [5], Hopper
[6]) and IBM’s Blue Gene family (Blue Gene/L [7], Blue
Gene/P [8]).

In themarket, there are low-profile expansion cards which
areusually incorporated in the nodes of a cluster.As today it is
also usual that each node of the cluster is 1U (1.75 inches) tall,
manufactures provide low-profile expansion cards with few
communication ports.Many systems, some of thempresent in
the top500 list, have been built using four-port cards (e.g.,
Cray X1/X1E [9]).

We have focused on cards with a reduced number of
ports, which can be only used to build a few network
topologies. For example, it is possible to build a 2D torus
with four-port cards, but not a 3D torus, because to imple-
ment a 3D torus topology, six ports (or links) per node are
needed, two for each dimension. Thus, if only a 2D torus can
be implemented, for applications using multidimensional
models (e.g., 3Dmodels), the logicalmodel has to bemapped
into a 2D physical network causing a reduction in the
performance of the system.

However, if two of these cards are used on each node the
ports could be used in such a way that any node will be able
to connect with its neighbors in a 3D torus. As shown in
Fig. 1, twoportswould be used to interconnect the two cards,
and the remaining ports for inter-node communication.
We will call this new topology 3D Twin torus or just 3DT
torus. A similar approach was used to build the Tera Com-
puter System [10]. The network of this system is a 3D torus,
but the -links and the -links are missing on alternate
layers of . Reduction of the node degree enables the band-
width increase.

Hence, if we have a large system whose interconnection
network topology is a 2D torus, we can increase the network
performance using the 3DT topology without needing to
upgrade the hardware. The 3DT torus reduces the distances
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in the network compared to the torus 2D, such that the
network latency and the power consumption1 decrease.

The six ports of the node are split in two groups, and every
group is assigned to one of the cards, as shown in Fig. 1.
Therefore, the important issue for the 3DT torus topology is
that, in order to reduce the latency, we need to avoid as much
as possible the paths passing through the node that use the
two cards. If we have success, the cost of the communication
would be significantly reduced.

The ports of the 3DT torus topology have an assigned
dimension (i.e., X, Y, Z) and direction (i.e., positive or nega-
tive), which have to be established in the network deploy-
ment. There are several ways of assigning the dimension and
direction to the ports. We refer to each of them as port
configuration or simply configuration. In order to reduce the
communication overhead we must try to make that most
traffic only uses one of the cards. Every configuration has a
different performance level, even though uniform traffic pat-
tern is considered, and therefore we have to study the behav-
ior of every port configuration in order to choose the best one.

Moreover, it is probable that deadlock appears in the 3DT
torus network. This problem occurs because the link inter-
connecting the two cards can be used for any message in the
network, independently of the dimension that the message is
crossing. This causes new cycles in the 3DT torus network that
do not appear in a 3D torus made directly with 6-port cards.

These issues, port configuration anddeadlockproblem, are
two important challenges in the 3DT torus design. In this
paper we focus our attention on the first one. We present a
detailed study of the behavior of all the port configurations,
and determine which is the best of them. Since the study is
dependent on several factors, we limit the scope of this study
considering a particular deterministic routing algorithm and
traffic pattern. From these initial hypotheses, all the possible
port configurations of the 3DT torus topology are shown in
Section 2.3. Section 4 describes informally the procedure that
drives to thefinal solution,whereas Section 5 covers thewhole
study in a more formal way. Previously, in Section 3, we
present a more simple study only considering topological

aspects, and compare the proposed 3DT torus topologywith a
2D torus topology with the same number of processing
elements. In Section 6,we evaluate by simulation the different
port configurations, and compare the performance of a 2D
torus and a 3DT torus. Finally, Section 7 outlines the conclu-
sions and proposes the future work of this study.

2 3DT TORUS TOPOLOGY MODEL

In this section we define the 3DT torus topology and show all
the possible configurations of its basic communication hard-
ware. Previously, we introduce the notation to be used in the
rest of the document.

2.1 Notation
The following notation is used below:

: number of nodes in every dimension of the 3D torus.
The samenumber of nodes in each dimension is assumed.

: node identifier, < .
: ports corresponding to dimen-

sion X, Y and Z, respectively.
P: set of ports of a node,
P .
: port of a node, P.

: processing elements of a node.
: set of nodes that send messages to node

and reach it through the port .
: set of nodes towhich the node sends

messages from its port .
: cardinal of the set .
: cardinal of the set .

: number of paths that pass through the
node from the input port to the output port . If
both and belong to the same dimension, sometimes
we refer to the addition of and

by an expression, using only the letter
that identifies the dimension, hiding the sign of the
direction in the dimension, and substituting the double
arrow symbol by a single arrow ( ,

and ).
: with ; Z and N, defines a set

of nodes whose members are
, where the operation

Fig. 1. Fragment of a 3DT torus and a detail of the communication hardware circuit, based on two four-port cards.

1. Note that the static power is the same because we use the same
hardware, but the dynamic power is decreased because the use of
switches is reduced.
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module, , Z and > , is the remainder of
integer division: . It is easy to
prove that the cardinal of the set that is defined by the
interval is .

: Diameter and average distance of a network,
respectively.

Although in some specific cases we have simplified the
notation usually used, it does not imply loss of accuracy.

2.2 3DT Torus Topology Definition
A3DTwin torus, or just 3DT torus, is a 3-cube -ary (3D torus)
topology,with N and . Each node in this topology is
a virtual node2 consisting basically of the following main
components:

Hardware for communications: it consists of two four-
port cards, offering a total of eight ports. Two of these
ports (one of each card) are used to interconnect both
cards to each other, and the six remaining ports are
used to connect the node to the three dimensions in the
3D torus (two ports for each dimension). We call these
ports as internal link and external links, respectively,
but note that the two kinds of ports have the same
characteristics.
Computing hardware: each internal four-port card is
connected to a processing element, and so there are two
processing elements in each virtual node. Therefore, there
are a total of processing elements in the network.

Fig. 1 shows a network fragment and a detail of a node. In
short, every node has two processing elements (PE0 and PE1)
and two communication cards (Card0 and Card1).

2.3 3DT Torus Topology Configuration
As the six available ports on each virtual node belong to
two different communication cards, there are several alter-
natives to use the card ports to connect the node with its
neighbors, i.e., there are several ways of assigning ports to
dimensions (Fig. 1 only shows one of possible resultant
port configurations).

The number of different configurations is the number of
ways to combine threeports fromaset of six, i.e., 20.Becauseof
the symmetry between both cards, the 20 configurations may
actually be reduced to only 10 different configurations, which
are shown inTable1. In this table, thedifferent caseshavebeen
labelled from A to J, and the columns Card0 and Card1 show
the dimension and direction of the three ports of each card.

Some of these 3DT torus configurations have a similar
behavior, but their performance may vary depending on the
conditions taken into account when they are analyzed. In the
following sectionswe present two studies in order to evaluate
and compare the behavior of the different configurations
shown in Table 1. In the first case, the study is only conducted
froma topological viewpoint. To do this,wewill consider two
parameters characterizing a topology: the diameter and
average distance. The second study also considers a routing
algorithm and a traffic pattern. In this case, a much more
detailed analysis is required.

3 TOPOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF THE 3DT TORUS
NETWORK

In order to have a first sight of the behavior of the configura-
tions, we can use some topological parameters like the diam-
eter and average distance. These parameters will allow us to
compare the different configurations. Moreover, the values of
these parameters will be compared with the diameter and
average distance of a 2D torus networkwith the same number
of processing elements andbased on the same four-port cards.
In what follows, we will refer to this 2D torus topology as the
equivalent 2D torus topology.

To perform this comparative study, the following consid-
erations3 will be taken into account:

To simplify the calculations, , with > , has been
assumed. Therefore, there are processing
elements in the network. If we consider is odd, the final
conclusions of this study are the same, but the formal
study will be easier if is even.
Regarding the equivalent 2D torus topology:
– If is odd, is even and it is possible to build a

2D torus with the same number of nodes in each
dimension. Specifically, the equivalent 2D torus to-
pology is a torus.

– If is even, is odd and the number of nodes in
each dimension will be different. In this case, the
equivalent 2D torus topology is a torus.

There are severalminimal paths between twoPEs that are
separated by the maximum distance. In this paper, we
only explain themost simple and intuitive ways to obtain
these paths, although there are more possibilities.
The average distance of a 3DT torus has been obtained by
simulation because to obtain analytically this expression
is complex.

Among the ten different configurations shown in Table 1,
in terms of diameter and average distance, really there are
only two different configuration types: a first class in which
the configurations have the two ports of each dimension
located on different internal cards; and a second configura-
tion class where the two ports of only one dimension are
separated into different internal cards. Configurations A, B,
E and F correspond to the first case, and configurations C, D,
G, H, I and J correspond to the second one. We will refer to
these sets of configurations as SC0 and SC1, respectively.
However, all the configurations belonging to both sets have
the same diameter, and the difference in average distance

TABLE 1
All Different Port Configurations for the 3DT Torus Topology

2. In this point, we use this term for better explaining how a node is
formed in this topology. However, in most of the paper we will use the
term node to refer it. 3. These considerations are only taken into account for thisfirst study.
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between the configurations in the two sets is negligible.
Specifically, the diameter is and the average dis-
tance is . These results and the values obtained for
the equivalent 2D torus topology are included in Table 2.

In the following, we explain how the diameter is obtained
for SC0 and SC1 sets. We use and as representative
configurations of the sets SC0 and SC1, respectively. How-
ever, the process can be applied to the other configurations of
the sets. In both cases, we consider the distance between the
PEs in the nodes and to calculate the
diameter of the 3DT torus.

3.1 Diameter of the Configurations in the Set SC0
There are manyminimal paths between the PEs further away
in the network.We present twoways to obtain these minimal
paths using configurations in the set SC0.

3.1.1 Zigzagging across Two Dimensions and Crossing
the Ring of the Third Dimension

We indicate in a schematic way how the diameter is obtained:
a) First, we choose the dimension that will be crossed

in last place.
b) Next, we consider a 2D plane composed of the

other two dimensions. A path between any pair of
PEs separated by the largest distance can be estab-
lished zigzagging through these dimensions with-
out crossing any internal link. Thus, the distance is
the same as in a 2D torus, i.e., links.

c) Finally, the path goes across the last dimension.
Since each dimension is a -ring4, the path crosses
links to reach the furthest PE.

Hence, the diameter of the network is .

Example 1: Given a 3DT torus with , the diameter is
calculated considering PEs in the nodes and

. Following the previous steps, we have:

a) Dimension is chosen as the last one to be crossed.
b) Now,we consider the plane (Fig. 2). Twopaths

are drawn, each one considers a different source
communication card or PE.As shown in thefigure,
minimal paths from node to node can
be established without crossing any internal link.

c) Finally, the path goes across the dimension . To
move in this dimension it is necessary to cross the
internal link of the half the nodes in the -ring.

3.1.2 Following the Diagonal Toward the Destination
Node

The path between the PEs further away in the network goes
across a diagonal connecting them. A possible diagonal be-
tween thenodes and will cross thenode

, the node , the node , and so on until the
node .

As the furthest node in the network is at the same distance
in all the directions, we must choose a diagonal that allows to
reach the next node in the diagonal without crossing any
internal link. Once in this node, the path crosses the internal
link to continue moving along the diagonal.

Fig. 3 shows some intermediate nodes of the path. Starting
from , a diagonal would cross the dimension in the
negative direction, the dimension in the positive direction,
and finally, the dimension in the negative direction. The
path must cross 4 links (3 external links and one internal link)
to reach the next node in the diagonal.As nodes have to be
crossed along the diagonal, the diameter is .

3.2 Diameter of the Configurations in the Set SC1
In this case, we can obtain the diameter in the simplest way
attending to the following steps:

a) The path starts crossing the dimension whose two
ports are connected to the same card as the source
PE. Thus, the path crosses completely that dimen-
sion without using any internal link. In total, the
path crosses external links.

b) Next, the path crosses the dimension whose ports
are not connected to the same internal card. As the
destination PE is at the same distance in both
directions, we choose the port connected to the
current internal card, avoiding the use of the inter-
nal link. Thus, the path crosses external links
and internal links.

TABLE 2
Diameter and Average Distance of the 3DT Torus Topology and

Its Equivalent 2D Torus Topology

Fig. 2. Plane of a 3DT torus, ( , configuration ) and paths
between the furthest PEs in the plane.

4. Note that in set SC0 configurations, the internal link is always used
for a message that crosses a node using the two ports of the same
dimension.
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c) After crossing the second dimension, the path is on
an internal card connected to the ports of the last
dimension. The path crosses this dimension using

external links.
d) When thedestinationnode is reached, it isnecessary

to cross the internal link toarriveat thePE located in
the other card because it is the furthest PE from the
source PE.

Thus, the diameter of the network is:

Fig. 4 shows two paths of this type for the configuration .
The path originating at PE0 crosses the dimensions in order

, whereas the path originating at PE1 crosses the
dimensions in order . In summary, the configura-
tions inboth sets, SC0 andSC1, have the samediameter, i.e., .
If , then the diameter is in both cases.

3.3 3DT Torus versus Equivalent 2D Torus
Finally,we compare thediameter andaveragedistance values
for the 3DT torus topology with those obtained for the
equivalent 2D torus topology. Since in all cases ,
we only use here one of these parameters. Specifically, diam-
eter is chosen for this study. Let us assume the diameter in the
2D torus is greater than in the 3DT torus.

If is odd:

>

>

>

>

>

If is even:

>

>

>

>

>

>

That is, for ( , i.e., 64 ormorePEs), regardless if
is even or odd, the 3DT torus topologywith two internal cards
per node has a smaller diameter and average distance than the
2D torus topology with one internal card per node.

4 ANALYSIS OF THE 3DT TORUS CONSIDERING
ROUTING AND TRAFFIC: INFORMAL DESCRIPTION

In this second studywe introduce the routingmechanism and
the network workload. Routing algorithm is deterministic,
dimension order routing (DOR) [2]. In the case of is even and
when the shortest distance between a source-destination pair
of nodes is the same through positive and negative directions,
then the positive link is chosen. Uniform traffic pattern is
considered and based on the statistical characteristics of this
traffic pattern, in this case the network load can be expressed
either in terms of the number of paths or the number of
messages because the conclusions are the same. Therefore,
we develop the study in terms of paths instead messages.

Fig. 4. Paths between the furthest PEs for the configuration .

Fig. 3. Part of a possible diagonal path for configuration .
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This section briefly describes in an informal way the
methodology used to obtain the optimal port configuration
of the communication cards included in any node of the 3DT
torus. Note that we consider as the best configuration the one
that minimizes the number of paths that go across a node by
using the two cards (i.e., paths using the internal link that
connects the two communication cards).

The number of paths that pass through the node ,
< , canbe calculatedby theCartesianproduct of all

the possible source-destination node pairs whose paths
include such a node. For example, the number of paths that
pass through the node using the port as input port
and the port as output port, is the result of multiplying the
number of nodes that sendmessages to node reaching
it through the port and the number of nodes to which the
node sends messages from its port . Hence, using
the notation introduced in Section 2.1,

. As we will show below, this
expression can be only applied when both the input port and
the output port do not belong to the same dimension. Other-
wise, it is necessary to apply a more complex procedure to
calculate the correct number of paths.

In any case, if the paths using the ports of a node and the
configuration of the two cards are both known, then the
number of paths that pass through the internal link that
connects the two cards can be calculated. Thus, the basic
procedure consists in determining all the possible configura-
tions and selecting that whichminimizes the number of paths
that pass through the two cards.

Note that routing will be considered at node level, but not
at processing element level. If routing is considered at proces-
sing element level, there are two sources and two destinations
per node. Then, the total sources or destinations per port are
multiplied by twoand the number of paths between twoports
is four times greater. However, when we compare the total
number of paths that use the internal link between two
configurations, the obtained result is the same, because all
expressions have been multiplied by the same factor.

For a given node , only paths passing through itwill
be considered, and paths with source or destination at that
node will be not taken into account. Under uniform traffic, a
port belonging to sends and receives the same
amount of messages to and from each PE in . For
instance, messages from PE0 or messages from PE1must use
the internal link to get the port . In any case, the number of
messages using the internal linkwill be the samewhatever the
chosen configuration. Therefore, considering or not paths
starting or finishing in that node will not affect the results
obtained for a given configuration.

Summing up, the methodology we will use consists of
several steps:

A. To obtain the sets and ,
where < and P.

B. To obtain their cardinals and
, where < and P.

C. For each of the ten configurations in Table 1, to
calculate the number of paths that
cross the node using the link that inter-
connects the two cards, where <

and P.

D. Finally, to search for the optimal configurations.
We will distinguish the cases of is odd and is even

because the results are different.

5 FORMAL STUDY

In the following we develop each of the four steps of the
methodology detailed at the end of the previous section.

5.1 Sets and for the Node h ; ; i
Based on any 3D torus topology and the DOR routing algo-
rithm, it is easy to determine the nodes that belong to the sets

and .Next,we indicate themembers of these sets using
set terminology. We distinguish between odd and even
values. Thus, if is odd the number of reachable nodes from a
specific node that are located in the same dimension is
regardless the direction. However, if is even the result
changes in function of the direction because the distance
between some nodes is the same in both directions. The load
of the links depends on the direction that is chosen in those
cases. As mentioned above, in this study we always take the
positive direction. Due to lack of space, we only include here
the definition of the sets , , and . Definitions
corresponding to dimensions and are very similar and
can be found in [11].

Definition 1. Let be a set of nodes that send
messages to the node and reach it through the port

( < ). Hence

Definition 2. Let be a set of nodes that send
messages to the node and reach it through the port

( < ). Hence

Definition 3. Let be a set of nodes towhich the node
sends messages from its port ( < ).

Hence

<

Definition 4. Let be a set of nodes towhich the node
sends messages from its port ( < ).

Hence
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<

5.2 and Values for the Node h ; ; i
Remember that and are the cardinals of the sets
and .We can easily calculate the cardinal of each set for the
node . Table 3 includes the values of and .

5.3 Paths that Pass Through the Node
In this section we calculate the number of paths that pass
through the node for each input-output pair of ports.
To obtain this valuewedo a simplemultiplication aswenoted
in Section 4, using the expressions obtained in Section 5.2.
However, in some cases, we must take into account other
considerations. In fact, there are two situations to be consid-
ered, which will be treated in two different propositions:

When the input and output ports belong to the same
dimension (Proposition 1).
When the input and output ports belong to different
dimensions (Proposition 2).

Proposition 1. Given a node , < , the paths
that cross this node from the input port to the output port ,
where and they both belong to the same dimension, that
is, or or

are:

Proof. We firstly demonstrate the property when the paths
are bound to the dimension . A similar procedure for
demonstrating the property for dimensions and can be
followed. We comment about this at the end of this proof.

Fig. 5 shows a subset of the 3D torus nodes, which
belong to the dimension . For simplicity, we only use the
digits corresponding to the dimension to identify each
node. We distinguish both cases: is odd and is even.

Taking into account uniquely the nodes in the di-
mension , that is, considering the sub-path that
belongs to the dimension , we can see in Fig. 5 that
– There is no path from the node

that goes across from the input port to the
output port .

– There is only one path from the node
that passes through the node

from the input port to the output port .
– There are two paths from the node

that pass through the node
from the input port to the output port .

– There are paths from the node
that go across the node from the input port to
the output port .

Thus, there is a total number of paths that pass

through the node from the input port to the output
port . After assuming that these paths have the source
anddestinationnodes in the samedimension, , andas is
odd, then there is the samenumber of pathswhen the input
port is and the output port is . However, the paths
that pass through a node in the dimension could also

TABLE 3
Number of Nodes that Send Messages to (Left) and Receives Messages from (Right) the Node

Fig. 5. Paths that pass through a node in the dimension .
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change to the other two dimensions. Therefore, the desti-
nation node could be any of the nodes reached from the
dimensions and .

Hence, the total number of paths passing through the
node , entering and leaving by any pair of ports in
the dimension is given by:

By similar reasoning, the number of paths that pass
through the node by using any pair of ports in
the dimension when is even, could be obtained.
However, the number of paths passing through the
node from the input port to the output port

is not equal to the number of paths crossing from
the input port to the output port .

Thus, if is even, we obtain the following expres-
sion:

As we stated, the dimensions and have a similar
treatment. For the paths traveling along the dimension ,
the calculations are performed in the same way as for the

dimension . Moreover, given a path passing through the
node in thedimension , its source node canbe any
of the nodes in the dimension that can send messages to
the node . On the other hand, the path can continue
to different nodes passing through the dimension .

Regarding the dimension , if the path is finally travel-
ing along the dimension , its source node can be one of the

nodes in the dimensions and . Summing up,
. ◽

Proposition 2. The number of paths passing through the node
from the input port to the output port , where
P and they are located in different dimension is

Proof. If the routing algorithm does not permit the transition
, then none of the paths will use after using .

Thus, no path passes through the node from input
port to output port .

For permitted transitions, the source node of the
path that passes through the node from the input
port is any of the nodes that could reach the node
by the input port , that is, any member of the set

. Similarly, the destination node of the path
leaving the node by the output port , could be
any of the nodes that are reachable from the node
through , that is, any of the members of the set

. Therefore, the number of paths that go across the
node from the input port to the output port , is

. ◽

Applying Proposition 2 to any situation that involves a
change of dimension while the path is passing through the
node , the number of paths that pass through such a

TABLE 4
Number of Paths that Pass Through the Node
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node for those situations can be calculated. Table 4 presents a
summary of them.

5.4 Evaluation of the Port Configurations
For a given configuration, and after obtaining the number of
paths that pass through the node considering all the
pairs of ports, it is possible to calculate how many paths go
across the internal link. A path uses the internal link when it
goes across a node using an input port and an output port

, and and are connected to different cards.
For instance, configuration A (Table 1) assigns the three

ports of one card to the links , and the other card
gets obviously the links , as it is shown in Fig. 1.
Then, a path that goes through the node uses the internal link
when the pair of ports used to cross the node is one of the
followings:5

Other combinations, which are allowed by the routing
algorithm, involve passing through the node using an input
port and an output port, both belonging to the same card.
These configurations will not be considered because they do
not produce communication overhead for the purpose of this
study. Such pairs of ports for the configuration A are:

Next, and due to lack of space, we only indicate for the
configuration A how to obtain the number of paths that pass
through the node using the internal link that connects
the two cards of the node. In a similar way we can obtain all
the paths passing through the node for all the con-
figurations. Besides,weonly show thefinal result, so avoiding
the specific calculations.

Table 5 summarizes the results when is odd and even,
respectively, for all the 3DT torus topologies considered.

5.4.1 Analysis of the Results
Figs. 6(a) and (b) show a graphical representation of the
expressions in Table 5. At a glance, we can see the differences
between the port configurations and even guess which ones
are the best configurations. However, it is recommended to
performa formal analysis to obtain fully accurate conclusions.
In the following we discuss this analysis for both cases: is
odd and is even.

If we observe Table 5 and Fig. 6, it is possible to deduce
that when is odd the configurations and are the
optimal configurations. To check it, we compare the
expression of the configurations and with the ex-
pressions of the remaining configurations. We consider
separately the case because of its obviousness.

TABLE 5
Number of Paths Passing Through a Node Using Its Two Cards

Fig. 6. Number of paths that pass through a node using its two cards: (a) k odd, (b) k even.

5. It should be noted that thefirst port is the input port and the second
one is the output port.
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If , the optimal configurations are , , , and .
Considering in the expressions in Table 5 is enough
to check it.

– >

>

>

>

>

where , and are constants and smaller than 4.
It should be noted that the inequality is true for

, therefore > is
satisfied.

– >

>

>

>

>

which is true because , and therefore
> is also true for .

With a similar treatment, and aswe show in detail in
[11], the following inequalities can be obtained:

>

>

>

>

>

Thus, the configuration is the best one when is even. It
imposes the minimum number of paths for the internal link
that interconnects the two cards. Note that for , the

configurations and are equivalent. It should be reminded
thatwe took the positive directionwhen the distance between
the source and destination nodes is the same by the two
directions. If such a initial hypothesis changed, then this study
would remain exactly the same, but the optimal configuration
would be instead of .

Finally, in summary, Fig. 7 shows the two configurations
that offer the highest performance level, when k is even
[Fig. 7(a)] and k is odd [Fig. 7(b)]

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate by simulation the 3DT torus
topology. Two kinds of results are included: On the one hand,
we compare all the node configurations, not only for corrob-
orating the theoretical results of the study presented in
previous sections, but mainly to evaluate the performance
differences among all the port configurations. On the other
hand, we also compare the performance of the 3DT torus
network with the performance of the equivalent 2D torus
network. We also include in this comparative study the
performance results for the 3D torus network. Remember
that the objective of the comparison is not to show that the
3DT torus has a best behavior than the 3D torus, the goal is to
show that, with the same resources used in a 2D torus and
without extra investment, we can improve the network per-
formance building a 3DT torus.

As mentioned above, the evaluation has been driven by
simulation. In the following subsections, firstly we describe
the networkmodel, then the different case studies used in the
experiments are also indicated. Finally, we provide the simu-
lation results and analyze them in detail.

6.1 System Model
Asmentioned above, the evaluation of the port configurations
of the 3DT torus topology has been performed by simulation.
Wehavemodeled an (InputQueued) switch [12], [13]. In this
type of switches, there are only buffers at the input ports. The
chosen switching technique is virtual cut-through [14] because it
is commonly used in the supercomputer area. For the arbiter
unit, we have modeled a two-stages round-robin arbiter [2]: in

Fig. 7. The optimal configurations.
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a first stage, the arbiter chooses a virtual channel with packets
that can pass through the crossbar for each input port. In the
second stage, if there are multiple input ports that request the
same output port, the arbiter selects which input port uses
the crossbar. Theflowcontrol is credit-basedand it implements
the bubble flow control mechanism [15] to avoid deadlock.

To model the different topologies, we have used four-port
cards to build the 2Dand3DT torus and six-port cards to build
the 3D torus. In all the cases, the width of physical channels is
128 flits and the size of the packets is 4 flits for all the
experiments. In the 2D and 3D torus topology, we have
implemented the routing algorithm, whereas in the
3DT torus we have used the modified algorithm
described in [11]. In [11], it is explained why deadlocks can
appear in a 3DT torus and how this problem is solved using a
total of four virtual channels in the internal link that connects
both cards that compound the same virtual node. For this
reason, in this evaluation the physical channels are organized
as one virtual channel of 128flits in all the experiments, except
the physical channel of the internal link in the 3DT torus,
which is organized as four virtual channels of 32 flits.

6.2 Case Studies
To model the network workload, we have considered two
different scenarios: a random traffic model and a trace-driven
model.Wehave initially consideredrandomtrafficasnetwork
workload, which can load the network uniformly, and is the
most commonly traffic used in network performance evalua-
tions [2], [16]. Moreover, it can be more easily designed and
manipulated, allowing tuning the injection rate of nodes.
Regarding the distribution of the message size, there are two
types of messages: short messages of 1 packets (70% of mes-
sages) and long messages of 3 packets (30% of messages). For
this performance evaluation, we have considered message
throughput and message latency metrics.

After that, we have performed a second evaluation using
the traffic generated by parallel applications run in a real
supercomputer. Modifying the communication libraries, we
capture the traffic injected into the network in a trace file
whichwill be used later to generate the traffic in the simulator.
Using the traffic generated by a real application, we have a
more realistic environment to evaluate, and we can obtain
results more significant [17]. We have selected for the evalua-
tion the traffic generatedby the applicationPTRANSofHPCC
benchmark [18], which is commonly used to evaluate the
performance of the network. In this case, we have considered
the network flit latency and the completion time6 metrics,
which are typically used for this kind of evaluation.

Once the traffic workload is defined, we have performed a
set of tests, varying in each case the size of the network and the
port configuration to evaluate theperformance of thedifferent
configurations. Each test consists of 30 experiments, and the
results presented are the average value of all of them.Wehave
considered three network sizes7 to evaluate the network
performance under a random traffic:

3DT torus, 128 PEs.

3DT torus, 250 PEs.
3DT torus, 432 PEs.

while for the performance evaluation using trace-driven
model, 30 traces of application PTRANS with 250, 256 and
432 tasks have been generated and have been executed in
2D, 3DT and 3D torus networks with the same number of
processing elements.

6.3 Performance Evaluation Using Random Traffic
6.3.1 Results of the Port Configurations Comparison
Fig. 8 shows throughput and average network latency when
the injection rate of the PEs is varied, for all the port config-
urations. Moreover, the performance metrics are shown for
the three network sizes considered.

In all cases, the configuration obtains the best perfor-
mance. Furthermore, the bigger the size of the network, the
more significant the performance differences between the
configuration and the rest of configurations. These results
are entirely consistent with the results of the theoretical study
presented in Section 5.

For example, for the 128-PE torus [Fig. 8(a)] the throughput
of the configuration is 8 (depending on the
configuration) higher than the rest of configurations, while
for the 250-PE torus [Fig. 8(b)] the throughput is
higher. The same happens with the network latency, which is
reduced in the case of the 128-PE torus, while the
decrease in the case of the 250-PE torus is .

Note that in the case of the 250-PE torus ( ), the
configuration obtains similar performance than the config-
uration . Again, this is consistent with the results of the
theoretical study, as both configurations are optimal if is
odd. We can see how the rest of configurations are grouped
into two sets with similar performance, as expected. Regard-
ing the 432-PE torus, the throughput of the configuration is

higher, while the network latency is
lower. Only the configurations and obtain a similar
performance, being the network latency practically the same,
although the throughput is slightly lower, about 2% and 5%
less, respectively.

6.3.2 Comparison of the 3DT Torus with the 2D and the
3D Torus

In this section we show the results of comparing the perfor-
mance of a 3DT torus with a 2D and a 3D torus with the same
(or approximately the same) number of PEs. In this case, all
3DT tori use the configuration . Fig. 9 shows the results
obtained for the networks considered.

Asexpectedafter theresultsof thetheoreticalstudy, the3DT
torus obtains better performance than the equivalent 2D torus
in networks with more than 128 processing elements ( ).
However, it could seem strange the case for the 3DT
torus because it obtains worse results than its equivalent 2D
torus. This happens because the number of nodes is not the
same in all dimensions. However, the 3DT torus,
with the same size in the three dimensions and fewer nodes

6. We consider the completion time as the simulation cycle when all
themessages in the trace have been received at their destination and there
is not message in the network.

7. Note that each node in the network has 2 PEs.

8. The expression stands for the percentage ranges from
up depending on the case. In this case, the throughput ranges from
10% up 23%.
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than the 2D torus, obtains a higher throughput and smaller
network latency than the 2D torus.

The 3DT torus throughput is 20% higher than the
throughput of 2D torus, but it is almost the same than
the throughput of the 2D torus. It is important to note
that although the network throughput is similar in the last
case, in both 2D tori, the network latency is 35%higher than in
the 3DT torus.

In all the cases, the 3D torus obtains the best results, as
expected. In many cases, the throughput is twice than the

throughput in the 2D or the 3DT torus. Instead, the results of
network latency are more interesting. Although the network
latency in the 3D torus is the smallest, the 3DT torus reduces
the network latency in a half respect the 2D torus.

6.4 Performance Evaluation Using Trace-Driven
Model

In this section we show the results of comparing the perfor-
mance of a 2D, 3DT and 3D torus using the network traffic
generated for the application PTRANS running with 250, 256

Fig. 8. Network performance for all the port configurations of a 3DT torus.
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and 432 tasks. First, we have chosen 250 and 432 tasks for
testing the (250 PEs) and (432 PEs) 3DT
tori. However, it ismore typical that the number of processing
elements in the network is a power of two. For this reason, we
have evaluated the traffic of 250-task application in toruswith
256 processing elements, and also traces of 256-task applica-
tions have been generated to evaluate them in a 256-PE torus.

In this case, all 3DT tori use the best configuration, that is,
the configuration . Fig. 10 shows the results obtained for the
networks considered. In each case, both the completion time

and the networkflit latency are normalizedwith respect to the
results obtained in the slowest topology. Specifically, the
results are normalized respect the , the and
the 2D torus in the results obtained for traces of 250,
256 and 432 tasks, respectively.

Just as the results obtained using the random traffic,
the 3DT torus increases the performance of the network. The
completion time in the 3DT torus is lower than the
completion time in the 2D torus. The impact in the networkflit
latency is much higher, decreasing the network latency

Fig. 9. Network performance for 2D, 3DT and 3D torus.
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around 30% if the applications run in a 3DT torus instead of a
2D torus. Comparing these results with the 3D torus, the
network latency in the 3DT torus is 40% higher, while in the
2D torus is 100% higher.

Even the 3DT torus, when it was evaluated using
random traffic, did not obtain better results than the torus,
it obtains a lower completion time and a lower network
latency than the torus with 250 and 256 processing ele-
ments, running both traces with 250 and 256 tasks.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In general, D tori can be built using several low-expansion
cards per node if the number of ports of these cards is less than

. In these cases, there are multiple ways of obtaining the
ports of every node from the ports of the internal cards. In this
paper, we have presented a detailed study on the particular
case of 3D torus (which we have called 3DT torus) built with
two four-port communication cards. We have formally ana-
lyzed all the possible port configurations and proved which
are the optimal configurations.

Moreover, we have also compared by simulation all the
port configurations to show the performance differences
among them. In order to check the potential of 3DT torus,
we have compared itwith a 2D toruswith the samenumber of
processing elements.

After analyzing the results obtained, the best performance
results have been achieved when the communication hard-
ware of the nodes in the 3DT torus is based on the optimal
configuration that is determined by the theoretical study.

Regarding the comparison with the 2D torus and the 3DT
torus topologies, the latter obtains higher performance than
the 2D torus topologywhile the size is the same or similar, but
larger than 128 PEs, and the same number of communication
cards are used in both networks. Besides, the performance
differences between both networks become greater when the
network size increases. Therefore, the network performance
can be improved without an extra cost using the 3DT torus
instead the 2D torus.

Finally, the basic idea used to build a 3DT torus can be
extended to tori with a higher number of dimensions. For
example, using 6-port cards a 5DT torus can be built, using
8-port cards a 7DT torus can be built, i.e., using -port cards,
we could improve the performance of the network building a

DT instead of a D torus. Besides, the routing
algorithm [11] for 3DT tori has been developed from the DOR
algorithm to avoid deadlock, but it could improve taking into
account the reduced distance in the network or combining it
with an adaptive routing. These ideas will be investigated in
future works.
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ABSTRACT
Torus topology is widely used in the largest supercomputers,
and specially three-dimensional torus. To implement a 3D
torus topology, six ports (links) per node are needed, which
can be offered by a single or several communication cards.
In [2], we showed how to build 3D tori by using two four-
port low-profile cards per node, and as there are multiple
ways of assigning the dimension and direction of the card
ports, we found the optimal port configuration. In these tori,
routing becomes a challenge because deadlocks can appear
due to the use of the link interconnecting the two cards in the
nodes. In this paper we study this problem and present two
different alternatives based on the DOR routing scheme.

1. INTRODUCTION
In many supercomputers at the Top500 list [5], 3D torus
topology is adopted. Cray’s XT or XE families [7], or IBM’s
Blue Gene family [6] are the most representative examples.
To interconnect all the nodes in a 3D torus, six ports (or
links) per node are needed, two for each dimension. Only
one card or several cards per node can be used to offer those
six ports. We have shown how to build 3D tori by using
two four-port cards per node and found the optimal port
configuration [2]. We called this topology 3D Twin torus or
just 3DT torus. Figure 1 shows a network fragment and a
detail of a node in this topology.

Each node is composed of the main following components:
Hardware for communications and Computing hardware. The
former consists of two four–port cards offering a total of eight
ports. Two of these ports, one of each card, are used to in-
terconnect both cards to each other, and the six remaining
ports are used to connect the node to the three dimensions
in the 3D torus. We call these ports as internal link and ex-
ternal links, respectively. On the other hand, each internal
card is connected to a processing element, and so there are
2k3 processing elements in the network.

Y-

X+

X-

Y+

Z+

Z-

Card 0

Card 1

PE0

PE1

Figure 1: Detail of the communication hardware cir-
cuit, based on two four–port cards, in a fragment of
a 3DT torus.

To configure the connections among the nodes in the 3DT
torus, there are several alternatives to use the card ports, i.e.
we have several ways of assigning ports to dimensions. In [2],
a detailed analysis of the 3DT torus network was presented
and perfomance results were shown. We formally analyzed
all the possible port configurations and proved which the op-
timal configurations are. In a few words, best configurations
are those having the X+, X− and Y+ (if k is odd, Y− is
possible too) ports connected to one card, and the ports Z+,
Z− and Y− (if k is odd, Y+ is possible too) connected to
the other card. On the other hand, 3DT torus topology has
lower diameter and average distance than the 2D torus based
on four-port cards. Due to this, the network performance is
increased, without extra economic investment.

However, 3DT can produce deadlocks although deadlock-
free routing algorithms for 3D torus are used. Basically, this
is due to the internal links connecting the two cards in the
nodes. In this paper, a study of deadlocks in 3DT torus is in-
cluded. We present the DOR routing algorithm (Dimension
Order Routing) adapted for 3DT topology. Then, we study
the cycles that appear in this topology using that algorithm,
and finally, we explain how to remove these cycles.

2. ROUTING IN THE 3DT TORUS
Deadlock is an inherent problem in k-ary n-cubes. This
problem is even more important in a 3DT torus because
the internal link is shared by all the dimensions of the 3DT
torus. The techniques used in the common k-ary n-cubes
need to be modified for avoiding the deadlock in 3DT tori.
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Figure 2: (a) Rings corresponding to each dimension in any node (b) Possible uses of the internal link.

2.1 DOR routing algorithm for the 3DT torus
DOR routing is commonly used in a k-ary n-cube because
it is a very simple routing algorithm. Basically, a message
is routed by the n dimensions following an ascending (or
descending) strict order. If a node is identified by a n-tuple
〈xn−1, . . . , x1, x0〉, a message using all the dimensions is first
routed through dimension 0, after that it is routed through
dimension 1, and so on until reaching the dimension n− 1.

For a 3DT torus topology, each PE is identified by means
of three digits: one digit per dimension (X, Y and Z), and
another one to identify the PE inside the node. When a
message is routed, first it crosses the three dimensions as
needed, and when the message reaches the target node, if the
message is destined to the current PE or the neighbor PE
is checked, routing the message to the NIC or the internal
link, respectively.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the DOR routing
algorithm adapted for the 3DT torus (DORT). The function
ringDirection() determines the output direction in any ring.

Algorithm 1 3DT torus DOR routing algorithm (DORT ).

Require: current 〈xc, yc, zc, pec〉, target 〈xd, yd, zd, ped〉
Return: output port p
1: p = NULL
2: for coor in x, y, z do
3: if coord 6= coorc then
4: p = ringDirection(coorc, coord)
5: break
6: end if
7: end for
8: if p /∈ LINKS(pec) then
9: if p = NULL and epc = epd then
10: return NIC
11: else
12: return internal link
13: end if
14: end if
15: return p

2.2 Deadlock in the 3DT torus
Although deadlock-free routing algorithms for 3D torus are
considered for 3DT torus topologies, new cycles can appear
which are not present in the 3D torus topology. This is due

to the use of the internal link by a message regardless of the
dimension where it is traveling. In some cases, the message
uses the internal link as a part of a ring, while in other
cases, the internal link is used for making a change between
dimensions. Figure 2a shows the ring of all the dimensions
using the optimal port configuration. In this case, we can
see how the internal link is part of the Y -dimension ring.

Specifically, if we analyse the use of the internal link, we
can distinguish three cases (Figure 2b) –referred to as traffic
types below–, depending on the destination of the message
after using the internal link:

1. The message uses the internal link to be injected in
any dimension d and the internal link does not belong
to the ring corresponding to that dimension. In Figure
2b we can see how a message that arrives from a link of
the X-dimension or the Y + link, must use the internal
link to be injected in the Z-dimension (red dotted line).

2. The message uses the internal link as a part of the ring
in dimension d. The message can cross the dimension
d before using the internal link or can be injected from
another dimension. In Figure 2b, both a message ar-
riving from the X-dimension, as well as a message that
crosses the Y -dimension, must use the internal link to
exit the node from the Y − port (yellow dotted line).

3. A message can arrive at a node by any port of the
current card, but the destination PE is connected to
the other card (blue dotted line).

From the above three cases, we identify two possible types
of cycles in which the internal link is involved:

a) Several messages use the internal link as part of the
ring in any dimension. Without mechanisms to avoid
them, deadlocks can appear in any ring of a k-ary n-
cube. This type of cycle is caused by the traffic of type
2. Figure 3a shows a situation in which a deadlock
appears due to this reason.

b) In order to be injected in a new dimension or to reach
the destination PE, several messages use several inter-
nal links. This type of cycle appears due to the traffic
of types 1 and 3. Figure 3b shows a situation in which
a deadlock appears due to this reason.
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Figure 3: (a) Deadlock due to the use of the internal
link as a part of the Y -dimension ring. (b) Deadlock
due to the use of the internal link to change between
dimensions and to reach the destination.

2.3 Deadlock avoidance in the 3DT torus
In order to eliminate deadlocks, we use two techniques widely
used in k-ary n-cubes: virtual channels (VCs) [4] and the
bubble flow control mechanism [3]. They are used in the
same way as in 3D tori but some changes are required.

2.3.1 Virtual Channels
To break the cycles produced by the use of the internal link,
it is necessary to multiplex this link by using VCs and treat
the data stream of each dimension separately. Moreover,
messages destined to the neighbor PE must use an exclusive
VC for avoiding the cycles of type b. The following VCs are
required for the internal links (note that external links need
the same VCs as in the 3D torus topology):

• One VC for messages using an output port, if the in-
ternal link belongs to different dimensions (traffic of
type 1). VC 0 is selected for this case.

• Two VCs for messages using an output port, if the
internal link belongs to the same dimension (traffic of
type 2). To choose the VC, we use the same criteria as
for the external links. If the current dimension digit of
the target node is greater than that digit of the current
node, the first VC is chosen, otherwise the second VC
is used. In this case we select VCs 1 and 2.

• One VC for messages whose destination is the neighbor
PE. VC 3 is chosen for this case.

Then, a configuration always needs one VC for the traffic
of type 3. For each dimension whose ports + and − are
separated (different cards), the internal link needs other two
VCs (traffic of type 2). Finally, if there is traffic of type 1
another VC is required. Therefore, if ports + and − for all
the dimensions are separated, 3×2+1 = 7 VCs are required.
However, the rest of configurations (the best one included)
only need 1 + 1× 2 + 1 = 4 VCs.

Algorithm 2 shows the modifications in Algorithm 1, and
Figure 4a shows graphically the use of VCs depending on
the type of traffic, considering the optimal configuration.

Algorithm 2 Virtual channels DORT algorithm.

Require: current 〈xc, yc, zc, pec〉, target 〈xd, yd, zd, ped〉
Return: output port p, virtual channel vc
1: p = NULL
2: for coor in x, y, z do
3: if coord 6= coorc then
4: p = ringDirection(coorc, coord)
5: if coord > coorc then
6: vc = Up Links
7: else
8: vc = Low Links
9: end if
10: break
11: end if
12: end for
13: if p /∈ LINKS(pec) then
14: if p = NULL and pec = ped then
15: p = NIC
16: else
17: if p = NULL then
18: vc = 3 // type 3.
19: else if p 6= Y + and p 6= Y − then
20: vc = 0 // type 1.
21: else if vc = Up Links then
22: vc = 1 // type 2.
23: else
24: vc = 2 // type 2.
25: end if
26: p = internal link
27: end if
28: end if

2.3.2 Bubble flow control mechanism
In this case, the internal link must be also multiplexed, al-
though fewer VCs are required to ensure deadlock freedom:

• One VC for messages using an output port and the
internal link belonging to different dimensions (traffic
of type 1). In this case, the access to the internal link
is not considered as a change of dimension, so to apply
the bubble is not necessary. The change of dimension
is done when the message is injected into an external
port from the internal link. VC 0 is chosen in this case.

• One VC for messages using an output port and the
internal link belonging to the same dimension (traffic
of type 2). In this case, the internal link is considered
as a part of the ring in the dimension, so it is necessary
to apply the bubble if the message is injected from
another dimension. VC 1 is chosen for this case.
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Figure 4: Solutions to eliminate deadlock using the optimal configuration (a-b). Performance results (c).

• One VC for the messages whose destination is the
neighbor PE. The bubble is not necessary because
the next destination of the message is a NIC. VC 2 is
chosen for this case.

Reasoning in the same way as in the previous case, the num-
ber of VCs required can be obtained. If ports + and − of all
the dimensions are separated, 3×1+1 = 4 VCs are required,
while the rest of configurations (the best one included) only
need 1 + 1 + 1 = 3 VCs.

A simple DORT algorithm can be elaborated taking into ac-
count these requirements [1]. Figure 4b shows graphically
the use of VCs depending on the type of traffic, always con-
sidering the best configuration.

Note that the number of VCs obtained in each routing al-
ternative is always the same regardless of the network size.

3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section we include performance results of the 3DT
torus. All details of the evaluation process and more results
can be found in [1]. Network latency results shown in Figure
4c have been obtained by simulation considering two 1024-
PE systems: one using a 32x32 2D torus and another one
using a 8x8x8 3DT torus. To model the topologies, we have
used four-port cards (note that an extra port to connect the
card with a PE is used). Regarding DORT implementation,
in the case of the VC-based alternative we have considered
four 32-flit VCs per link for both 2D and 3DT topologies.
Although external links only need 2 VCs, the same number
has been considered for all links. When Bubble Flow Control
technique is used, one 128-flit VC for all the external links
has been considered, for both 2D and 3DT networks. In the
3DT torus, internal links are multiplexed in four 32-flit VCs.
Other characteristics of the simulated network are: Virtual
cut-through, credit-based flow control and 2-stage round-
robin arbiter. We have modeled a uniform traffic pattern.

In the figure, we can see the high impact in the network
latency when using 3DT torus network with respect to 2D
torus, decreasing the latency around 35%. Regarding rout-
ing options, latency results show no differences between them
until saturation. Moreover, it is also important that the 3DT
approach, with aproximately the same number of PEs, ac-
cepts a 5% increase in traffic and goes to saturation latter.

4. CONCLUSIONES
The 3D twin torus topology has been proposed as an alterna-
tive to the traditional 3D torus. Supported by two four-port
cards per node, this option involves changes in the design of
the routing mechanism because the use of the link connect-
ing the two cards can produce deadlocks in the network. In
this paper, we show how deadlocks are generated and present
two solutions for eliminating them based on two well known
techniques: virtual channels and bubble flow control. Both
solutions are scalable, requiring few extra VCs.
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Abstract—Torus topology is one of the preferred topologies for the interconnection network in high-performance clusters and

supercomputers. Cost and scalability are some of the properties that make torus suitable for systems with a large number of nodes.

The 3D torus is the version more extended due to its excellent nearest neighbor. However, some of the last supercomputers have been

built using a torus network with five or six dimensions. To obtain an nD torus, 2n ports per node are needed, which can be offered by a

single or several cards per node. In the second case, there are multiple ways of assigning the dimension and direction of the card ports.

In previous work we defined and characterized the 3D Twin (3DT) torus which uses two four-port cards per node. In this paper we

extend that previous work to define the n-dimensional Twin (nDT) torus topology. In this case, we formally obtain the optimal port

configuration when (n + 1)-port cards are used instead of 2n-port cards. Moreover, we explain how deadlock problem can appear and

propose a simple solution. Finally, we include evaluation results which show performance increases when an nDT torus is used

instead of an nD torus with fewer dimensions and with the same computational resources.

Index Terms—Interconnection network, torus topology, switch architecture, formal analysis, performance evaluation

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

COMPUTER systems with hundreds of thousands of nodes
require high-performance interconnection networks to

support in an appropriate manner all communication gener-
ated by the applications. Nowadays, interconnection plays
an important role in performance of large supercomputers
and clusters dominating the supercomputing market. Often,
the interconnection network is the subsystem that a more
custom design requires. For instance, the Tianhe-2 super-
computer, number one in the June 2014 Top500 [1], uses a
custom interconnection network called TH Express-2 [2]
that removes the interconnect bottleneck and significantly
contributes to the global performance.

Network topology has a significant impact on the inter-
connect performance in this kind of systems, and therefore
its choice is an important design decision. Fat–tree [3] and
torus [4] are the preferred topologies for indirect and direct
networks, respectively. In the June 2014 top ten Top500-list,
we find six supercomputers using the torus topology and
the remaining four using some kind of irregular network
(fat–tree or Dragonfly).

As fat–tree provides to every node equal access band-
width to every node, this topology is very appropriate for
running large scale applications which generate a lot of
communication among all the nodes. However, when a
system grows, important network characteristics as cost,
power consumption, reliability, and scalability become

a serious limit for this kind of networks. In contrast, the
torus topology provides a reduced hardware cost and an
excellent scalability, allowing an easy implementation
and reducing the latency of the communications. Addi-
tionally, the torus topology supports several routing algo-
rithms that increase path diversity so that the fault
tolerance and load balance become feasible. For all these
reasons, the torus topology is one of the most common
topologies used in the largest supercomputers at the
Top500 list, some of which, as mentioned before, are in
the top 10 (Titan [5], K-Computer [6] and the supercom-
puters of Blue Gene/Q family, like Sequoia, Mira, Juqueen
and Vulcan), among others.

Moreover, torus topology is well suited for applications
exhibiting locality of communications. Specifically, this
topology maps very well traffic patterns generated by appli-
cations where 3D mathematical models are used. For this
reason, 3D torus has been largely adopted by the systems
using torus topology. Some representative examples are the
Gemini system interconnect [7] employed in Titan [5] and
the supercomputers of the Blue Gene/L [8] family.

However, in recent years some supercomputers in the
top 10 of the Top500 list have chosen to incorporate net-
works with more than three dimensions. This is the case, for
instance, of the supercomputers IBM’s Blue Gene/Q [9]
which uses a five dimensional torus network, or Fujitsu’s K-
Computer [6] which uses a proprietary six dimensional
torus interconnect called Tofu [10]. Although the implemen-
tation is much more complex, higher dimensionality
provides other important advantages related to network
performance: higher bandwidth and lower latency. The five
dimensional torus network in the IBM’s Blue Gene/Q has
approximately 46 times the bisection bandwidth than that
of a first generation Blue Gene/L machine with the same
number of nodes [9]. From the applications point of view,
the new mathematical and physical applications managing
more than three dimensions can take benefit of the excellent
nearest neighbor provided by these networks.
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When implementing the interconnection network, it is
common to use low-profile expansion communication cards
with a reduced number of ports because the nodes of the clus-
ter are 1U tall. Many systems, some of them present in the
top500 list, have been built using four-port cards (e.g. Cray
X1/X1E [11]). The number of dimensions of the torus network
depends on the number of available ports. For example, it is
possible to build a 2D torus with a four-port card per node,
but not a 3D torus, because for a 3D torus six ports (or links)
per node are needed, two for each dimension. However, if
two four-port cards per node are usedwe can buid a 3D torus.
One port of each card is used to interconnect both cards to
each other, and the six remaining ports are used to connect
the node to the three dimensions in the 3D torus.

We showed how to build 3D tori by using two four-port
cards per node and found the optimal port configuration
[12]. We called this topology 3D Twin torus or just 3DT
torus. Given a number of processing elements, utilizing a
3DT torus instead of a 2D torus we obtain a network with
lower diameter and average distance, and as a consequence,
the performance of the network is increased without extra
economic investment.

As mentioned above, it seems there is a tendency to build
networks with more than three dimensions. Therefore, we
have considered convenient to extend our previous work
[12], and to complete a similar study for n-dimensional twin
tori. One problem of increasing the number of dimensions is
the communication hardware becomes more complex and
more expensive. Recently, some topologies have been pro-
posed to solve this problem, as the torus-connected cycles [13].
In a similar way that the cube-connected cycle [14], in the torus–
connected cycles an nD torus node is replaced by 2n three-port
nodes connected in a ring, reducing the complexity of the
required hardware Unlike the previous approach, instead of
simplifying the complexity of the communication hardware,
our proposal shows how it is possible to increase the number
of dimensions (and the performance) of the torus network,
using the same type of hardware that is currently used.

In this paper, we define the n-dimensional Twin (nDT)
torus topology and formally obtain the optimal port configu-
ration. Moreover, we show how deadlock can appear in this
kind of networks even when deadlock-free routing algo-
rithms for nD tori are used, and propose a solution based on
the use of a few extra virtual channels (vcs ) only for the inter-
nal link connecting the two cards. In the last part of the paper,
we include performance results which show how the perfor-
mance is increased using the same resources if we build an
nDT torus instead of an nD toruswith fewer dimensions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2
the nDT torus topology is defined. Section 3 provides the
formal analysis that leads to the optimal port configuration
in Section 3.3. Section 4 includes the proposal of deadlock-
free routing mechanism. In Section 5, we evaluate by simu-
lation different Twin torus networks, and finally, Section 6
outlines the conclusions and proposes the future work.

2 THE NDT TORUS TOPOLOGY

In this section we first introduce the notation to be used in
the rest of the document, and then we define the nDT torus
topology. Note that the notation is that commonly used to
treat with torus topologies.

2.1 Notation

The following notation is used below:

� n: number of dimensions of the torus, where n � 2.
� k: number of nodes in every dimension of the nD

torus. We assume the same number of nodes in each
dimension and k � 3.

� hOni ¼ ho0o1 . . . oi . . . on�2on�1i: node identifier, 0 � i
< n and 0 � oi < k.

� di: a dimension of the nD torus, 0 � i < n.
� dþi ; d

�
i : ports of the dimension di, corresponding to

the two directions.
� P: set of ports of a node. P ¼ fd�0 ; dþ0 ; . . . ; d�i ; dþi ; . . . ;

d�n�1; d
þ
n�1g.

� P : a port of a node, P 2 P.
� d i;j½ �: a subset of ports of P, including the ports from

the dimension di to the dimension dj, 0 � i; j < n

and i � j. Note that if j < i, the subset would be an
empty set.

� PE0, PE1: processing elements of a node.
� NP

s ðhOniÞ: set of nodes that send messages to node
hOni and reach it through the port P .

� NP
d ðhOniÞ: set of nodes to which the node hOni sends

messages from its port P .
� DP

s ðhOniÞ: cardinal of the setNP
s ðhOniÞ.

� DP
d ðhOniÞ: cardinal of the setNP

d ðhOniÞ.
� RP!P 0 ðhOniÞ: number of paths that pass through the

node hOni from its input port P to its output port P 0.
If both P and P 0 belong to the same dimension,
sometimes we refer to the addition of RP!P 0 ðhOniÞ
and RP 0!P ðhOniÞ by an expression, using only the
identifier of the dimension, hiding the sign of the
direction, and substituting the double arrow symbol
for a single arrow (Rdi$diðhOniÞ).

� PATHðiÞ: number of paths that pass through the
node hOni between any two ports P and P 0, where
P 2 dj, P

0 2 dk, k ¼ jþ i and 0 � i; j; k < n.
� ½a; b�n: with b ¼ aþm; a; b 2 Z and n;m 2 N, defines

a set of integers whose members are fðaÞ mod
n; ðaþ 1Þ mod n; . . . ; ðaþm� 1Þ mod n; ðaþmÞ mod ng,
where the operation module, a mod k, a 2 Z

and k > 0, is the remainder of integer division:
a mod k ¼ ðaþ kÞ mod k. It is easy to prove that the
cardinal of the set that is defined by the interval
½a; b�n is b� aþ 1.

2.2 nDT Torus Topology Definition

In this section we formally define the nD Twin torus
topology.

Definition 2.1 An nD Twin torus, or just nDT torus, is an
n-cube k-ary (nD torus) topology, with k 2 N�, k � 2 and
n � 3, where each node is composed basically of the following
main components:

� Communication hardware: it consists of two ðnþ 1Þ –
port cards1, offering a total of 2nþ 2 ports. Two of
these ports (one of each card) are used to interconnect
both cards to each other, and the 2n remaining ports

1. When only one (nþ 1)–port card is used per node, a n0D torus
(n0 ¼ nþ1

2 ) is obtained.
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are used to connect the node to the rest of dimensions,
building a torus topology with n dimensions.

� Computing hardware: each internal ðnþ 1Þ–port card
is connected to a processing element, and so there are
two processing elements in each node. Therefore, there
are a total of 2kn processing elements interconnected
by the network.

Example 2.1 For building a 3DT torus (n ¼ 3), each node
consists of two four-port cards and two processing
elements. The 3DT torus is obtained using the available
six ports after both cards are interconnected by means of
one port of each card (Fig. 1).

3 ANALYSIS OF THE PORT CONFIGURATION OF THE

NDT TORUS

According to the internal structure of the nDT torus,
there are multiple ways of assigning the ports of the two
cards to the dimensions and therefore different port con-
figurations can be formed. Thus, the goal of our study is
to find the optimal configuration, where we consider as
optimal the configuration that minimizes the number of
paths that go across a node using the two cards. It is clear
that if a message uses the two cards to cross a node, its
latency will increase.

In order to determine the optimal configuration for
the nDT torus, as was shown in the previous study
for the specific case of 3DT torus [12], it is necessary to con-
sider the routing algorithm and the traffic pattern. In this
study, we consider the routing algorithm dimension order
routing (DOR) [4] and an uniform traffic pattern. To sim-
plify the analysis, we only consider odd values of k because
given a node, there is the same number of nodes in both
directions of a dimension. A similar study can be performed
to even values of k. For the same reason explained in our
previous work [12], the routing has been considered at node
level, not at processing element level. Once a message
reaches the destination node, it is trivial to route it to its tar-
get processing element.

This study has been performed applying a methodology
consisting of the following steps:

1. To define the setsNP
s ðhOniÞ andNP

d ðhOniÞ and obtain

their cardinals,2 DP
s ðhOniÞ and DP

d ðhOniÞ, respec-
tively, with P 2 P (Section 3.1).

2. To calculate the number of paths that pass through
the node hOni using the internal link3 for each input-
output pair of ports (Section 3.2).

3. To search for the optimal port configuration of the
nodes. We will achieve the objective of this step as
follows:
a) Defining the configuration we consider the opti-

mal configuration for an nDT torus, and deter-
mining the number of paths that cross the node
using the internal link (Section 3.3).

b) Finally, demonstrating that any other configura-
tion is not better than the one previously defined
(Section 3.5).

3.1 SetsNP
sNP
sNP
s and NP

dNP
dNP
d for the Node hOnihOnihOni

Based on any n-cube k-ary and the DOR routing algorithm,

it is easy to determine the nodes that belong to the sets NP
s

and NP
d . Next, we define these sets using the set terminol-

ogy. Since k is odd, the number of reachable nodes from a

specific node that are located in the same dimension is k�1
2 ,

regardless the direction.

Definition 3.1 Let N
d�
i

s ðhOniÞ be a set of nodes that send mes-
sages to the node hOni and reach it through the port d�i
(0 � i < n). Hence:

N
d�
i

s ðhOniÞ ¼
(
hOn

0i :
o0j 2 ½0; k� 1� if j < i

o0j 2 oj � k�1
2 ; oj � 1

� �k
if j ¼ i

o0j ¼ oj if j > i

8><
>: ;

0 � oj < k; 0 � j < n

)
:

Definition 3.2 Let N
dþ
i

s ðhOniÞ be a set of nodes that send mes-
sages to the node hOni and reach it through the port dþi
(0 � i < n). Hence:

N
dþ
i

s ðhOniÞ ¼
(
hOn

0i :
o0j 2 ½0; k� 1� if j < i

o0j 2 oj þ 1; oj þ k�1
2

� �k
if j ¼ i

o0j ¼ oj if j > i

8><
>: ;

0 � oj < k, 0 � j < n

)
:

Fig. 1. Fragment of a 3DT torus and detail of the communication hardware, based on two four-port cards.

2. Note that the results of the first step are valid for any nD torus.
3. Henceforth, we will use “internal link” to refer to the connection

between the two cards in a node.
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Example 3.1 Given a 3D torus (n ¼ 3), where k ¼ 5, the set
of nodes that send messages to the node h3; 1; 0i and

reach it through its port dþ0 is:

N
dþ
0

s ðh3; 1; 0iÞ = fh4; 1; 0i, h0; 1; 0ig
Fig. 2 shows graphically this subset of nodes.

Definition 3.3 Let N
d�
i

d ðhOniÞ be a set of nodes to which the node
hOni sends messages from its port d�i (0 � i < n). Hence:

N
d�
i

d ðhOniÞ ¼
(
hOn

0i :
o0j ¼ oj if j < i

o0j 2 oj � k� 1
2 ; oj � 1

� �k
if j ¼ i

o0j 2 ½0; k� 1� if j > i

8><
>: ;

0 � oj < k, 0 � j < n

)
:

Definition 3.4 Let N
dþ
i

d ðhOniÞ be a set of nodes to which the node
hOni sends messages from its port dþi (0 � i < n). Hence:

N
dþ
i

d ðhOniÞ ¼
(
hOn

0i :
o0j ¼ oj if j < i

o0j 2 oj þ 1; oj þ k�1
2

� �k
if j ¼ i

o0j 2 ½0; k� 1� if j > i

8><
>: ;

0 � oj < k, 0 � j < n

)
:

Example 3.2 Given a 3D torus (n ¼ 3), where k ¼ 5, the set
of nodes to which the node h3; 1; 0i sends messages from
its port d�1 is:

N
d�
1

d ðh3; 1; 0iÞ ¼ fh3; 0; 0i, h3; 0; 1i, h3; 0; 2i, h3; 0; 3i,
h3; 0; 4i, h3; 4; 0i, h3; 4; 1i, h3; 4; 2i, h3; 4; 3i, h3; 4; 4ig.

Fig. 2 shows graphically this subset.

3.1.1 DP
s andDP

d Values for the Node hOni
Applying the same criteria used for the 3DT torus [12], we

can calculate easily the values of DP
s and DP

d . Basically,
given a port, if we only consider one dimension di, the num-

ber of source or destination nodes in this dimension is k� 1
2 . If

we consider all dimensions, this value is multiplied by k
raised to the number of dimensions that are routed before

or after di by DOR routing, for DP
s and DP

d , respectively.
That is:

D
d�
i

s ðhOniÞ ¼ D
dþ
i

s ðhOniÞ ¼ k� 1

2
ki; (1)

D
d�
i

d ðhOniÞ ¼ D
dþ
i

d ðhOniÞ ¼ k� 1

2
kn�1�i: (2)

Sometimes, we will refer to the number of source or des-
tination nodes in one dimension, regardless of the direction
and we do not include the þ=� superscripts onDs orDd:

Ddi
s ðhOniÞ ¼ D

d�
i

s ðhOniÞ þD
dþ
i

s ðhOniÞ ¼ 2� k� 1

2
ki

¼ ðk� 1Þki;
(3)

D
di
d ðhOniÞ ¼ D

d�
i

d ðhOniÞ þD
dþ
i

d ðhOniÞ ¼ 2� k� 1

2
kn�1�i

¼ ðk� 1Þkn�1�i:

(4)

3.1.2 D
d i;j½ �
s andD

d i;j½ �
d Values for the Node hOni

In other cases we will need to calculate the number of
source or destination nodes for a subset of ports d i;j½ �. We
include some of these cases which will be used below.

Given a subset of ports d 0;i½ �, where 0 � i < n, the subset
of nodes that send messages to the node hOni from this

subset of portsN
d 0;i½ �
s ðhOniÞ is:

Fig. 2. Nodes that send messages to h3; 1; 0i and reach it through its port dþ0 , and nodes to which h3; 1; 0i sends messages from its port d�1 .
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N
d 0;i½ �
s ðhOniÞ ¼ Nd0

s ðhOniÞ [Nd1
s ðhOniÞ [ . . .

. . . [Ndi�1
s ðhOniÞ [Ndi

s ðhOniÞ:

Then, the number of nodes that send messages to the node

hOni from the subset d 0;i½ � is:D
d 0;i½ �
s ðhOniÞ

¼ Dd0
s ðhOniÞ þDd1

s ðhOniÞ þ 	 	 	 þDdi
s ðhOniÞ

¼ ðk� 1Þk0 þ 	 	 	 þ ðk� 1Þki ¼ ðk� 1Þ
Xi
j¼0

kj

¼
Xi
j¼0

kjþ1 �
Xi
j¼0

kj

 !
¼ kiþ1 � 1:

(5)

In a similar way, we can calculate the number of nodes to
which the node hOni sends messages from a subset of ports

d i;n�1½ � where 0 � i < n, i.e., the cardinal ofN
d i;n�1½ �
d ðhOniÞ:

D
d i;n�1½ �
d ðhOniÞ ¼ D

di
d ðhOniÞ þD

diþ1
d ðhOniÞ þ 	 	 	

	 	 	 þD
dn�1
d ðhOniÞ ¼ kn�i � 1:

(6)

For a subset of ports d i;j½ �, where 0 < i; j < n and i < j, the
subset of nodes that send messages to the node hOni from
this subset of portsN

d i;j½ �
s ðhOniÞ is:

lN
d i;j½ �
s ðhOniÞ ¼ N

d 0;j½ �
s ðhOniÞ �N

d 0;i�1½ �
s ðhOniÞ:

Then, the number of nodes that send messages to the node
hOni from the subset d i;j½ � is:

D
d i;j½ �
s ðhOniÞ ¼ D

d 0;j½ �
s ðhOniÞ �D

d 0;i�1½ �
s ðhOniÞ

¼ ðkjþ1 � 1Þ � ðki � 1Þ ¼ kjþ1 � ki: (7)

On the other hand, the subset of nodes to which the node
hOni sends messages from the subset of ports d i;j½ � is:

N
d i;j½ �
d ðhOniÞ ¼ N

d i;n�1½ �
d ðhOniÞ �N

d jþ1;n�1½ �
d ðhOniÞ:

Then, the number of nodes to which hOni sends messages
from this subset of ports is:

D
d i;j½ �
d ðhOniÞ ¼ D

d i;n�1½ �
d ðhOniÞ �D

d jþ1;n�1½ �
d ðhOniÞ

¼ ðkn�i � 1Þ � ðkn�ðjþ1Þ � 1Þ
¼ kn�i � kn�ðjþ1Þ:

(8)

3.2 Paths that Pass through the Node hOnihOni
In this section we calculate the number of paths that pass
through the node hOni for each input–output pair of ports.

Proposition 3.1 Given a node hOni, the number of paths that
cross this node from its input port P to its output port P 0,
where P 2 di and P 0 2 dj, 0 � i; j < n, is:

RP2di!P 02djðhOniÞ ¼
ðk�1Þ2

4 kn�1þi�j if i < j
ðk�1Þðk�3Þ

8 kn�1 if i ¼ j
0 if i > j:

8><
>:

Proof. If i < j, the routing algorithm DOR permits P ! P 0

transitions. Then, the source node of the path could be any

member of the set NP
s ðhOniÞ, and the destination node of

the path could be anymember of the setNP 0
d ðhOniÞ. There-

fore, the total number of paths that go across the node
hOni from its input port P to its output port P 0 is obtained
as follows:

RP2di!P 02djðhOniÞ ¼ DP2di
s �D

P 02dj
d

¼ k� 1

2
ki � k� 1

2
kn�1�j ¼ ðk� 1Þ2

4
kn�1þi�j:

On the other hand, for the case i ¼ j, we show that the
number of paths that cross a node hOni from P to P 0, if
both ports belong to the same dimension di and we only
consider the source or destination nodes that can be
reached using di, is[12]:

RP2di!P 02djðhOniÞ ¼
Xk�1
2 �1

i¼1

i ¼ ðk� 1Þðk� 3Þ
8

:

If we consider the remaining n� 1 dimensions, the
number of paths that cross the node hOni from P 2 di to
P 0 2 dj, when i ¼ j, is:

RP2di!P 02djðhOniÞ ¼ ðk� 1Þðk� 3Þ
8

kn�1:

Remember that we are assuming that k is odd and
k � 3 and therefore RP2di!P 02djðhOniÞ cannot be less

than zero. Note that if k ¼ 3, RP2di!P 02djðhOniÞ ¼ 0 and

there are no paths between P and P 0 crossing the
node hOni.

Finally, if i > j, the DOR routing algorithm does not
permit P ! P 0 transitions and there are no paths that
cross the node from P to P 0. tu
Sometimes, we need to calculate the number of paths that

pass through the node using the two ports of the same
dimension.

Proposition 3.2 Given a node hOni, the number of paths that
cross this node from the input port P to the output port P 0,
where P 6¼ P 0 and P; P 0 2 di, is:

Rdi$diðhOniÞ ¼ ðk� 1Þðk� 3Þ
4

kn�1:

Proof. The demonstration is trivial in this case. From Propo-
sition 3.1, we obtain:

Rdi$diðhOniÞ ¼ Rdþ
i
!d�

i
ðhOniÞ þRd�

i
!dþ

i
ðhOniÞ

¼ 2� ðk� 1Þðk� 3Þ
8

kn�1 ¼ ðk� 1Þðk� 3Þ
4

kn�1:

tu
Proposition 3.3 Given a node hOni, the number of paths that

cross this node using the ports P and P 0, where P 2 dj,
P 0 2 djþi, 0 � j < n and i � 0, is:

lPATHðiÞ ¼
1
4 ðk� 1Þðk� 3Þkn�1 if i ¼ 0
1
4 ðk� 1Þ2kn�1�i if 0 < i < n
0 if i � n:

8<
:
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Proof. If i ¼ 0, P and P 0 belong to the same dimension and
the number of paths is obtained from Proposition 3.2:

PATHð0Þ ¼ Rdj$djðhOniÞ ¼ ðk� 1Þðk� 3Þ
4

kn�1:

If PATHðiÞ is equal to RP2dj!P 02djþi
ðhOniÞ and 0 < i < n.

Then, from Proposition 3.1:

PATHðiÞ ¼ ðk� 1Þ2
4

kn�1þj�ðjþiÞ ¼ ðk� 1Þ2
4

kn�1�i:

Finally, remember that, if i � n, either j or jþ i is out
of range and it is not possible that there are paths
between dj and djþi. In this case, PATHðiÞ ¼ 0. tu

3.3 Optimal Port Configuration in an nDT Torus

We present the configuration we claim is the optimal and
demonstrate that. This configuration is based on that
obtained for the particular case of the 3DT torus topology
[12]. In that case, theXþ,X� and Y þ (if k is odd Y � is possi-
ble too) ports are connected to one card, and the ports Zþ,
Z� and Y � (if k is odd Y þ is possible too) ports are con-
nected to the other card. If we replace X, Y and Z with d0,
d1 and d2, respectively, we can see that the first ports, sorted
by dimension, are connected to one card, whereas the last
ports are connected to the other card. We can generalize this
idea for a torus of any number of dimensions.

3.3.1 Defining the Optimal Configuration CBest

Definition 3.5. Given two cards with ðnþ 1Þ ports each one, the
configuration CBest that allows to build an nDT torus is
defined as follows:

� If n is even:
- The ports corresponding to the first n

2 dimensions,
i.e., the ports belonging to dimensions from d0 to
dn
2�1, are connected to Card0.

- The ports corresponding to the last n
2 dimensions,

i.e., the ports belonging to dimensions from dn
2
to

dn�1, are connected to Card1.
� If n is odd:

- The ports corresponding to the first n�1
2 dimen-

sions, i.e., the ports belonging to dimensions from
d0 to dn�1

2 �1, are connected to Card0.

- The ports corresponding to the last n�1
2 dimensions,

i.e., the ports belonging to dimensions from dn�1
2 þ1

to dn�1, are connected to Card1.
- The two ports of the dimension dn�1

2
are distrib-

uted between the two cards. Since k is odd, the
number of paths that cross the internal link is
the same, independently in which card each port
is connected. From now on, we assume that
the port d�n�1

2
is connected to Card0 and the

port dþn�1
2

is connected to Card1.

Fig. 3 shows graphically the configuration CBest. Note
that the idea is to place the ports of the same dimension in
the same card in order to avoid the crossing of the internal
link connecting both cards. If n is odd, the ports of the cen-

tral dimension (d�n�1
2

and dþn�1
2

) remains distributed, that is,

the directions are assigned to ports of different cards.

3.3.2 Calculating the Usage of the Internal Link Using

CBest
Given a node configured according to the configuration
CBest, the internal link connecting both cards is used in the
following cases:

� If n is odd:
- When a path crosses the node using the dimen-

sion dn�1
2
.

� For all values of n:
- When a path enters in the node using a dimen-

sion whose ports are connected to Card0, and
leaves the node using a dimension whose ports
are connected to Card1.

- When the source PE is connected to the node, but
the source PE and the first dimensions crossed by
the path are connected to different cards.

- When the destination PE is connected to the
node, but the destination PE and the last dimen-
sions crossed by the path are connected to differ-
ent cards.

We do not consider paths whose source or destination is
a PE of the node [12]. If a port P is connected to Card0, the
paths from or to PE1 cross the internal link, while if P is
connected to Card1 the paths from or to PE0 cross the inter-
nal link. In the two cases, the number of paths is the same.

Fig. 3. Configuration CBest for an nDT torus. n is (a) even and (b) odd.
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Therefore, the total number of paths that start or end in the
node and use the internal link is constant, independently
the configuration used. Moreover, the paths are considered
at node level, not at PE level, since considering the paths at
PE level only multiplies by two the number of reachable
nodes from a port P .

Proposition 3.4 The number of paths that cross a node hOni
using the internal link considering the configuration CBest is:

RCBest ¼
ðkn

2 � 1Þ2; if n is even

ðkn�1
2 � 1Þðknþ1

2 � 1Þ
þ ðk�1Þðk�3Þ

4 kn�1; if n is odd:

8><
>:

Proof.We can distinguish the following cases:
Case 1) If n is even. d 0;n2�1½ � ! d n

2;n�1½ �: the input port

belongs to the first n
2 dimensions (from d0 to dn

2�1 in

Card0) and the output port belongs to the last n
2 dimen-

sions (from dn
2þ1 to dn�1 in Card1). The number of paths

that cross the internal link is:

Rd
0;n
2
�1½ �!d n

2
;n�1½ � ðhOOniÞ ¼ D

d
0;n
2
�1½ �

s �D
d n

2
;n�1½ �

d :

Applying the expressions (5) and (6):

Rd
0;n
2
�1½ �!d n

2
;n�1½ � ðhOOniÞ ¼ ðkn

2 � 1Þ � ðkn
2 � 1Þ ¼ ðkn

2 � 1Þ2:

Case 2) If n is odd:

A) d 0;n�1
2 �1½ � ! dþn�1

2
. The input port belongs to the first

n�1
2 dimensions (from d0 to dn�1

2 �1 in Card0) and

the output port is dþn�1
2

(Card1). The number of

paths that cross the internal link is:

Rd
0;n�1

2
�1½ �!dþ

n�1
2

ðhOniÞ ¼ D
d

0;n�1
2

�1½ �
s �D

dþ
n�1
2

d :

Applying the expressions (5) and (2), we obtain

Rd
0;n�1

2
�1½ �!dþ

n�1
2

ðhOniÞ ¼ ðkn�1
2 � 1Þ

� k� 1

2
kn�1�n�1

2 ¼ ðkn�1
2 � 1Þ � k� 1

2
k
n�1
2 :

B) d 0;n�1
2 �1½ � ! d n�1

2 þ 1;n�1½ � : the input port belongs to

the first n� 1
2 dimensions (from d0 to dn�1

2 �1 in

Card0) and the output port belongs to the last n� 1
2

dimensions (from dn�1
2 þ1 to dn�1 in Card1). The

number of paths that cross the internal link is:

Rd
0;n�1

2
�1½ �!d n�1

2
þ1;n�1½ � ðhOniÞ ¼ D

d
0;n�1

2
�1½ �

s

�D
d n�1

2
þ1;n�1½ �

d :

Applying the expressions (5) and (6):

Rd
0;n�1

2
�1½ �!d n�1

2
þ1;n�1½ � ðhOniÞ ¼ ðkn�1

2 � 1Þ

� ðkn�1
2 � 1Þ ¼ ðkn�1

2 � 1Þ2:

C) d�n�1
2

! d n�1
2 þ1;n�1½ �. The input port is d�n�1

2
(Card0)

and the output port belongs to the last n�1
2 dimen-

sions (from dn�1
2 þ1 to dn�1 in Card1). The number

of paths that cross the internal link is:

Rd�
n�1
2

!d n�1
2

þ1;n�1½ � ðhOniÞ ¼ D
d�
n�1
2

s �D
d n�1

2
þ1;n�1½ �

d :

Applying the expressions (1) and (6):

Rd�
n�1
2

!d n�1
2

þ1;n�1½ � ðhOniÞ ¼ k� 1

2
k
n�1
2 � ðkn�1

2 � 1Þ:

D) d�n�1
2

$ dþn�1
2
. Input and output ports are d�n�1

2
(Card0) and dþn�1

2

(Card1), respectively. From Prop-

osition 3.2, we obtain the number of paths that

cross the internal link:

Rdn�1
2

$dn�1
2

ðhOniÞ ¼ ðk� 1Þðk� 3Þ
4

kn�1:

Therefore, the total number of paths using the internal
link considering the configuration CBest is RCBest whose
calculation is shown in Tables 1. We do not simplify the

term ðk�1Þðk�3Þ
4 kn�1 to facilitate the calculations in next

sections. tu

3.4 Some Properties Related to PATHðiÞ
In this section, we show a set of properties related to
PATHðiÞ. These properties will be used in the next section
to demonstrate the configuration CBest minimizes the use of
the internal link, and so it is the optimal configuration.

Proposition 3.5 Given a node hOni of an nDT torus and two
dimensions di and diþk, 0 � i < iþ k < n, and considering
that the four ports of the dimensions di and diþk are not con-
nected to the same internal card, then:

� If the two ports of di are connected to the same card,
and the two ports of diþk are connected to the other
card, there are 4� PATHðkÞ paths between the ports
of the dimension di and the ports of the dimension diþk

crossing the internal link.
� Otherwise, there are 2� PATHðkÞ paths between the

ports of the dimension di and the ports of the dimension
diþk crossing the internal link.

Proof. If the four ports of di and diþk are not connected to
only one card, there are four possible ways of connecting
them to the two cards. Fig. 4 shows graphically the num-
ber of paths that cross the internal link in each case.

a) The ports of di are distributed between the two
cards and the ports of diþk are distributed
between the two cards (Fig. 4a).

b) The ports of di distributed between the two cards,
but the ports of diþk are connected to the same
card (Fig. 4b).
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c) The ports of diþk are distributed between the two
cards, but the ports of di are connected to the
same card (Fig. 4c).

d) The ports of di are connected to one card and the
ports of diþk are connected to the other card
(Fig. 4d).

As can be seen, in the last case there are 4� PATHðkÞ
paths crossing the node using the internal link, while in
the other cases there are 2� PATHðkÞ paths crossing the
internal link. tu

Proposition 3.6 Let hOni be a node of an nDT torus, built using
a port configuration C, n � 4, n even and C 6¼ CBest. If no

dimension has its ports distributed between the two cards,
there are at least 8� PATHð1Þ paths crossing the node hOni
using the internal link.

Proof. If n is even and no dimension has its ports distrib-
uted between the two cards, the ports of n=2 dimen-
sions are connected to each card. In the configuration
CBest the dimensions are distributed between the two
cards as follows: (i) d0; d1; . . . ; dn

2�2; dn
2�1 are connected

to Card0; and (ii) dn
2
; dn

2þ1; . . . ; dn�2; dn�1 are connected

to Card1; and therefore there are only two consecutive
dimensions (dn

2�1 and dn
2
) that are connected to differ-

ent cards. However, any other distribution of the

TABLE 1
Calculation of RCBest

RCBest
¼ Rd

0;n�1
2

�1½ �!dþ
n�1
2

ðhOniÞ þRd
0;n�1

2
�1½ �!d n�1

2
þ1;n�1½ � ðhOniÞ þRd�

n�1
2

!d n�1
2

þ1;n½ � ðhOniÞ þRdn�1
2

$dn�1
2

ðhOniÞ

¼ ðkn�1
2 � 1Þ � k� 1

2
k
n�1
2 þ ðkn�1

2 � 1Þ2 þ k� 1

2
k
n�1
2 � ðkn�1

2 � 1Þ þ ðk� 1Þðk� 3Þ
4

kn�1

¼ ðkn�1
2 � 1Þ � k� 1

2
k
n�1
2 þ ðkn�1

2 � 1Þ þ k� 1

2
k
n�1
2

� �
þ ðk� 1Þðk� 3Þ

4
kn�1 ¼ ðkn�1

2 � 1Þðknþ1
2 � 1Þ þ ðk� 1Þðk� 3Þ

4
kn�1

Fig. 4. Paths using the internal link from dimension di to dimension diþk: (a) The ports of di and diþk are distributed between the two cards; (b) Only
the ports of di are distributed between the two cards; (c) Only the ports of diþk are distributed between the two cards; and (d) The ports of di are in
the same card and the ports of diþk are in the other card.
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dimensions causes that there are at least two dimen-
sions di and dj, such that the dimensions diþ1 and djþ1

are connected to different cards than di and dj. This
happens in C, due to C 6¼ CBest. Therefore, from Propo-
sition 3.5, there are at least 8� PATHð1Þ paths using
the internal link when crossing the node hOni config-
ured with port configuration C. tu

Proposition 3.7. Let hOni be an nDT torus node, built using a
port configuration C, n � 4 and C 6¼ CBest. If there are one or
more dimensions whose two ports are distributed between the
two cards, there are at least 6� PATHð1Þ paths crossing the
node using the internal link.

Proof. Let ds be a dimension whose ports are distributed
between the two cards. Taking into account the possible
values of s, we distinguish the following cases depend-
ing on s:

Case 1) s ¼ 0. From Proposition 3.5, there are
2� PATHð1Þ paths using the internal link between
ds ¼ d0 and d1. Besides, depending on the distribution of
the remaining ports:

� If ds is the only dimension whose ports are distrib-
uted, there are n� 1 consecutive dimensions to be

distributed in two sets of n�1
2 dimensions. Then,

there is at least one dimension di, such that
di is connected to Card0 and diþ1 is connected to
Card1 or vice versa. Therefore, fromProposition 3.5
there are other 4� PATHð1Þ paths using the inter-
nal link, and so we have a total of 6� PATHð1Þ
paths.

� There is at least another dimension dr whose ports
are distributed between the two cards:
- If r ¼ 1, there are 2� PATHð1Þ paths using

the internal link between dr ¼ d1 and d2. The
remaining n� 2 dimensions are consecutive
(from d2 to dn�1) and whichever the configura-
tion is, it has at least one dimension di such
that some of its ports are connected to differ-
ent card than the ports of diþ1. The distribu-
tion of the ports of di and diþ1 may be any of
the four distributions shown in Fig. 4. There-
fore, for Proposition 3.5, there are at least
other 2� PATHð1Þ paths, and so we have a
total of 6� PATHð1Þ paths crossing the inter-
nal link.

- If 1 < r < n� 1 there are 2� PATHð1Þ paths
using the internal link between dr�1 and dr
and other 2� PATHð1Þ paths between dr and
drþ1. Thus, we have a total of 6� PATHð1Þ
paths crossing the internal link.

- If r ¼ n� 1, there are at least 6� PATHð1Þ
using the internal link, considering the paths
between dr�1 and dr, and the paths between
two consecutive dimensions of the remaining
n� 2 dimensions, as it occurs when r ¼ 1.

Case 2) 0 < s < n� 1. From Proposition 3.5, there
are 2� PATHð1Þ paths using the internal link between
ds�1 and ds and other 2� PATHð1Þ paths between ds
and dsþ1. Then, we must distribute the remaining

n� 1 dimensions in two sets of n�1
2 dimensions. We

consider two subsets of ports: the first set contains the
ports of s consecutive dimensions (from d0 to ds�1)
and the second set contains the ports of ðn� 1Þ � s
consecutive dimensions (from dsþ1 to dn�1). Taking
into account the value of s we can distinguish the fol-
lowing cases:

� s < n�1
2 . In this case, ðn� 1Þ � s is greater than n�1

2 ,
so there is at least one dimension di, when
s < i < n� 1, that some of its ports are connected
to different card than the ports of diþ1. Therefore,
whichever the distribution of di and diþ1 ports is,
from Proposition 3.5 there are at least another
2� PATHð1Þ paths using the internal link.

� s > n�1
2 . s is greater than n�1

2 , so there is at least one
dimension di, when 0 � i < s, that some of its
ports are connected to different card than the
ports of diþ1. Therefore, from Proposition 3.5
there are other 2� PATHð1Þ paths using the inter-
nal link.

� s ¼ n�1
2 . In this case, the two subsets of ports con-

tain n�1
2 dimensions. We can distribute each subset

on each card, but this is the same distribution than
CBest, and C 6¼ CBest. In any other distribution there
are at least two consecutive dimension whose
ports are connected to different cards, adding at
least other 2� PATHð1Þ paths using the internal
link from Proposition 3.5.

Hence, if 0 < s < n� 1 there are at least 6� PATHð1Þ
paths using the internal link.

Case 3) s ¼ n� 1. There are at least 6� PATHð1Þ paths
using the internal link, for the same reasons than when
s ¼ 0.

Then, for all possible values of s, there are at least
6� PATHð1Þ paths using the internal link when crossing
the node hOni using port configuration C. tu

Proposition 3.8. Let hOni be a node of an nDT torus, built using
a port configuration C and n � 4. If there are one or more
dimensions whose two ports are distributed between the two
cards, there are at least 2� PATHð2Þ paths crossing a node
using the internal link.

Proof. Let ds be a dimension whose ports are distributed
between the two cards. On the one hand, if 2 � s �
n� 1, the dimension ds�2 always exists. On the other
hand, the dimension dsþ2 always exists if 0 � s � n� 3.
Since n � 4, any value of s satisfies at least one of the
previous conditions. Hence, from Proposition 3.5 there
are at least 2� PATHð2Þ paths using the internal link
between ds�2 and ds or between ds and dsþ2 when
crossing the node. tu

3.5 Demonstrating CBest Is the Optimal Configuration

In order to demonstrate that CBest is the optimal configura-
tion, we show that for any other configuration the number
of paths using the internal link is greater than that number
for the configuration CBest.
Theorem 3.1. Given an nDT torus, with n � 3 and k � 5, the

configuration CBest minimizes the number of paths that cross
the internal link.
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Proof.We distinguish three different cases:
Case 1) 3DT torus. We studied the use of the internal

link in a 3DT torus in previous work [12]. We calculated
the number of paths that cross the internal link for all the
different 10 port configurations, and we demonstrated
that configuration CBest minimizes the use of the internal
link, except when k ¼ 3.

Case 2) nDT torus, n is odd and n � 5. We demonstrate
that CBest is the optimal configuration by reductio ad
absurdum. Let Ca be a configuration that minimizes the
use of the internal link and C 6¼ CBest. Then, from Proposi-
tions 3.7 and 3.8, there are at least 6 � PATHð1Þ and
2� PATHð2Þ paths using the internal link. Moreover, as
n is odd, there is at least one dimension whose ports are
distributed between the two cards and there are at least
PATHð0Þ paths using the internal link. Hence, the mini-
mum number of paths that cross the internal link in Ca is:
RCa � RCamin

¼ PATHð0Þ þ 6� PATHð1Þ þ 2� PATHð2Þ

¼ ðk� 1Þðk� 3Þ
4

kn�1 þ 6� ðk� 1Þ2
4

kn�2

þ 2� ðk� 1Þ2
4

kn�3

¼ ðk� 1Þðk� 3Þ
4

kn�1 þ ð6kþ 2Þ � ðk� 1Þ2
4

kn�3:

If Ca minimizes the use of the internal link, then
RCa < RCBest . Therefore,

RCamin
� RCa < RCBest

RCamin
< RCBest

RCamin
�RCBest

< 0

ðk� 1Þðk� 3Þ
4

kn�1 þ ð6kþ 2Þ � ðk� 1Þ2
4

kn�3

� ðkn�1
2 � 1Þðknþ1

2 � 1Þ þ ðk� 1Þðk� 3Þ
4

kn�1

� �
< 0

ð6kþ 2Þ � ðk� 1Þ2
4

kn�3 � ðkn�1
2 � 1Þðknþ1

2 � 1Þ < 0

kn � 5kn�1 þ kn�2 þ kn�3

2
þ k

nþ1
2 þ k

n�1
2 � 1 < 0

ðk3 � 5k2 þ kþ 1Þ k
n�3

2
þ ðkþ 1Þkn�1

2 < 1

ððk� 5Þk2 þ kþ 1Þ k
n�3

2
þ ðkþ 1Þkn�1

2 < 1:

Since k � 5, ððk� 5Þk2 þ kþ 1Þ kn�3

2 and ðkþ 1Þkn�1
2 are

always positive. The minimum value for this sum is
obtained when k ¼ 5 and n ¼ 5. Then, the minimum
value minus 1 is 224 that is greater than 0. Therefore, we
reach a contradiction and the configuration Ca does not
minimize the use of the internal link.

Case 3) nDT Torus, n is even and n � 4. Let Cb be a con-
figuration that minimizes the use of the internal link and
C 6¼ CBest. Taking into account the number of dimensions
whose ports are distributed between the two cards, we
can distinguish two cases:

Case Cb1 ) There is no dimension whose ports are distributed
between the two cards. From Proposition 3.6, there are at
least 8� PATHð1Þ paths using the internal link. Hence,
the minimum number of paths that cross the internal
link in Cb1 is:

RCb1 � RCb1min
¼ 8� PATHð1Þ ¼ 2� ðk� 1Þ2kn�2:

If Cb1 minimizes the use of the internal link, then
RCb1 < RCBest . Therefore,

RCb1min
� RCb1 < RCBest
RCb1min

< RCBest
RCb1min

�RCBest < 0

2� ðk� 1Þ2kn�2 � ðkn
2 � 1Þ2 < 0

kn � 4kn�1 þ 2kn�2 þ 2k
n
2 � 1 < 0

ðk2 � 4kþ 2Þkn�2 þ 2k
n
2 � 1 < 0

ððk� 4Þkþ 2Þkn�2 þ 2k
n
2 � 1 < 0

ððk� 4Þkþ 2Þkn�2 þ 2k
n
2 < 1:

Since k � 5, ððk� 4Þkþ 2Þkn�2 and 2k
n
2 are always pos-

itive. The minimum value for this sum is obtained when
k ¼ 5 and n ¼ 4. Then, the minimum value minus 1 is
224 that is greater than 0. Therefore, we reach a contra-
diction and the configuration Cb1 does not minimize the

use of the internal link.
Case Cb2 ) There are two or more dimensions whose ports are

distributed between the two cards. From Propositions 3.7
and 3.8, there are at least 6� PATHð1Þ and 2� PATHð2Þ
paths using the internal link. Hence, the minimum num-
ber of paths that cross the internal link in Cb2 is:

RCb2 � RCb2min
¼ 6� PATHð1Þ þ 2� PATHð2Þ

¼ 6� ðk� 1Þ2
4

kn�2 þ 2� ðk� 1Þ2
4

kn�3

¼ ð6kþ 2Þ � ðk� 1Þ2
4

kn�3:

If Cb2 minimizes the use of the internal link, then
RCb2 < RCBest . Therefore,

RCb2min
� RCb2 < RCBest
RCb2min

< RCBest
RCb2min

�RCBest < 0

ð6kþ 2Þ � ðk� 1Þ2
4

kn�3 � ðkn
2 � 1Þ2 < 0

kn � 5kn�1 þ kn�2 þ kn�3

2
þ 2k

n
2 � 1 < 0

ðk3 � 5k2 þ kþ 1Þ k
n�3

2
þ 2k

n
2 � 1 < 0

ððk� 5Þk2 þ kþ 1Þ k
n�3

2
þ 2k

n
2 � 1 <

ððk� 5Þk2 þ kþ 1Þ k
n�3

2
þ 2k

n
2 < 1:

Since k � 5, ððk� 5Þk2 þ kþ 1Þ kn�3

2 and 2k
n
2 are always

positive. The minimum value for this sum is obtained
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when k ¼ 5 and n ¼ 4. Then, the minimum value minus 1
is 64 that is greater than 1. Therefore, we reach a contra-
diction and the configuration Cb2 does not minimize the

use of the internal link.
None of Ca, Cb1 and Cb2 minimize the use of internal

link. Therefore, CBest minimizes the number of paths
crossing the internal link and CBest is the optimal con-
figuration when k � 5. A similar study can be devel-
oped to demonstrate that configuration CBest is the best
configuration starting from the initial hypothesis that
k � 3 instead k � 5. In any case, configuration CBest is
the optimal configuration for nDT torus when k ¼ 3,
except when n ¼ 3 [12]. tu

4 ROUTING IN THE NDT TORUS

In nDT torus networks, the routing becomes a challenge
because deadlocks can appear due to the use of the link
interconnecting the two cards in the nodes. The routing
mechanisms used in the common k-ary n-cubes need to be
modified for avoiding the deadlocks.

Dimension order routing is commonly used in k-ary
n-cubes because it is a very simple routing algorithm and
it is deadlock–free using multiple virtual channels [15] or
combining it with the bubble flow control mechanism [16].
Basically, a message is routed by the n dimensions follow-
ing an ascending (or descending) strict order. If DOR is
used in an nDT torus, a message crosses the n dimen-
sions as needed, and if the message has reached the desti-
nation node, it checks if the message is destined to the
PE attached to the current card or the neighbor PE, rout-
ing the message to the NIC or the internal link, respec-
tively. New cycles appear on the nDT torus network
because a message can use the internal link regardless of
the dimension where it is traveling.

If we analyze in detail the use of the internal link, we can
distinguish three cases (Fig. 5), depending on the destina-
tion of the message after using the internal link:

1. The message uses the internal link to be injected
in a dimension di, and i 6¼ n�1

2 when n is odd (di is
not the dimension whose ports are distributed
between the two cards). In Fig. 5 we can see how
a message arrives from port d�0 and another

message arrives from port d�n�1
2
, and both messages

must use the internal link to be injected in dimen-
sion d�n�1

2 þ1
(red dotted line).

2. The destination of the message is the PE connected
to the other card in the node. In this case, the mes-
sage can arrive at the node from any link of the cur-
rent card (blue dotted line).

3. The message uses the internal link as a part of the
dimension dn�1

2
. The message can cross the dimen-

sion dn�1
2

before using the internal link or can be

injected from another dimension. In Fig. 5 we can

see a message that arrives from the port dþ0 , as well
as a message that crosses the dimension dn�1

2
, which

must use the internal link to exit the node from the

dþn�1
2

port (yellow dotted line). If only n is even, no

dimension has its ports distributed between the two
cards, and there are no messages of this type cross-
ing the internal link.

We identify two possible types of cycles in which the
internal link is involved:

A) Several messages use the internal link as part of the
ring of dimension dn�1

2
. Without mechanisms to

avoid deadlock, it can appear in any ring of a k-ary
n-cube. This type of cycle is caused by the traffic of
type 3. Example 4.1 shows a situation in which a
deadlock appears due to this reason.

B) Several messages use along their paths several inter-
nal links to be injected in a new dimension and also
to reach the destination PE. This type of cycle
appears due to the traffic of types 1 and 2. Example
4.2 shows a situation in which a deadlock appears due
to this reason.

Example 4.1. Given an nDT torus network, with two nodes
in dimension dn�1

2
and the nodes using the configuration

CBest, and considering that:

� The PE ho1; . . . ; on�1
2 �1; 0; on�1

2 þ1; . . . ; on�1j0i sends a
message to the PE ho1; . . . on�1

2 �1; 1; on�1
2 þ1; . . . ;

on�1j0i, and vice versa.
� The PE ho1; . . . ; on�1

2 �1; 0; on�1
2 þ1; . . . ; on�1j1i sends a

message to the PE ho1; . . . ; on�1
2 �1; 1; on�1

2 þ1; . . . ;

on�1j1i, and vice versa.
There exist cycles and deadlock can appear in the network.

Example 4.2. Given an nDT torus network of any size and
nodes using configuration CBest, and considering that:

� The PE ho0; . . . ; on�1j1i sends a message to the PE
ho0 þ 1; . . . ; on�1 þ 1j0i.

� The PE ho0 þ 1; . . . ; on�1 þ 1j1i sends a message to
the PE ho0; . . . ; on�1j0i.

There exist cycles and deadlock can appear in the network.

4.1 Deadlock-Avoidance in nDT Torus Topologies

To avoid deadlock, the three types of messages that use the
internal link are separated in different virtual channels.
Therefore, at least three vcs are needed. One vc is used to
route the messages destined to the neighbor PE. A second

Fig. 5. Possible uses of the internal link.
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one is used to route the messages whose input and output
ports belong to different dimension and different cards.
Finally, when n is odd, a third vc is used for the messages
that are traveling in dimension dn�1

2
if the network employs

the bubble flow control mechanism [16] to avoid deadlock. If
only virtual channel mechanism [15] is employed, two vcs
are necessary instead of one for this type of messages.

In summary, two, three or four vcs, depending on the
chosen mechanism and the number of dimensions, are
required for the internal links to avoid deadlock. Moreover, if
the nDT torus uses the configuration CBest, the number of
required vcs is always the same independently the values of
n and k. However, if we use another configuration to build
the nDT torus, more vcs to avoid deadlock are needed, being
the number of vcs directly proportional to the number of
dimensions whose ports are distributed between the two

cards. For example, if the ports d�i and dþi of all the dimen-
sions are distributed, the internal link requires 11 and 15
vcs4 to avoid deadlock for the 5DT and the 7DT torus, respec-
tively. For this reason, only the configuration CBest is scal-
able when the number of dimensions increases.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate by simulation the nDT torus
topology, comparing its performance with the performance
of the equivalent mD torus, m ¼ ðnþ 1Þ=2 and, as reference
point, the performance of the nD torus. The main objective
of this evaluation is to show that, with the same resources
used to build the mD torus, we can improve the network
performance building an nDT torus. Note that the objective
is not to achieve the performance of the nD torus, which
requires more complex and expensive switches. In the fol-
lowing sections, firstly we describe the network model, then
the different case studies used in the experiments are also
indicated. Finally, we provide the simulation results and
analyze them in detail.

5.1 System Model

To model the different evaluated topologies, we have con-
sidered (nþ 1)–port cards to build the mD and nDT tori
and 2n-port cards to build the nD torus. For example,
to compare the 5DT torus against the 3D torus, we use six-
port cards to build both tori, and 10-port cards to build the
5D torus. Moreover, all the nDT tori are configured using
the configuration CBest (see Section 3.3). We have discarded
to evaluate other configurations for the reasons explained in
the routing section: these configurations are not feasible due
to the high number of vcs required.

The modeled cards have the following main characteris-
tics: Input Queued (IQ) switches [17], virtual cut-through [18],
two-stage round-robin incremental allocator, credit-based
flow control and virtual channels to avoid deadlocks [4]. In
all the cases, the input buffer size is 512 flits split into four
vcs of 128 flits and the packet size is four flits. Finally, we
have implemented the DOR routing algorithm for mD and
nD tori, whereas in the twin torus we have used the modi-
fiedDOR algorithm explained in Section 4.1.

5.2 Case Studies

To model the network workload, we have considered two
different scenarios: a synthetic traffic pattern model and a
trace-driven model. In the first case, we have made a perfor-
mance evaluation generating the network workload syn-
thetically. To model the destination distribution, we have
considered two traffic patterns: the uniform traffic pattern,
commonly used in network performance evaluations [4],
and a destination distribution pattern based on the Zipf’s
law, which models more realistic traffic [19]. Regarding the
distribution of the message size, there are two types of mes-
sages: short messages of two packets (70 percent of mes-
sages) and long messages of eight packets (30 percent of
messages), for both traffic patterns.

For this performance evaluation, we have performed a
set of tests, varying in each case the topology and the traffic
pattern. Specifically, we have evaluated the 3D, 5DT and
5DT tori with 1;024 PEs, and the 4D, 7DT and 7D tori with
8;192 PEs using the traffic workloads defined above. Each
test consists of 30 different experiments, and the results pre-
sented are the average flit throughput and the average flit
latency of all of them.

Moreover, we have employed a trace-driven traffic
model to evaluate the nDT torus performance. Using modi-
fied MPI libraries, we capture the MPI traffic injected by
parallel applications in a trace file which will be used later
to generate the traffic in the simulator [20]. The traces model
both point-to-point and collective communication. The
point-to-point communications only suppose to generate a
single message in the network, meanwhile for multicast
operations, the traffic is generated using the same algo-
rithms implemented in OPENMPI [21] to perform the col-
lective communications. Thus, using the traffic generated
by a real application we have a more realistic environment
to evaluate and we can obtain more significant results.

In first place, we have created synthetic traces to emulate
the traffic of a single MPI collective communication. We
compare the performance of several collective operations in
3D and 5DT tori with 1;024, 2;048 and 4;096 PEs. Moreover,
we have tested the collective operations using different mes-
sages sizes: 128 and 512 bytes. To perform the evaluation,
we have chosen the Broadcast, Reduce, AllGather and All2All
operations: the first two operations have been chosen for
its simplicity, meanwhile the last two have been chosen
because these are the collective communications that gener-
ate more traffic on the network.

After that, we have performed a evaluation using the
traffic generated by parallel applications run in the super-
computer GALGO [22]. We have selected for the evaluation
the traffic generated by the application PTRANS of the
HPCC benchmark [23], which is commonly used to evaluate
the performance of the network. We have generated
PTRANS traces with 1;024, 2;048 and 4;096 tasks to be exe-
cuted in 3D, 5DT and 5D torus networks with the same
number of processing elements.

Once the traces have been obtained, we have performed
a test with 30 experiments for each topology using these
traces, varying in each simulation the mapping between
tasks and PEs. In all the cases, the mapping is randomly
generated, and every PE in the network has only assigned
one task. Finally, we have presented the average results of

4. There are two vcs per dimension and one extra vc for the messages
destined to the neighbor PE.
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the network flit latency and the execution time,5 which are
metrics typically used for this kind of evaluation.

5.3 Performance Evaluation Using Synthetic Traffic
Patterns

Fig. 6 shows the results obtained for the networks consid-
ered.6 The top of the graph shows the performance of the
5DT , 3D and 5D tori with 1;024 PEs, while the bottom
graph shows the results of the 7DT , 4D and 7D tori with
8;192 PEs.

It can be observed that, for 1;024-PE networks, the 5DT
torus obtains much better performance than the 3D torus for
both traffic patterns. Specifically, the 5DT torus throughput

is 190 and 130 percent higher than the 3D torus throughput
using the uniform traffic and the zipf traffic, respectively.
Moreover, analyzing the behavior of the latency before satu-
ration, the flit latency is reduced 18 percent respect to the 3D
torus, regardless the traffic pattern used. In addition, the
5DT torus saturates later, increasing the accepted traffic 8
and 4 percent for the uniform traffic and the zipf traffic,
respectively. Obviously, when comparing 5DT with 5D tori,
performance results are better in the case of the much more
expensive 5D torus. However, note that our objective is to
obtain higher performance with respect to the equivalent
network using the same communication cards. When com-
paring the performance of the 7DT and 4D tori with 8;192
PEs, the conclusions are similar.

5.4 Performance Evaluation of Single Collective
Communications

Tables 2 and 3 show the average flit network latency and the
execution time obtained for the evaluated topologies and

Fig. 6. Network performance using synthetic traffic patterns.

TABLE 2
Average Flit Network Latency for Different Multicast Operations in the 3D and the 5DT Tori

Multicast
operation

Message
Size (bytes)

Average flit network latency (cycles)

3D torus 5DT torus Latency Reduction (%)

1K PEs 2K PEs 4K PEs 1K PEs 2K PEs 4K PEs 1K PEs 2K PEs 4K PEs

Broadcast 128 39.338 42.981 65.887 38.500 39.600 36.523 2.56 7.14 44.62
512 124.438 135.339 202.525 121.465 117.347 111.116 2.42 13.33 45.05

Reduce 128 19.645 19.791 19.800 14.238 14.275 15.138 26.32 26.32 21.05
512 19.645 19.791 19.800 14.238 14.275 15.138 26.32 26.32 21.05

AllGather 128 854.867 911.564 1,319.487 846.147 734.164 766.401 0.94 19.43 41.93
512 913.604 966.585 1,372.568 906.268 791.377 817.890 0.77 18.12 40.45

All2All 128 3,056.633 3,026.140 3,026.969 2,184.281 2,362.270 2,648.124 28.53 21.94 12.49
512 2,452.515 2,483.594 2,585.522 2,254.780 2,285.667 2,246.193 8.08 7.97 13.11

5. We consider the execution time as the simulation cycle when all
the messages in the trace have been received at their destination and
there is not message in the network.

6. We have also computed the confidence interval at 95 percent, but
these intervals are imperceptible in the charts at first glance and we pre-
ferred not to include them.
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multicast operations. Also, the reduction of both metrics
obtained for the 5DT are shown.

As we can see, in all the cases the 5DT torus obtained a
lower execution time and a lower average network latency.
Note that AllGather and All2All operations have a high
execution time and network latency. In both operations the
network is saturated, however, even in this circumstance,
the 5DT torus increases the performance of these collective
communications.

5.5 Performance Evaluation Using the Trace-Driven
Traffic Model

Fig. 7 shows the results obtained for the networks consid-
ered using the traffic generated by PTRANS application. On
the left of the graph we can see the execution time results,
while on the right we can see the network flit latency results.
All the showed results are normalized respect the results
obtained by the worst case, the 3D torus.

As we can see, the 5DT torus obtains a better perfor-
mance than the 3D torus for the three network sizes. The
execution time decreases 25, 34, and 22 percent for the 5DT
torus with 1;024, 2;048 and 4;096 PEs, respectively. The flit
network latency is also decreased, and more important, the
reduction of network flit latency increases when the net-
work size increases as well. While the latency is reduced 19
percent in the 1;024–PE 5DT torus, the reduction is 38 per-
cent in the 4;096-PE 5DT torus.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Normally, nD tori are built using 2n–port cards. However, if
we combine several cards in a node, we can build a torus

with a greater number of dimensions. In these cases, there
are multiple ways of obtaining the 2n ports of every node
from the ports of the internal cards. In this paper, we have
presented a detailed study for the generic case of an nD
torus built with two ðnþ 1Þ–port communication cards. We
have called it nDT torus. We have presented a port configu-
ration and proved that it is an optimal configuration. Since
deadlock can appear, we have also included a simple pro-
posal for solving this problem.

Finally, we have evaluated the performance of nDT tori
by simulation. For this, we have compared nDT tori with
different number of dimensions and different network sizes,
with the nD tori built using the same number of ðnþ 1Þ-port
cards. In all the cases evaluated, the nDT torus obtains bet-
ter performance, increasing the throughput when the net-
work is near saturation, and decreasing the network latency
before and after the network reaches the saturation point.
Therefore, the network performance can be improved with-
out an extra cost using the nDT torus topology instead of
the nD torus.

The explanation for these results is the following: when
an nDT torus is built, distances between routers are
reduced, i.e. in an nDT torus a message needs to go across
fewer routers than in an nD torus to arrive at its destination.
Due to this reason, the nDT torus obtains lower latency and
higher throughput. Joining the advantages of the lower
average distance of an nDT torus with an adaptive routing,
we could obtain a greater increase on performance. How
the usual adaptive routing algorithms used in nD tori can
be implemented in an nDT torus and which is the impact of
these adaptive routing algorithms on the performance will
be investigated in future works.

Fig. 7. Network performance using the trace-driven traffic model. (a) 1,024 PEs topologies and (b) 8,192 PEs topologies.

TABLE 3
Execution Time for Different Multicast Operations in the 3D and the 5DT Tori

Multicast
operation

Message
Size (bytes)

Execution time (cycles)

3D torus 5DT torus Exec. Time Reduction (%)

1K PEs 2K PEs 4K PEs 1K PEs 2K PEs 4K PEs 1K PEs 2K PEs 4K PEs

Broadcast 128 864 1035 1227 724 874 1083 16.20 15.56 11.74
512 3,195 4,048 4,762 2,913 3,327 3,953 8.83 17.81 16.99

Reduce 128 564 651 738 528 591 654 6.38 9.22 11.38
512 1,524 1,707 1,890 1,488 1,647 1,806 2.36 3.51 4.44

AllGather 128 1,023,599 2,493,915 5,877,174 1,019,123 2,269,519 5,278,978 0.44 9.00 10.18
512 4,104,863 9,985,608 23,518,109 4,088,111 9,086,017 21,125,036 0.41 9.01 10.18

All2All 128 23,9526 480,555 961,151 143,790 303,718 824,809 39.97 36.80 14.19
512 91,0733 1,808,309 3,682,710 678,944 1,307,874 3,280,227 25.45 27.67 10.93
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Building nDT torus networks using EXTOLL
communication cards

Francisco J. Andújar, Juan A. Villar, José L. Sánchez, Francisco J. Alfaro, José Duato, and Holger Fröning

Abstract—A lot of the supercomputers in the Top500 list, six in the June 2015 top-ten list, continue choosing the torus topology for
interconnecting the large number of available nodes. In some cases, a torus network with five or six dimensions is implemented. In
previous works we defined and characterized the nD Twin (nDT) torus topology in order to increase the number of dimensions of the
torus. This topology reduces the distances among nodes and increases the network performance. In this work, we present how to build
an nDT torus network using commercial communication hardware. Specifically, we show how to build a 5DT torus using EXTOLL
cards. The main issues of the 5DT torus implementation, such as the deadlock avoidance, are detailed. Moreover, we show that, using
the same EXTOLL cards in both cases, the performance of the 5DT torus network is higher than the performance of the 3D torus
network with the same number of processing elements.

Index Terms—Interconnection Network; EXTOLL technology; Torus Topology; Twin Torus; Switch Architecture; Performance
Evaluation;

✦

1 INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, high performance computing (HPC) sys-
tems can comprise thousands of nodes. This large

amount of nodes imposes severe performance requirements
on the interconnection network, which plays a major role in
determining the overall system performance.

There are many design issues that may affect the choice
of an appropriate interconnection network. Among them,
the network topology has a significant impact on the in-
terconnection network performance in this kind of systems,
and therefore its choice is an important design decision. Fat–
tree [1] and torus [2] are the preferred topologies for indirect
and direct network topologies, respectively. We find six and
nine supercomputers using the torus topology in the top
ten of the Top500 June 2015 list [3] and the top ten of the
Graph500 July 2015 list [4], respectively (e.g. Titan [5], K-
Computer [6] and several supercomputers of Blue Gene/Q
family [7]), meanwhile the remaining supercomputers use
some kind of indirect network topologies (e.g. fat–tree or
Dragonfly).

When a HPC system grows, there are important net-
work characteristics to consider in addition to the network
performance, such as economical cost, power consump-
tion, reliability or scalability. Although the fat-tree topology
provides equal access bandwidth to every node and it is
appropriate for running parallel applications that generate
a lot of communication among all the nodes, the torus
topology provides a reduced hardware and an excellent
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scalability, allowing an easier implementation when the
number of nodes grows. In addition, the torus topology
supports several routing algorithms that increase the path
diversity so that the fault tolerance and load balance become
feasible. For all these reasons, the torus topology is one of
the most common topologies used in large HPC systems.

In torus topologies, the network performance is very
dependant on the number of dimensions. When the number
of dimensions is increased, the average number of hops
between any pair of nodes is reduced and therefore, the net-
work latency is also reduced. Then, the higher the number of
dimensions, the higher the network performance obtained.
However, to build torus networks with more dimensions
requires to increase the number of ports in the communi-
cation hardware, increasing its complexity. Therefore, the
network deployment becomes more expensive; and once
the HPC system is running, the maintenance cost is also
higher because a more-complex hardware has a higher
power consumption.

In previous works, we have proposed a new topology,
called n-dimensional twin torus, or just nDT torus [8], which
allows us to increase the number of dimensions of the torus.
For example, if we have 4-port communication cards to
build a torus network, we can build a 2-dimensional (2D)
torus1 or we can build a 3DT torus [9]. In the 3DT torus,
each node in the network comprises two 4-port cards: one
port of each card is used to interconnect both cards each
other and the six remaining ports are used to connect the
node to its neighbours in the three dimensions of the 3D
torus.

In general, an nDT torus can be built using (n+ 1)-port
cards: one port of each card interconnects both cards each
other and the 2n remaining ports are used to build the nD
torus. In [8], we show how the network diameter and aver-

1. Note that two ports are required for each dimension in the n-
dimensional torus.
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age distance decrease when building an nDT torus instead
of a n+1

2 D torus. As a consequence, the performance of the
network is increased without extra economic investment.

In the previous work, we evaluated the nDT torus topol-
ogy by simulation, assuming a simple card architecture
to model the network. In this paper, we present a new
study using a more accurate model based on commercial
communication hardware. Specifically, we have developed
a model based on the EXTOLL technology [10], [11]. EX-
TOLL provides an innovative communication solution that
enables ultra low latencies and avoids costly and power-
hungry external switches. EXTOLL cards support very large
networks, up to 64k nodes, and arbitrary direct topologies.
Since EXTOLL cards have six communication ports, the
common approach is to build a 3D torus network, but using
our proposal, to build a 5DT torus network is feasible.

Due to the specific characteristics of EXTOLL cards,
we have had to incorporate a new crossbar architecture
into our previous network model, including a new flow
control mechanism, a new routing algorithm, among other
resources that will be outlined in Section 3. All these nov-
elties, and a new and more accurate evaluation process, are
the main contributions of this work. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows: In Section 2 we show an overview
of the EXTOLL architecture and the nDT torus topology.
Section 3 explains the implementation of the EXTOLL model
and the implementation of the 5DT torus using the EXTOLL
model. In Section 4, we evaluate by simulation the perfor-
mance of several 3D torus and 5DT torus networks with
the same number of nodes. Finally, Section 5 outlines the
conclusions and proposes some future work.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section we review the previous work. Section 2.1
shows a brief description of the EXTOLL card and a more
detailed description of the EXTOLL switch, which is the
focus of this paper. Section 2.2 formally defines the nDT
torus and shows a brief explanation about the nDT torus
port configuration and the nDT torus routing algorithm.

2.1 The EXTOLL Switch

EXTOLL is an interconnection network technology designed
for achieving a very low latency, a high bandwidth, a high
sustained message rate and a high availability in large-scale
networks (up to 64k nodes). EXTOLL cards offer six ports,
allowing to build any direct topology with a maximum
degree of six. Among them, the 3D torus is the preferred
topology for large networks.

Figure 1 shows the top-level block model of the EXTOLL
architecture. Three main logical blocks can be distinguished:
the host interface, the network interface controller or NIC
and the network switch, drawn in green, blue and red,
respectively. The host interface connects EXTOLL to the host
system using a PCIe or a HyperTransport interface.

The second block, the EXTOLL NIC, implements dif-
ferent modules to transform the packets sent through the
host interface to network packets and vice versa. There
are five functional units (FUs) integrated into the EXTOLL
NIC. The Virtualized Engine for Low Overhead (VELO) [12]
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Fig. 1. Top-level block diagram of EXTOLL architecture.

unit is dedicated to low latency transfer of small messages,
meanwhile the Remote Memory Access (RMA) [13] unit
employs Direct Memory Access to handle large messages.
The Address Translation unit (ATU) is used to fast transla-
tion from virtual address to physical address for the RMA.
The Shared Memory Functional Unit (SMFU) [14] allows
load/store forwarding between the different address spaces
of multiple nodes. Finally, the Control & Status Register
unit is used to configure the EXTOLL card, to acquire status
information and for debugging purposes.

The third block implements a complete crossbar-based
switch. The main EXTOLL switch features are described
below, although there are other features not discussed here,
such as the multicast hardware support, since these charac-
teristics are out of scope of this work.

The EXTOLL switch has ten ports: four of them connect
the switch with the NIC FUs, meanwhile the remaining six
ports interconnect the EXTOLL switch with other switches.
The network switch implements virtual cut-through [15] as
switching technique, the iSLIP scheduling algorithm [16]
and a credit-based flow control.

The EXTOLL switch is an IQ (Input Queued) switch [17],
[18]; i.e. there are only buffers at the input ports. A typical
problem of IQ switches is HOL blocking. Basically, when the
first packet in the buffer is blocked, the remaining packets
stored in the buffer and destined to other output ports
which could be forwarded, are also blocked. Since the HOL
blocking can reduce dramatically the network performance,
EXTOLL implements VOQ [15], [19] at switch level; i.e,
each packet is stored in a different queue depending on
its output channel, and therefore, the negative effect of the
HOL blocking is reduced.

To provide a quality-of-service mechanism, the EXTOLL
switch offers four different Traffic Classes (TCs). The soft-
ware decides on which TC the packets are injected, and the
packets cannot change their TC during their transmission.
Each TC has two deterministic virtual channels (VCs) to
enable the implementation of deadlock-free routing algo-
rithms [20]. Moreover, each TC can perform its own routing
function in order to balance the network load; and there are
two TCs that include a third VC to allow the implementation
of adaptive routing algorithms [21]. In order to support mul-
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tiple TCs, VCs and the VOQ-switch technique, the EXTOLL
switch includes multi-queue FIFO buffers [22].

The EXTOLL switch implements a table-based routing
algorithm. Each input port has a dedicated routing table,
thus allowing that multiple input ports perform the routing
simultaneously, and it is not necessary to arbitrate among
multiple input ports trying to read the same routing table.
Moreover, the table-based routing allows to build arbitrary
topologies and to recover the network when there are
component failures. The main drawback of the table-based
routing is that large tables are required at each input port.
EXTOLL implements hierarchical routing tables, reducing
significantly the size of the required tables.

Finally, note that the packets in EXTOLL switches have
a variable size. The minimum data granularity in EXTOLL
switch is the cell, a data chunk of 128 bits. The packet size
can vary from 1 cell to 32 cells. The variable packet size
allows to perform large data transfers more efficiently and
does not waste buffer resources for small data transfers.

Furthermore, in order to improve the buffer usage, a
fine grain credit flow control is implemented. If each packet
would consume one credit, each credit consumption would
have to block the maximum packet size in order to not
overflow the buffer, independently of the real size of the
packet. This would be very inefficient since if there are a lot
of small packets travelling in the network, the credits could
be consumed although most of the buffer space was free. For
this reason, each packet is logically split in multiple smaller
parts (flits), consuming one credit for each part. Therefore, a
packet consumes one or several credits. This scheme allows
to use the buffers more efficiently.

2.2 The nDT torus
In order to the paper be self-contained, we include a mini-
mal set of definitions and a brief explanation regarding the
nDT torus. More details can be found in [8], [9]. First, we
introduce the notation used and formally define the nD twin
torus topology [8].

Notation
• n: number of dimensions of the torus, where n ≥ 2.
• di: a dimension of the nD torus (or the nDT torus), 0 ≤
i < n.

• d+i , d
−
i : ports of the dimension di.

• PE0, PE1: processing elements of a nDT torus node.

Definition 2.1. An nD Twin torus, or just nDT torus, is an
n–cube k–ary (nD torus) topology, with k ∈ N∗, k ≥ 2
and n ≥ 3, where each node is composed basically of the
following main components:

• Communication hardware: it consists of two (n + 1)–
port cards2, offering a total of 2n+2 ports. Two of these
ports (one of each card) are used to interconnect both
cards each other, and the 2n remaining ports are used
to connect the node to the rest of dimensions, building
a torus topology with n dimensions.

• Computing hardware: each internal (n + 1)–port card
is connected to a processing element (PE), and so there

2. When only one (n+1)–port card is used per node, an n0D torus is
obtained, being n0 = n+1

2
.

(a) 3DT torus node based on two 4-port cards.

(b) 5DT torus node based on two 6-port cards.

Fig. 2. Examples of nDT torus nodes.

are two PEs in each node. Therefore, there are a total
of 2kn PEs interconnected by the network.

For example, each node of a 3DT torus comprises two 4-
port cards, meanwhile each node of a 5DT torus comprises
two 6-port cards. Both nodes have two PEs3. Figure 2
shows both nDT nodes.

Then, each node has 2n ports split in two groups, de-
pending on which internal card is connected each port. To
establish communication between ports belonging to differ-
ent cards, it is necessary to use the internal link4, increasing
the communication latency. Hence, the important issue for
the nDT torus topology is, in order to reduce the latency,
to avoid as much as possible the paths (and therefore, the
messages) passing through the internal link.

We performed an analytical study in order to deter-
mine the optimal node configuration for the nDT torus [8].
We considered for the study the DOR (Dimension Order
Routing) routing algorithm [2]. This deterministic routing
algorithm is commonly used in k-ary n-cubes because it
is a very simple routing algorithm. Moreover, DOR is
deadlock–free using two virtual channels [20] or combining
it with the bubble flow control mechanism [23]. After select-
ing the routing algorithm, we have determined the optimal

3. The processing elements of current supercomputers are usually
integrated on the same board with several cores, caches, memory, etc.
But from the topological point of view, we only need to consider the fact
that packets are sourced/destined from/to the PEs and the particular
internal layout of PEs is not relevant.

4. Henceforth, we will use “internal link” to refer to the connection
between the two cards in an nDT torus node, and “external links” to
refer to the remaining ports.
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configuration of the nDT torus node, shown in Definition
2.2. Figure 2 shows the optimal node configuration for the
3DT torus and the 5DT torus.

Definition 2.2. Given two communication cards with (n+1)
ports each one, being the number of dimensions, n, an
odd number5 greater or equal than 3, the port configu-
ration that minimizes the number of paths crossing the
internal link in an nDT torus node is defined as follows:

• The ports corresponding to the first n−1
2 dimensions,

i.e., the ports belonging to dimensions from d0 to
dn−1

2 −1, are connected to Card0.
• The ports corresponding to the last n−1

2 dimensions,
i.e., the ports belonging to dimensions from dn−1

2 +1 to
dn−1, are connected to Card1.

• The two ports of the dimension dn−1
2

are distributed
between the two cards. Since k is odd, the number of
paths that cross the internal link is the same, indepen-
dently in which card each port is connected. From now
on, we assume that the port d−n−1

2

is connected to Card0

and the port d+n−1
2

is connected to Card1.

Once the optimal configuration is obtained, a few mod-
ifications to the DOR algorithm are required in order to
route the messages in the nDT torus. We called this modified
version the DORT routing algorithm. Basically, a message
is routed by the n dimensions following an ascending (or
descending) strict order. When a message must leave a node,
and since the nDT torus node comprises 2 internal cards,
the DORT algorithm checks if the output port is connected
to the current card. Depending on the result, the message
is routed to the output port or to the internal link. Finally,
when the message has reached the destination node, the
destination PE is checked. The message is routed to the
NIC if the destination is the PE attached to the current
card, or it is routed to the internal link if the destination is
the other PE in the node.

However, this routing algorithm is not deadlock-free due
to the use of the internal link. Fortunately, this problem can
be fixed adding a few virtual channels to the internal link
(0, 1 or at most 2 extra virtual channels, depending on the
number of dimensions and the mechanism chosen to avoid
the deadlock). No modification in external links is required.
A more detailed analysis is shown in [8].

Since this study is focused in building 5DT torus net-
works using EXTOLL cards, and EXTOLL cards use virtual
channels to avoid deadlock, we show a brief explanation
about how DORT routing ensures the deadlock-freedom in
5DT tori using virtual channels (V Cs).

If we analyse in detail the use of the internal link, we
can distinguish three cases, depending on the destination of
the message after using the internal link: i) The message
destination is the PE connected to the other card in the
5DT torus node6; ii) the message uses the internal link to
be injected into the network in a dimension connected to

5. The nDT torus node for even values of n is also defined in [8], but
we have omitted this definition because this study is focused on the
5DT torus.

6. Remember that the ports of dimensions d0, d1 and the port d−2 are
connected to Card0, meanwhile the ports of dimensions d3, d4 and the
port d+2 are connected to Card1, as can be observed in Figure 2b.

the other card (e.g. a message is routed in Card0 to d4); iii)
the message is travelling through dimension d2.

Then, a message can use the internal link regardless of
the dimension where it is travelling. New cycles could be
generate and as a consequence, the deadlock could appear.
For example, let’s consider a message routed in a 5DT torus,
such that the message needs to use the five dimensions
following an ascending order. First, the message will be
routed in d0, after that the message will be routed in d1
and so on. We know that when the message has already
been routed in d1, the message cannot be routed in d0 again,
avoiding the cycles between messages travelling in d0 and
d1. However, the use of an internal link does not follow any
order. The message can be routed to the internal link before
travelling in d0, after travelling in d4, travelling through d2,
etc.

To avoid that, the internal link requires four V Cs instead
of the two V Cs required by the external links. The first and
second V Cs are used to route the messages of the case i)
and ii), respectively. The third and the fourth V Cs are used
to route the messages of case iii). Since the message is routed
in d2, two V Cs are required for case iii), in the same way
that the external links require two V Cs.

3 MODELLING EXTOLL CARDS

As mentioned above, the purpose of this work is to address
a study of the nDT torus topology built using the EXTOLL
technology. Obviously, the most accurate study would be
obtained using a real cluster whose interconnection network
is composed of hundreds of EXTOLL cards. However, this
option is unfeasible because we do not have access to a
cluster of these characteristics. Moreover, if available, a lot
of time is needed to reconfigure the hardware to perform
the experiments, and most important, the system reconfig-
uration could interfere with the work of other cluster users.
For these reasons, as usual, we have performed this study
by simulation.

Then, the first step is to develop an enough accurate
EXTOLL switch model. We refer to this model as the EX-
TOLLsim model. Since we want to evaluate the network
performance from the topological point of view, we have
focused on the development of a model for simulating the
EXTOLL crossbar. The host interface is not modelled and
the model of the NIC FUs has been simplified. In other
case, the development cost would have been higher and
the obtained results would not be more significant than
using a simpler model. For example, if the host interface
would have been included in the EXTOLLsim model, there
would be a latency in the communication introduced by
the host interface model. However, this latency would be
independent of the network topology and would have no
effect for the purposes of this study. Therefore, the only
significant result obtained would be to make the simulations
more inefficient in terms of time.

Regarding the EXTOLL NIC, it has 4 FUs injecting traf-
fic to the EXTOLL network. However, without a detailed
traffic model, modelling all the FUs would only increase
the memory consumption and the execution time of the
simulations without significant differences in the results.
For this reason, only one generic FU has been modelled
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Fig. 3. EXTOLLsim logical model.

without losing accuracy. This FU is not based on an specific
FU of EXTOLL NIC, its only purpose is to generate and
inject traffic into the network using synthetic traffic patterns
or trace-based traffic. Therefore, the EXTOLLsim model has
only seven ports instead of ten ports: one port is connected
to the EXTOLL NIC and six ports are connected to other
EXTOLL Cards.

Regarding the EXTOLL network, we have developed a
detailed model of the EXTOLL crossbar. The EXTOLLsim
model comprises four logical units, shown in Figure 3:
the routing units, the buffers, the arbitration unit and the
crossbar unit. Each logical unit models different features of
the EXTOLL crossbar and has its own latency.

When a packet arrives at an EXTOLLsim card from a
given port, it is processed by the routing unit of that port7.
Once the routing process finishes, the packet is stored in the
buffer, which models a multi-queue FIFO buffer with VOQ-
switch to reduce the negative effect of HOL blocking.

If there are packets stored in the buffers, the arbitration
unit, which models the iSLIP scheduling algorithm [16],
decides which packets will go through the crossbar unit.
Note that the crossbar unit is not only responsible for
forwarding the packets to the next EXTOLLsim card, it is
also responsible for the proper function of the virtual cut-
through switching technique and the fine-grain credit flow-
control. Finally, as the real EXTOLL switch, the EXTOLLsim
model also implements variable-sized packets, four traffic
classes (TCs) with their multiples V Cs, and supports mul-
tiple topologies and routing algorithms, including adaptive
routing algorithms.

3.1 Deadlock-free routing for 5DT tori using the EX-
TOLL cards.
Once the EXTOLLsim model has been developed, the next
step is to build the nD and nDT torus and to define the
routing algorithm of both topologies. Since EXTOLL cards
have six communication ports, a 3D torus and a 5DT torus
can be built.

Regarding the routing algorithm, the DOR routing al-
gorithm has been chosen for the 3D torus. As commented

7. Although the EXTOLL switch implements a table-based routing,
the EXTOLLsim model implements the routing as hardware routing
units. The reproduced behaviour is the same but our implementation
saves a big amount of main memory during the simulation because the
routing tables are not modelled.

Fig. 4. Wrong (dashed line) and correct (solid line) Y link selection in
case of tie routing in the Y dimension.

above, the DOR algorithm avoids deadlock using two V Cs
[20]. The EXTOLL crossbar provides two deterministic V Cs
per each TC in order to avoid deadlock. Then, when a
packet is travelling in a dimension di, the di-coordinate of
the current node and the di-coordinate of the destination
node are compared. If the destination node di-coordinate is
greater than the current node di-coordinate, the packet is
routed to the first V C, called upper-V C. In other case, the
packet is routed to the second V C, called lower-V C.

Nevertheless, the implementation of the DORT routing
algorithm in the 5DT is not possible using EXTOLL cards.
As commented in Section 2.2, DORT requires four V Cs in
the internal link8 to avoid deadlocks [8]. EXTOLL cards have
not enough deterministic V Cs to implement this algorithm.
However, an EXTOLL card still has the TCs. Each TC can
use different paths to route packets destined to the same
node. Then, we have designed a new routing algorithm
for the nDT torus, based on the DOR routing algorithm,
that avoids deadlock using the TCs. We call this algorithm
TSDOR (Twin Source Dimension Order Routing).

Many of the cycles introduced by the internal link are
generated by the packets injected from the PE1. Using
DORT , in most of the cases the packets generated by the
PE1 must cross the internal link to be routed in d0. How-
ever, this internal-link hop can be avoided if the packets are
routed first in the dimensions connected to the Card1. There
are some routing approaches in the field of network-on-
chips that, in order to balance the network traffic, propose
to use two VCs to route the packets following different
dimension orders [24]. For instance, for 2D mesh topologies,
in the first virtual network the packets are routed following
X − Y order, meanwhile in the second virtual network the
packets are routed following Y −X order.

TSDOR employs a similar approach to avoid the un-
necessary use of the internal link for the PE1-sourced
packets: the PE0-sourced packets are routed from d0 to
dn−1 meanwhile the PE1-sourced packets are routed from
dn−1 to d0. In the EXTOLLsim model, we can use the TCs to
avoid the deadlock between PE0-sourced packets (routed
from d0 to d4) and PE1-sourced packets (routed from d4 to
d0). Since there are four TCs available, two of them (one
adaptive TC and one deterministic TC) are used to inject
PE0-sourced packets and the remaining two are used to
inject PE1-sourced packets.

However, this approach only avoids the deadlock be-
tween PE0-sourced packets and PE1-sourced packets. For-

8. Remember that no modifications are required in the external links.
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tunately, the two deterministic V Cs of each TC are enough
to avoid deadlock, employing the same approach used for
the external links.

Therefore, when a packet is routed in dimension dn−1
2

and uses the internal link, TSDOR takes the same decision
that would be chosen in the external links. If the destination
node (dn−1

2
)-coordinate is greater than the current node

(dn−1
2
)-coordinate, the message is routed to the upper-V C

of the internal link; otherwise it is routed to the internal
link lower-V C. If a packet is routed to the internal link for
another reason, the upper-V C is chosen if the packet goes
from Card0 to Card1; if the packet goes from Card1 to
Card0 the lower-V C is chosen.

Finally, when the number of nodes in dimension dn−1
2

is
even, there are nodes equidistant from the positive and the
negative (dn−1

2
)-dimension ports. Taking a wrong decision

while choosing the port causes the unnecessary use of the
internal link. Let’s consider a PE0-sourced packet in a
3DT torus with 2 nodes in the Y dimension. Commonly,
after travelling through dimension Y , the packet will travel
through dimension Z . Choosing the port Y +, the packet
needs three hops to arrive at Card1 of the other node,
meanwhile choosing the port Y −, the packet only needs
one hop. Figure 4 shows the correct and the wrong decisions
in this scenario. Then, to avoid the unnecessary use of the
internal link in case of tie, the port d−n−1

2

is chosen for PE0-

sourced packets, meanwhile the port d+n−1
2

is chosen for
PE1-sourced packets.

3.2 TSDOR: deadlock avoidance discussion

As commented, the TSDOR algorithm checks the desti-
nation node (dn−1

2
)-coordinate or the destination card to

choose the output V C when the output port is the internal
link. From now on, the explanation is focused on the PE0-
sourced TCs. From the topological point of view, the PE1-
sourced TCs are identical to the PE0-sourced TCs and the

following conclusions are the same for the PE1-sourced
TCs. Note that in the PE0-sourced TCs, no packets are
generated by PE1, but there are messages destined to PE1.
Moreover, in order to simplify the explanation, we consider
a 3DT torus (Figure 2a), but the conclusions are the same as
considering a 5DT torus or an nDT torus.

Let’s consider a 4-node Y -ring of a 3D and a 3DT torus,
considering only the negative channels. Figure 5 shows the
channel dependency graph of both rings. The number of the
vertex label shows the Y -coordinate, the second character
indicates the link (dimension Y or Internal link) and the
third character indicates the V C (Upper-V C or Lower-V C).
The filled vertices and the dotted edges represent the Y -
dimension channels and their dependencies in a 3D torus,
meanwhile the remaining vertices and edges represent the
channels and dependencies generated by the 3DT torus.

Let’s consider the node 1. This node can receive packets
destined to node 0 from the port Y − of the node 2. In the
3D torus, these packets are routed to the port Y − and the
lower-V C, due to the destination node is lower than the
current node, generating a dependency between the lower
Y − channels of nodes 2 and 1. However, in the 3DT torus,
these packets are routed to the internal link before using the
port Y −. In both routing operations the destination node
is the node 0 and therefore, the lower-V C is chosen. This
replaces the dependency (2 − Y L) −→ (1 − Y L) by the
dependencies (2−Y L) −→ (2−IL) −→ (1−Y L). In every
case, although new dependencies are added, no cycles are
generated in the channel dependency graph, thus the ring
Y is deadlock-free [20].

However, the internal link is also used for other reasons.
For example, in a 3DT torus, a packet can go through the
internal link from Card0 to Card1 to travel from an X-
dimension port to a Z-dimension port or to arrive at PE1.
In this case, it is the first time that the packet uses the
internal link and this hop can be seen as if the packet was
travelling in the dimension Y . No new dependencies to the
channel dependency graph are added in this case.
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However, when a packet goes through the internal link
from Card1 to Card0, new dependencies are added. In
this case, the only reason for using the internal link is that,
after travelling through dimension Z , the packet destination
is PE0 of the current node. But the internal link is also
used for packets travelling through dimension Y which
presumably will use the Z-dimension channels in the fu-
ture. Therefore, new dependencies between Z-dimension
channels and Y -dimension channels appear in the channel
dependency graph.

Figure 6 shows the channel dependency graph of a 3DT
torus with four and two nodes in the dimensions Y and Z ,
respectively. The X-dimension channels have been omitted
because there are no new dependencies that involve the
dimension X . Only the Y -negative ring is shown in order
to simplify the graph. The vertices are labelled in the same
way that Figure 5, but in this case there are two numbers to
indicate the coordinates Y and Z .

As seen, the new dependencies do not generate cycles
in the channel dependency graph. Let’s consider a packet
arrives at Card1 of node 〈2, 0〉 through the Z-dimension
channel (channel 〈2, 1〉 − ZL). After that, the packet uses
the lower-V C of the internal link (channel 〈2, 0〉 − IL)
to arrive at PE0. This generates an indirect dependency
between the Z-dimension channels and the Y -dimension
lower channels. But all the packets in the lower channels
are destined to a lower Y -coordinate than the current Y -
coordinate. Therefore, it is not possible that there are packets
using this channel whose destination node Y -coordinate is
3 or 2, generating cycles in the graph. The same happens
when the Y -coordinate of the node is 1. Finally, when the
node Y -coordinate is 0, a packet can only use the lower
channel if the packet is destined to PE0. Then, in this
case, the internal link lower channels of nodes 〈0, 0〉 and
〈0, 1〉 are the graph sinks. Although there are a lot of new
dependencies in the graph, no cycles are added, and then,
TSDOR is deadlock free.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, using the EXTOLLsim model, we compare
by simulation the 3D torus topology performance and the
5DT torus topology performance. The main objective of
this evaluation is to show that, using the same number of
EXTOLL cards to build the 3D torus, we can improve the
network performance building a 5DT torus.

Specifically, we have evaluated 3D and 5DT tori with
256, 512, and 1024 PEs. Table 1 shows the topologies
for each network size9. Regarding the network workload,
we have considered two different scenarios: a synthetic
traffic model (Section 4.1) and a trace-driven model (Section
4.2). In each section, firstly we describe the different case
studies used in the experiments. After that, we provide the
simulation results of each case study and analyse them.

4.1 Performance evaluation using synthetic traffic pat-
terns
In this section, we evaluated the network performance gen-
erating the workload synthetically. To model the destination

9. Note that 5DT and 3D networks have the same number of PEs
since the 5DT torus nodes comprise two PEs.

TABLE 1
3D and 5DT torus evaluated.

Number of PEs
Topology

3D torus 5DT torus

256 8×8×4 4×4×2×2×2

512 8×8×8 4×4×2×4×2

1024 16×8×8 4×4×2×4×4

distribution, we have considered two traffic patterns: the
uniform traffic pattern, commonly used in network perfor-
mance evaluations [2], and a destination distribution pattern
based on the Zipf’s law, which models more realistic traffic
[25]. Regarding the packet size, its values are uniformly
distributed from the minimum packet size (1 cell) to the
maximum packet size (32 cells).

We have performed a set of tests, varying in each case
the topology and the traffic pattern. Each test consists of
30 different experiments and the results presented are the
normalized average throughput and the average cell latency
of all of them10. Note that the normalized injection rate and
the normalized average throughput are the percentage of
the host bandwidth injected and received per each NIC,
respectively11.

Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the results obtained for the 256-
PE tori, the 512-PE tori and the 1024-PE tori, respectively.
It can be observed that the 5DT torus obtains a better
performance than the corresponding 3D torus. When the
network is not saturated, the 5DT torus reduces the average
network latency 10 %, 15 % and 30 % for the 256-PE, the
512-PE and the 1024-PE tori, respectively, regardless the
traffic pattern used.

Moreover, the 5DT torus saturates later, increasing the
accepted traffic. For 256-PE and 512-PE tori, the 5DT
torus achieves 20 % and 12 % more throughput than the
corresponding 3D torus, using the uniform and the ZIPF
traffic patterns. But the increment of performance is more
dramatic in the 1024-PE torus: the 5DT torus achieves 80 %
of the maximum throughput, meanwhile the corresponding
3D torus only achieves 35 %. This degradation on the
performance is common in large torus networks that employ
virtual channels for avoiding deadlock [26], [27]. Since the
number of nodes per dimensions in the 1024-PE 5DT torus
is small (a maximum of 4 nodes per dimension against the
maximum of 16 nodes in the corresponding 3D torus), the
5DT torus is not affected by this degradation.

Note that in all the cases, the performance of 3D tori is
improved using an adaptive routing, but only under ZIPF
traffic pattern the 3D torus obtains a similar throughput
than the corresponding 5DT torus, although the 3D torus
network latency is still higher when the network is not
saturated.

10. We have also computed the confidence interval at 95%, but these
intervals are imperceptible in the charts at first glance and we preferred
not to include them.

11. Since the host bandwidth is 10.4 GBytes/s, each 10% of the
normalized injection rate is approximately 1GBytes/s.
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Fig. 7. Network performance using synthetic traffic patterns for 256-PE tori.
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Fig. 8. Network performance using synthetic traffic patterns for 512-PE tori.
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Fig. 9. Network performance using synthetic traffic patterns for 1024-PE tori.

4.2 Performance evaluation using the VEF trace-driven
traffic model

In this section, we have employed an open access trace-
driven traffic model, called VEF trace model [28], [29], to
evaluate the 5DT torus performance. Using modified MPI
libraries, we capture the MPI traffic injected by parallel
applications in a trace file, which is used later as network
workload in the simulator. The VEF traces model both MPI
point-to-point and MPI collective communications, being
the last ones modelled using the collective communication
algorithms implemented in OPENMPI [30]. Thus, using the
traffic generated by a real application we can evaluate the
networks using a more realistic environment and obtaining
more significant results. Two different scenarios have been
considered: Section 4.2.1 shows a performance evaluation of
several collective communications, meanwhile Section 4.2.2
shows a performance evaluation using VEF traces obtained
from MPI applications12.

4.2.1 Performance evaluation of single collective communi-
cations
First, we have created synthetic traces to emulate the traffic
of a single MPI collective communication. We compare the
performance of several collective operations in 3D and 5DT
tori with 256, 512 and 1024 PEs. Moreover, we have tested
the collective operations using different message sizes, from

12. All the VEF traces described in this work and the VEF trace
software are freely available at the VEF website [28].

the minimum and the maximum packet size: 16 bytes (1-
cell packet) and 512 bytes (32-cell packet). To perform the
evaluation, we have chosen the Broadcast, Reduce, AllGather
and All2All operations. The first two operations have been
chosen for their simplicity, meanwhile the last two have
been chosen because these are the collective communica-
tions that generate more traffic on the network.

Tables 2 and 3 show the average cell network latency and
the execution time13 obtained for the evaluated topologies
and multicast operations. The reduction of both metrics ob-
tained for the 5DT are also shown. Excluding the Broadcast
communication in the smaller networks, all the collective
communications are performed faster in the 5DT torus. Note
that AllGather and All2All operations have a high execution
time and network latency. For both operations the network
is saturated. Even in this circumstance, the 5DT torus in-
creases the performance of these collective communications,
obtaining greater performance improvements than the col-
lective communications that do not saturate the network.

4.2.2 Performance evaluation using MPI application traces.
After that, we have performed an evaluation using the VEF
traces generated by parallel applications run in the super-
computer GALGO [31]. We have selected for generating
the traces the application MPI Random Access of the HPCC
benchmark [32] and the Graph500 Benchmark [4], which

13. We consider as the execution time the simulation cycle when all
the messages in the trace have been received at their destination and
there is not message in the network.
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TABLE 2
Average cell network latency for different multicast operations for 3D and 5DT tori.

Multicast
operation

Message
Size

(bytes)

Average cell network latency (cycles)
Latency Reduction (%)

3D torus 5DT torus
256 PEs 512 PEs 1K PEs 256 PEs 512 PEs 1K PEs 256 PEs 512 PEs 1K PEs

Broadcast
16 89.718 121.912 123.206 92.227 99.125 110.573 -2.797 18.691 10.254
512 90.322 125.184 127.392 91.953 101.528 115.877 -1.806 18.897 9.039

Reduce
16 76.710 76.855 89.440 60.271 60.511 60.599 21.430 21.266 32.246
512 75.216 75.358 87.941 58.776 59.014 59.101 21.857 21.688 32.795

AllGather
16 105.614 171.022 252.850 110.047 149.148 260.962 -4.197 12.790 -3.208
512 1189.600 2004.073 2123.151 566.583 965.176 1517.570 52.372 51.839 28.523

All2All
16 666.683 1276.833 2937.544 535.052 704.989 1238.380 19.744 44.786 57.843
512 2743.504 4483.436 5546.037 1420.453 2516.929 3206.925 48.225 43.862 42.176

TABLE 3
Execution time for different multicast operations for 3D and 5DT tori.

Multicast
operation

Message
Size

(bytes)

Execution time (cycles)
Execution Time Reduction (%)

3D torus 5DT torus
256 PEs 512 PEs 1K PEs 256 PEs 512 PEs 1K PEs 256 PEs 512 PEs 1K PEs

Broadcast
16 754 914 1194 850 938 1026 -12.732 -2.626 14.070

512 989 1189 1525 1025 1185 1321 -3.640 0.336 13.377

Reduce
16 734 886 1166 670 822 974 8.719 7.223 16.467

512 961 1141 1449 897 1077 1257 6.660 5.609 13.251

AllGather
16 2621 5261 11761 2505 4917 9497 4.426 6.539 19.250

512 160033 393377 1037137 120517 294009 697957 24.692 25.260 32.703

All2All
16 2126 5834 26318 1778 3334 9522 16.369 42.852 63.819

512 25829 73517 231909 11285 33309 97845 56.309 54.692 57.809

are commonly used to evaluate the performance of HPC in-
terconnection networks. Moreover, we have also generated
traces of NAMD [33], a parallel application for simulating
large biomolecular systems. In order to obtain the NAMD
traces, we have used the available input benchmarks in the
NAMD website [34], specifically the stmv benchmark.

We have generated traces of these three applications
with 256, 512 and 1024 tasks to be executed in 3D and
5DT torus networks with the same number of processing
elements. In order to simulate a more realistic environment
we have simulated multicore-PEs whenever is possible. For
example, the traces with 256, 512 and 1024 tasks have been
tested in the 256-PE torus, simulating single-core PEs,
two-core PEs and 4-core PEs, respectively.

Traffic load characterization of the applications

Before showing the performance evaluation results, and in
order to help to understand the obtained results, we dis-
cuss briefly the traffic characterization of the three selected
applications. Figure 10 shows the message distribution of
the three applications. These message distributions shown
in the figure have been obtained running the applications
with 128 tasks to facilitate the image viewing, but the main
characteristics of the message distributions are the same for
executions with a higher number of tasks.

• Graph500 benchmark: All the communications are gen-
erated by MPI collective communications. AllReduce()14

14. Note that performing AllReduce() is equivalent to perform a reduce
communication followed by a broadcast communication; i.e. multiple
values on all tasks are reduced to a single value (e.g, obtaining the
maximum or the minimum value of these multiple data), after that the
reduced value is sent to all the tasks.

and AllGather()15 functions are the most frequently per-
formed. These communications generate the diagonal
lines appreciated in Figure 10a. For example, when
AllReduce() performs the broadcast communication, the
task 0 sends the broadcast message to the tasks 1, 2, 4,
8, 16, 32 and 64. When the tasks receive the broadcast
message, they retransmit the message: the task 1 sends
the message to the tasks 3, 5, 9, 17...; the task 2 send
the message to the tasks 6, 10, 18...; and this process is
repeated until all the tasks have received the broadcast
message, generating the observed diagonal lines. More-
over, all the tasks send a big amount of messages to
task 0 due to the performing of gather communication
during the AllGather().

• HPCC MPI Random Access: Most of the communications
are performed by MPI point-to-point communications.
The messages are distributed uniformly among all the
tasks, i.e. the message distribution of the HPCC MPI
Random Access application is very close to an uniform
traffic pattern.

• NAMD stmv benchmark: Most of the communications are
performed by MPI point-to-point communications. The
application maps logically the tasks in a 3D grid and the
tasks communicate mainly with the neighbour tasks in
the grid. For this reason most of the sent messages by
each source task are concentrated in a few destination
tasks, meanwhile there are many tasks that do not
communicate during all the execution.

15. The AllGather() is equivalent to perform a gather communication
followed by a broadcast communication; i.e. the values of multiple tasks
are gathered together in a single task; after that the gathered data is
sent to the remaining tasks.
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Fig. 10. Message distribution of the evaluated applications running with
128 tasks.

Performance results

Figures 11, 12 and 13 show the results obtained using the
Graph500, the HPCC MPI Random Access and the NAMD
traces, respectively. We have presented the average results of
the network cell latency and the end-to-end cell latency16. In
this case, the execution time is not included. The time spent
by the applications using the network is a small part of the
total time. Then, the improvement obtained by the network
is not significant respect to the total execution time, making
this measure an useless metric. Instead of the execution
time, we have shown the average router utilization. This
measure indicates the average number of cycles in which
the EXTOLL cards have been delivering messages.

As seen, the 5DT torus reduces the latencies and the
router utilization. The most significant improvements are
obtained using the Graph500 benchmark, where all the
measures are reduced from 20 % to 50 %, depending on

16. The network cell latency is the number of cycles spent by one
cell travelling trough several EXTOLL crossbars. The end-to-end cell
latency is the network latency plus the number of cycles from the
moment the cell is generated in the EXTOLL NIC until the cell arrives
at the first EXTOLL crossbar associated to this NIC.
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Fig. 11. Results of Graph500 benchmark.

the case. This application is designed to optimize the use of
the network. For this reason, in several parts of its execution
the network is not saturated, and due to several messages
are sent to distant tasks, the 5DT torus obtains a great
improvement on performance respect the 3D torus. The
adaptive routing also increases the 3D torus performance
for the same reason: since the network is not saturated, to
find alternative paths is easy, avoiding the possible conflicts
between messages in the deterministic 3D torus and improv-
ing the performance. Nevertheless, the deterministic 5DT
torus obtains a greater performance than the adaptive 3D
torus.

The 5DT torus obtains similar performance improve-
ment respect the 3D torus using the HPCC MPI Random
Access traces. Regarding the adaptive 3D torus, remember
that the message distribution of this application is very close
to an uniform traffic pattern. For this reason, the network
throughput is increased (both average end-to-end latency
and router utilization metrics are reduced), although the
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Fig. 12. Results of HPCC Random Access benchmark.

network latency is increased, as usually occurs when adap-
tive routing algorithms are evaluated under uniform traffic
patterns. However, the deterministic 5DT torus improves
again the performance of the adaptive 3D torus.

Using the NAMD traces, the performance is also im-
proved, although the differences are less significant than
using the other application traces. The 5DT torus improves
the network performance because it reduces the distances
among the PEs. However, the messages generated by the
NAMD application present a high spatial locality; i.e. the
PEs usually communicates with the closest PEs. There-
fore, the average distance reduction obtained for the mes-
sages generated by the NAMD application is lower than
the average distance reduction obtained for the messages
generated by the Graph500 and MPI Random Access ap-
plications. For this reason, although the performance of the
NAMD application is improved, the differences obtained
are less significant than using the other applications.
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Fig. 13. Results of NAMD: stmv benchmark.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In previous works, we have shown how to build an nDT
torus combining two cards of (n + 1) ports and how the
network performance is increased building the nDT torus
instead of the mD (m = n+1

2 ) torus. Building an nDT
torus the distances among network nodes are reduced and
therefore, the performance is increased.

In this work, we have studied how to implement an nDT
torus using current commercial hardware. Specifically, using
the EXTOLL high performance interconnection cards. The
EXTOLL cards have six ports allowing to build a 3D torus.
Moreover, EXTOLL cards also support arbitrary topologies,
allowing to build an nDT torus topology, or more specif-
ically, a 5DT torus topology. For this reason, the EXTOLL
switch architecture has been studied in order to include
the new architecture in our previous network model. The
implementation of the EXTOLL model has been discussed
in this work.
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Unfortunately, the previous routing algorithm for the
nDT torus, the DORT algorithm, cannot be applied since
EXTOLL switches do not have enough deterministic virtual
channels. For this reason, a new deterministic deadlock-free
routing algorithm called TS-DOR (Twin Source DOR) has
been developed. The TS-DOR algorithm combines the use of
EXTOLL VCs and EXTOLL TCs to ensure deadlock-freedom
in a 5DT torus.

Briefly, PE0-sourced packets are routed following an
ascending dimension order, meanwhile PE1-sourced pack-
ets are routed following a descending dimension order. To
allow that PE0-sourced and PE1-sourced packets follow
different routes and do not generate deadlock between
them, each kind of packet is injected in different TCs. More-
over, using this scheme, only 2 VCs are required to avoid
deadlocks between packets travelling in the same TC. Then,
the implementation of the TS-DOR algorithm, and therefore,
the 5DT torus, is possible using the EXTOLL cards.

Finally, we have compared the performance of the 3D
torus and the 5DT torus by simulation both built using the
EXTOLL model. Moreover, both tori have been evaluated
under several traffic loads, obtained from synthetic traffic
patterns and traffic traces of the Graph 500 benchmark, the
HPCC MPI Random Access application and the NAMD ap-
plication. As expected, the 5DT torus increases the network
performance, showing that the network performance can be
increased without changes in the switch architecture, only
modifying the topology and the routing algorithm.
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Adaptive routing for n-Dimensional Twin torus
Francisco J. Andújar, Juan A. Villar, José L. Sánchez, Francisco J. Alfaro, and José Duato,

Abstract—Torus topology is one of the most common topologies used in the current largest supercomputers due to its properties
related to cost, implementation or scalability. The n-dimensional twin torus (nDT) topology has been proposed to increase the number
of dimensions of the torus networks when port-limited low cost expansion cards are available. For instance, using 6-port cards, we can
build a 5DT torus instead of a torus with three dimensions. These topologies have been characterized and evaluated only considering
deterministic routing. Adaptive routing algorithms improve communication performance exploiting the path diversity of the torus
networks. Due to the particular properties of the nDT torus, to use an adaptive routing algorithm becomes a challenge. The design of
the selection function is a bit more complex due to the internal link which interconnects both cards of the nDT torus node. In this paper
we study several alternatives to perform adaptive routing in this kind of topologies, where a fully-adaptive routing algorithm can be
derived from a deadlock-free routing algorithm incorporating additional virtual channels to support adaptive traffic. Moreover, we
compare the performance of these alternatives and show that, using cards with the same number of ports, we can improve the network
performance building an adaptive nDT torus instead of an adaptive nD torus.

Index Terms—Interconnection Network; Torus Topology; Switch Architecture; Adaptive Routing; Performance Evaluation

✦

1 INTRODUCTION

TORUS topology is one of the most common topologies
used in the current largest supercomputers. The most

supercomputers on top-ten of Top500 [1] and Graph500 [2]
lists use torus network with three, five or even six dimen-
sions. In July 2015, we find six and nine supercomputers
using the torus topology in the top ten Top500-list and
the top ten Graph500-list, respectively, such as Titan [3], K-
Computer [4] and several supercomputers of the IBM Blue
Gene/Q family [5].

This topology is chosen for its attractive properties re-
lated to cost, implementation or scalability. The torus topol-
ogy provides reduced hardware and excellent scalability,
allowing easier implementation when the number of nodes
grows. In addition, the torus topology supports several
routing algorithms that increase path diversity so that fault
tolerance and load balance become feasible. For all these
reasons, the torus topology is one of the most common
topologies used in large HPC systems.

In torus topologies, the network performance is very
dependant on the number of dimensions. When the number
of dimensions is increased, the average network latency is
reduced and the network performance increases. However,
to build torus networks with more dimensions requires
to increase the number of ports in the communication
hardware, increasing its complexity. Therefore, the network
deployment becomes more expensive; and once the HPC
system is running, the maintenance cost is also higher
because the more-complex hardware has a higher power
consumption.

• Francisco J. Andújar, Juan A. Villar, José L. Sánchez and Francisco
J. Alfaro are with the Computing Systems Department, University of
Castilla-La Mancha, POB 02071 – Albacete, Spain.
E-mail: {fandujar, juanan, jsanchez, falfaro}@dsi.uclm.es

• José Duato is with the Department of Systems Data Processing and
Computers, Polytechnic University of Valencia, POB 46022 – Valencia,
Spain, E-mail: jduato@disca.upv.es

In a previous work, we have proposed the n-dimensional
twin torus, or just nDT torus [6], which allows to increase
the number of dimensions of the torus without increasing
significantly the hardware complexity. For example, if 4-port
cards are available to build a torus network, we can build
a 2-dimensional torus1 or a 3-dimensional twin torus, or
3DT torus [7]. In the 3DT torus, each node in the network
comprises two 4-port cards: one port of each card is used
to interconnect both cards2 and the six remaining ports are
used to connect the node to the three dimensions in the 3D
torus.

In general, a nDT torus can be built using (n + 1)-port
cards: one port of each card interconnects both cards and
the 2n remaining ports are used to build the nD torus. The
network diameter and average distance decrease building
an nDT torus instead of a n+1

2 D torus [6]. As a consequence,
the network performance is increased without extra eco-
nomic investment. However, we have only tested the nDT
torus performance using a deterministic routing algorithm.
Joining the advantages of the lower average distance of
an nDT torus with an adaptive routing, we could obtain
a greater increase on performance.

Deterministic routing algorithms always supply the
same path for each pair of source/destination nodes, re-
gardless the network traffic. These algorithms usually ob-
tain a good performance under uniform traffic, but their
performance is poor under other traffic patterns. However,
adaptive routing algorithms provide alternative routes to
messages. Moreover, before taking a routing decision, the
adaptive routing algorithms consider the network status in
order to avoid the congested regions in the network.

1. Note that two ports are required for each dimension in the n-
dimensional torus.

2. Henceforth, we refer to the port which interconnects the two cards
in an nDT torus node as “internal link”, meanwhile we refer to the
remaining ports as “external links”.
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Therefore, in the case of the torus topology, an adaptive
algorithm improves communication performance exploiting
its path diversity. Several methodologies to design adaptive
algorithms have been proposed [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. How-
ever, in order to successfully incorporate adaptive mech-
anism in the network, it is necessary to have a clear un-
derstanding of the particular characteristics of the network.
This is also the case of the nDT torus network, as we will
show in next sections.

The adaptive routing algorithms can be decomposed
into two functions: the routing function and the selection
function [13]. When a packet is routed, the routing function
supplies a set of output channels based on the source and
the destination node. The selection function chooses one
channel from this set based on the network status, although
this function is usually performed based on the local switch
status for efficiency reasons.

A routing function for an nDT torus can be obtained
modifying the routing function for an nD torus. However,
the design of the selection function is a bit more complex
due to the internal link. The internal link will be a possible
output many times and a bad selection function could
increase the packet path length, degrading the network
performance.

In this work, we discuss these issues and present sev-
eral proposals to implement an adaptive routing algorithm
for the nDT torus. We present a detailed study about the
performance of these proposals, and finally, we compare the
network performance of the adaptive nDT torus and the
adaptive nD torus, both built using cards with the same
number of ports.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2
we show an overview of the nDT torus topology. Section 3
explains the adaptive routing algorithm developed for the
nDT torus. In Section 4, we evaluate by simulation the
selection functions proposed, and compare the performance
of the adaptive nDT torus and the equivalent adaptive nD
torus. Finally, Section 5 outlines the conclusions.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section we review the previous work. Section 2.1
provides a brief summary of recurrent concepts used in the
rest of the document. Section 2.2 formally defines the nDT
torus and shows a brief explanation about the nDT torus
port configuration and its deterministic routing algorithm.

2.1 Notation

The following notation is used below:

• n: number of dimensions of the torus, where n ≥ 2.
• di: a dimension of the nD torus (and the nDT torus),
0 ≤ i < n.

• d+i , d
−
i : ports of the dimension di.

• PE0, PE1: processing elements of a nDT torus node.
• 〈o0o1 . . . oi . . . on−1|ope〉: nDT torus node identifier,

where oi is the di-coordinate of the node, 0 ≤ i < n,
and ope is the PE identifier. Where ope is omitted, we
will refer to the node composed by the two cards.

(a) 3DT torus node based on two 4-port
cards.

(b) 5DT torus node based on two 6-port
cards.

Fig. 1. Examples of nDT torus nodes.

2.2 The nDT torus
In order to the paper is self-contained, we include a minimal
set of definitions and a brief explanation on nDT tori. More
details can be found in [6], [7]. First, we formally define the
nD twin torus topology [6]:

Definition 2.1. An nD Twin torus, or just nDT torus, is an
n–cube k–ary (nD torus) topology, with k ∈ N∗, k ≥ 2
and n ≥ 3, where each node is composed basically of the
following main components:

• Communication hardware: it consists of two (n + 1)–
port cards3, offering a total of 2n+2 ports. Two of these
ports (one of each card) are used to interconnect both
cards to each other, and the 2n remaining ports are used
to connect the node to the rest of dimensions, building
a torus topology with n dimensions.

• Computing hardware: each internal (n + 1)–port card
is connected to a processing element (PE), and so there
are two PEs in each node. Therefore, there are a total
of 2kn PEs interconnected by the network.

For example, each node of a 3DT torus comprises two 4-
port cards, meanwhile each node of a 5DT torus comprises
two 6-port cards. Both nodes have PEs4. Figure 1 shows
both nDT nodes.

3. When only one (n+ 1)–port card is used per node, a n0D torus is
obtained, being n0 = n+1

2
.

4. The processing elements of current supercomputers are usually
integrated on the same board with several cores, caches, memory, etc.
But from the topological point of view, we only need to consider the fact
that packets are sourced/destined from/to the PEs and the particular
internal layout of PEs is not relevant.
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Then, each node has 2n ports split in two groups,
depending on which internal card is connected each port.
To establish communication between ports belonging to
different cards, it is necessary to use the internal link of the
node, increasing the latency of the communication. Hence,
the important issue for the nDT torus topology is, in order
to reduce the latency, to avoid as much as possible the paths
(and therefore, the messages) passing through the node that
use the internal link.

We performed an analytical study in order to deter-
mine the optimal node configuration for the nDT torus [6].
We considered for the study the DOR (Dimension Order
Routing) routing algorithm [13]. This deterministic routing
algorithm is commonly used in k-ary n-cubes because it is a
very simple routing algorithm. Moreover, DOR is deadlock–
free using two virtual channels [14] or combining it with
the bubble flow control mechanism [15]. After selecting
the routing algorithm, we have determined the optimal
configuration of the nDT torus node, shown in Definition
2.2. Figure 1 shows the optimal node configuration for the
3DT torus and the 5DT torus.
Definition 2.2. Given two communication cards with (n+1)

ports each one, being n an odd number5 greater or equal
than 3, the port configuration that minimizes the number
of paths crossing the internal link in a nDT torus node is
defined as follows:

• The ports corresponding to the first n−1
2 dimensions,

i.e., the ports belonging to dimensions from d0 to
dn−1

2 −1, are connected to Card0.
• The ports corresponding to the last n−1

2 dimensions,
i.e., the ports belonging to dimensions from dn−1

2 +1 to
dn−1, are connected to Card1.

• The two ports of the dimension dn−1
2

are distributed
between the two cards. Since k is odd, the number of
paths that cross the internal link is the same, indepen-
dently in which card each port is connected. From now
on, we assume that the port d−n−1

2

is connected to Card0

and the port d+n−1
2

is connected to Card1.

Once the optimal configuration is obtained, a few mod-
ifications to the DOR algorithm are required in order to
route the messages in the nDT torus. We called this modified
version as DORT routing algorithm [6]. Basically, a message
is routed by the n dimensions following an ascending (or de-
scending) strict order. Since the nDT torus node comprises
two internal cards, once the output port is selected, DORT
checks if the output port is connected to the current card.
Depending on the result, the message is routed to the output
port or to the internal link. Finally, when the message has
reached the destination node, the destination PE is checked.
The message is routed to the NIC if the destination is the PE
attached to the current card, or it is routed to the internal
link if the destination is the other PE in the node.

This routing algorithm is not deadlock-free due to the
use of the internal link. Fortunately, this problem can be
fixed adding a few virtual channels (VCs) to the internal
link (0, 1 or at most 2 extra VCs, depending on the number

5. The nDT torus node for even values of n is also defined in [6], but
we have omitted this definition here because the study in this paper is
mainly focused on the 3DT and the 5DT tori.

of dimensions and the mechanism chosen to avoid the
deadlock). No modifications in external links are required.
A more detailed analysis is shown in [6].

3 ADAPTIVE ROUTING ALGORITHM FOR NDT
TORUS

There are several proposals to design deadlock-free adaptive
routing algorithms, [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. However, not
all the proposals allow to design fully-adaptive routing [8],
[9]; i.e. these methodologies do not allow the use of certain
paths in order to ensure the deadlock-freedom, reducing the
path diversity. The methodology proposed in [10] allows
to design a fully-adaptive routing, but it requires a huge
amount of resources to avoid deadlock. For these reasons,
we have employed the methodology proposed in [12], [13],
that allows us to design a fully-adaptive routing without
increasing significantly the switch resources. Moreover, this
methodology is widely used in current HPC interconnection
networks [5], [16].

Briefly, in first place we choose a deadlock-free routing
algorithm6 for the desired topology. This deadlock-free rout-
ing algorithm will be used as escape path when it is not
possible to use an adaptive VC. After that, we add one or
more adaptive VCs to each link. These VCs can be used to
design a fully-adaptive routing algorithm.

Therefore, a packet is routed using the adaptive chan-
nels, but if the packet reaches a switch with no available
adaptive channels, the packet uses the escape channels to
avoid deadlock. Once the packet uses an escape channel,
it cannot be routed to an adaptive channel any more. This
methodology is used to design the routing function of the
adaptive routing, but it does not impose any restriction
regarding the selection function. The selection function im-
plemented will be described in detail in Section 3.1.

Then, in first place we need to choose the deadlock-free
routing algorithm to be used as escape path. We have chosen
the DOR [13] and DORT [6] algorithms for the nD and the
nDT tori, respectively. After that, we need to define the
adaptive routing function. The design of the routing func-
tion for n-dimensional meshes and tori is well-know [13]:
for each dimension di, the current node and the destination
node di-coordinates are compared. If the di-coordinates are
different, the direction is calculated (positive, negative or
tie) and the adaptive VCs of the corresponding di link (d+i ,
d−i or both links) are added to the selectable output channel
set.

Unfortunately, this simple routing function does not
work for nDT torus. The nDT torus node comprises two
cards, and therefore, when the packets are routed, not all
the dimension links are available. The unavailable links can
be reached through the internal link, but the multiple use
of the internal link can increase the packet path length,
i.e. the number of switches that the packet must go across
to arrive at its destination. If there are many packets that
increase their path length respect to the deterministic path,
the network performance decreases. Examples 3.1, 3.2 and
3.3 are intended to clarify this. In order to simplify the

6. The routing algorithm is usually a deterministic routing algorithm,
but it can be also an adaptive routing algorithm.
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<0,0,0>

<0,0,1>
INT, Z+

<1,0,0>

X+

<0,0,2>

<1,0,1>

INT, X+

<2,0,0>

X+

<1,0,2>
INT, Z+

<2,0,1>

<2,0,2>

INT, X+

INT, Z+

Z+

Fig. 2. Large path (solid red line) and short path (dashed blue line) of Example 3.3. Note that INT refers to the internal link.

examples, a 3DT torus is considered in all the cases, but
the conclusions are the same as considering a 5DT torus or
an nDT torus. Figure 1a can be used as a reference.

Examples 3.1 and 3.2 show simple situations when the
packet path length is increased. The extra hop added in Ex-
ample 3.1 can be avoided prohibiting the use of the internal
link adaptive VCs when the input port is the internal link.
However, the extra hop in Example 3.2 cannot be removed
since the internal link is the deterministic output. Moreover,
usually switches only have available local information to
perform the adaptive routing. The routing algorithm can
prevent a packet uses the internal link twice inside a node,
but it cannot avoid the packet uses indiscriminately the
internal link along several nodes, thus increasing its path
length.

Example 3.3 shows different paths for the same packet:
in the first path, the internal link is used indiscriminately
meanwhile in the second path it is only used the time strictly
necessary. As seen, the first path (8 hops) is larger than the
second path (5 hops).

Example 3.1. Given a 8×8×8 3DT torus, a packet is generated
in PE0 of the node 〈0, 0, 0〉 and its destination is the
node 〈2, 0, 2〉. This packet can be routed adaptively in X
and Z dimensions. The packet is routed to the internal
link (INT ) in order to reach the port Z+. After arriving
at Card1, the packet is routed to the internal link again
in order to reach the port X+, adding two unnecessary
hops to the packet path.

Example 3.2. The packet of Example 3.1 arrives at Card1.
There are no available adaptive channels and the deter-
ministic output is chosen. Since the deterministic output
is the port X+, the packet must cross the internal link
again, increasing the packet path length.

Example 3.3. The packet of Example 3.1 travels adaptively
until it reaches its destination. Let’s consider that the
packet is routed following this order: Z+ −X+ − Z+ −
X+. Therefore, the path until reaching one of the PEs
in the node 〈2, 0, 2〉 (solid red line) is:

〈0, 0, 0|0〉 INT−−−→ 〈0, 0, 0|1〉 Z+

−−→ 〈0, 0, 1|1〉 INT−−−→
〈0, 0, 1|0〉 X+

−−→ 〈1, 0, 1|0〉 INT−−−→ 〈1, 0, 1|1〉 Z+

−−→
〈1, 0, 2|1〉 INT−−−→ 〈1, 0, 2|0〉 X+

−−→ 〈2, 0, 2|0〉

and thus the packet path has 8 hops. Now, let’s consider
that the packet is routed following this order: X+−X+−
Z+ − Z+. In this case, the path (dashed blue line) is:

〈0, 0, 0|0〉 X+

−−→ 〈1, 0, 0|0〉 X+

−−→ 〈2, 0, 0|0〉 INT−−−→
〈2, 0, 0|1〉 Z+

−−→ 〈2, 0, 1|1〉 Z+

−−→ 〈2, 0, 2|1〉
and thus the packet path has only 5 hops. Figure 2 shows
both paths. The internal cards of the nodes have been
omitted in order to simplify the figure. Remember that
if the input port is an X port and the output port is a Z
port or viceversa, the packet must cross the internal link.

To avoid this problem, the routing function only allows
the use of internal link adaptive VCs when the internal
link is the output determined by the DORT algorithm. This
prevent most of the cases where the path length can be
increased. For instance, the situation of Example 3.2 cannot
happen: since the deterministic output is X+, the internal
link cannot be selected in the first hop. The first path
of Example 3.3 is also not possible for the same reason.
However, the routing function does not completely avoid
the path length increasing (Example 3.5).

Then, the routing function only needs to check the
dimension whose ports are connected to the current card
(from d0 to dn−1

2
in Card0, and from dn−1

2
to dn−1 in

Card1). Remember that only one port of dn−1
2

is connected
to each card. For this reason, only the connected dn−1

2
port is

checked to mark its channels as selectable channels. If there
is a tie routing in dn−1

2
, only the connected port adaptive

VCs are added to the selectable channel set. But if the tie
happens in other dimension, the channels of the two ports
are added to the selectable channel set.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the adaptive
nDT routing function. Note that the function ringDirection()
obtains the direction to reach the target node in an specific
dimension, meanwhile the function adap vcs() returns the
adaptive channel set of a specific port.

3.1 Reference selection function
In addition to select the output channel after performing
the routing, one of the goals of the selection function is to
distribute the traffic equally among all the possible output
channels. One solution is to select the less occupied channel.
Several systems implement some approach to this solution.
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Algorithm 1 Adaptive nDT routing function.
Require: current node C = 〈c0 . . . ci . . . cn−1|cpe〉,

target node T = 〈t0 . . . ti . . . tn−1|tpe〉
Return: selectable adaptive channel set Ps,

deterministic output channel Pdet.
1: Ps = ∅
2: Pdet = DORT (C, T )
3: if cpe = 0 then
4: for dim in 0 . . . n−1

2 do
5: dir = ringDirection(cdim, tdim)
6: if dir = negative or dir = tie then
7: Ps = Ps ∪ adap vcs(d−dim)
8: end if
9: if dim 6= n−1

2 and
(dir = positive or dir = tie) then

10: Ps = Ps ∪ adap vcs(d+dim)
11: end if
12: end for
13: else
14: for dim in n−1

2 . . . n− 1 do
15: dir = ringDirection(cdim, tdim)
16: if dir = positive or dir = tie then
17: Ps = Ps ∪ adap vcs(d+dim)
18: end if
19: if dim 6= n−1

2 and
(dir = negative or dir = tie) then

20: Ps = Ps ∪ adap vcs(d−dim)
21: end if
22: end for
23: end if
24: if Pdet ∈ det vcs(internal link) then
25: Ps = Ps ∪ adap vcs(internal link)
26: end if

For example, the BlueGene router defines four ranges of VC
occupation and selects the less occupied VC, breaking the
ties randomly [17]. In EXTOLL switches, when the adaptive
VCs reach certain occupation, they cannot be chosen by the
selection function. To distribute the traffic equally among
the remaining less occupied VCs, the selection function
chooses the output port using a round-robin arbitration [16].

Our system model employs a similar approach than the
previous shown. Two ranges of VC occupation are defined
by the switch: low and high. In first place, a round-robin
arbitration is performed between the low selectable VCs. If
there are no low VCs available, a round-robin arbitration
is performed between the high selectable VCs. Finally, if
there are no high VCs available, the deterministic output is
selected.

This selection algorithm has been employed to evaluate
the nD torus. The same approach has been used to evaluate
the nDT torus, including some modifications in order to
avoid the increase of the packet path length.

3.2 nDT torus selection functions

As seen above, the routing function tries to minimize the
total number of cases in which the packet path length is
increased, but it does not always get the shorter route.
In fact, the DORT algorithm does not offer minimal paths

<0,0,0>

<0,0,1>
Z+

<1,0,0>

INT, X+

<1,0,1>

INT, X+

INT, Z+

Fig. 3. Deterministic path (solid line) and adaptive path (dashed line) of
Example 3.4.

<0,0,0>

<1,0,0>

INT, X+

<0,1,0>

Y-

<1,1,0>

X+
Y-

Fig. 4. Large path (solid line) and short path (dashed line) of Example
3.5.

in all the cases. Example 3.4 shows how, in some cases,
the adaptive routing can shorten the deterministic packet
path length. In this case, the path length increases when
selecting the internal link at first routing. This decision is
allowed by the routing function since the internal link is the
deterministic output.

However, to take a bad decision when selecting the
output channel can increase the path length, as seen in
Example 3.5. In this case the path length increases because
the packet is routed first to Y − link. Then, the packet must
be routed to the internal link in order to reach X+. This
internal link hop is avoided if the packet is routed first to
X+ link.

Example 3.4. Given a 8×8×8 3DT torus, a packet is generated
in PE1 of the node 〈0, 0, 0〉 and its destination is the
node 〈1, 0, 1〉. Let’s consider the packet is routed using
the deterministic routing order (X+ − Z+). Then the
packet path is:

〈0, 0, 0|1〉 INT−−−→ 〈0, 0, 0|0〉 X+

−−→ 〈1, 0, 0|0〉 INT−−−→
〈1, 0, 0|1〉 Z+

−−→ 〈1, 0, 1|1〉 INT−−−→ 〈1, 0, 1|0〉
and thus the packet requires four hops to reach PE1 and
five hops to reach PE0. If the packet is routed adaptively
in first place to Z+, the packet path is:

〈0, 0, 0|1〉 Z+

−−→ 〈0, 0, 1|1〉 INT−−−→ 〈0, 0, 1|0〉 X+

−−→
〈1, 0, 1|0〉 INT−−−→ 〈1, 0, 1|1〉

and thus the packet requires four hops to reach PE1 and
three hops to reach PE0. Figure 3 shows both paths.
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Example 3.5. Given a 8×8×8 3DT torus, a packet is generated
in PE0 of the node 〈0, 1, 0〉 and its destination is the
node 〈1, 0, 0〉. Let’s consider that the packet is routed
following the order Y − −X+. Then, the packet path is:

〈0, 1, 0|0〉 Y −
−−→ 〈0, 0, 0|1〉 INT−−−→ 〈0, 0, 0|0〉 X+

−−→
〈1, 0, 0|0〉 INT−−−→ 〈1, 0, 0|1〉

and thus the packet requires four hops to reach PE1
and three hops to reach PE0. If the packet is routed
following the order X+ − Y −, the packet path is:

〈0, 1, 0|0〉 X+

−−→ 〈1, 1, 0|0〉 Y −
−−→
〈1, 0, 0|1〉 INT−−−→ 〈1, 0, 0|0〉

and thus the packet requires two hops to reach PE1 and
three hops to reach PE0. Figure 4 shows both paths.

In general, there is a risk to increase the path length when
the ports of dimension dn−1

2
(Y dimension in 3DT torus) are

used. The risk only appears when the offset of the current
node and the destination node dn−1

2
-coordinate is one. For

example, if the packet of Example 3.5 goes to 〈1, 7, 0〉, both
paths do not increase the path length. In both cases, after
three hops the packet arrives at 〈1, 0, 0|0〉, then uses the Y −

link to arrive at 〈1, 7, 0|1〉. The path length increases only if
the packet is routed following the order Y − − Y − −X+.

In order to achieve a better performance, the selection
function must reduce the wrong decisions that increase
the path length. To keep this goal, we have to modify the
selection function described above. Depending on what we
change, different selection functions can be obtained. Four
selection functions for nDT torus are proposed:

• Round-Robin: this is exactly the same algorithm de-
scribed in Section 3.1. All the channels have the same
probability to be chosen, including the internal link
adaptive VCs. This selection function cannot prevent
the packet path length increases.

• No internal: this prohibits the use of the internal
link adaptive VCs to avoid increasing the packet path
length. This function reduces wrong decisions as the
one taken in Example 3.4. However, this is a very
restrictive selection function. For example, the packets
generated in PE1 lose its adaptiveness if the only
selectable port is the internal link, although there is
no risk to increase the packet path length. Moreover,
this function does not reduce the cases described in
Example 3.5.

• 2 priority: in this approach the internal link adaptive
VCs do not participate in the round-robin arbitrations.
The internal link VCs can be chosen only when there
are no other selectable VCs available. This happens
for two reasons: first, the internal link is the unique
possible output, and second, there are more selectable
ports but there is no free space to store the packet in the
neighbour node. This policy reduces the appearance of
cases as those described in Example 3.4. In contrast to
the no internal function, this selection function allows
the packet to travel adaptively after being routed to the
internal link. However, this function does not reduce
the cases shown in Example 3.5.

• 3 priority: in this approach three selection priorities
are defined in order to reduce the appearance of cases
as those described in Example 3.5. The internal link
VCs have the lowest priority level, meanwhile the dn−1

2

dimension channels have medium priority. The remain-
ing port channels have the highest priority level. Note
that for the 3DT torus, this function is basically a fixed
priority arbiter. First, the selection function checks the
X and Z channels, depending on whether the routing
is performed in Card0 or Card1, respectively; then the
selection function checks the Y channels, and finally it
checks the internal link channels.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Once the adaptive routing algorithm for nDT has been
defined, we have evaluated by simulation the adaptive
nDT torus performance. Two kinds of results are included:
On the one hand, we compare the four selection functions
proposed in the previous section. On the other hand, we
also compare the adaptive nDT torus performance with the
performance of the equivalent adaptive mD torus network7,
being m = (n + 1)/2. The main objective of this second
evaluation is to show that, using the same number of
switches to build the mD torus, we can improve the network
performance building an nDT torus.

As mentioned above, the evaluation has been driven by
simulation. Section 4.1 shows a brief description of the net-
work model. Regarding the workload, we have considered
two different scenarios. In the first case, the simulations
have been driven by synthetic traffic pattern models (Section
4.2), meanwhile in the second scenario, a trace-driven model
has been employed (Section 4.3). In each section, firstly we
describe the different case studies used in the experiments.
After that, we provide the simulation results of each case
study and analyse them.

4.1 Network model
In this section, we offer a brief explanation about the
network architecture. Since our goal is to show how the
network performance is increased changing the network
topology, we have preferred to model a simple switch ar-
chitecture and do not waste time modelling a very complex
hardware. The main features of the modelled switches are
the following: IQ (Input Queued) switches [18], virtual cut-
through switching [19], a two-stage allocation algorithm,
credit-based flow control and virtual channels to avoid
deadlocks [13].

Regarding the buffer organization, the buffer size is 1024
flits and the packet size is 4 flits. Although the buffer size
is fixed, the number of VCs is variable and depends on the
routing algorithm employed. The buffer is not physically
shared, therefore, the VC size is also variable, e.g. if there
are two VCs, the VC size is 512 flits, if there are four VCs,
the VC size is 256 flits, etc. This allows a fairer comparison.

To model the different evaluated topologies, we have
considered (n+1)-port cards to build the mD and nDT tori.

7. We will refer as “equivalent mD torus” to the mD torus with the
same number of PEs and built using the same (n + 1)-port cards that
the reference nDT torus.
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TABLE 1
2D and 3DT tori evaluated.

Number of PEs
Topology

2D torus 3DT torus

64 8×8 4×2×4

128 16×8 4×4×4

256 16×16 8×4×4

TABLE 2
3D and 5DT tori evaluated.

Number of PEs
Topology

3D torus 5DT torus

256 8×8×4 4×4×2×2×2

512 8×8×8 4×4×2×4×2

1024 16×8×8 4×4×2×4×4

2048 16×16×8 4×4×4×4×4

Specifically, we have modelled 4-port cards and 6-port cards
to evaluate the performance of the 3DT/2D and the 5DT/3D
tori, respectively.

According to our previous studies [6], [7] using a similar
switch model, we expect that the deterministic 3DT torus
achieves better performance than the 2D torus when the
network has approximately 128 PEs. The same is expected
about the 5DT torus with 1024 PEs. We also expect that
the nDT torus works worse than the mD torus for smaller
networks, meanwhile the nDT performance improvement
gets bigger for larger networks.

For this reason, we choose for the evaluation the 128-PE
3DT and the 1024-PE 5DT tori, and we also evaluate the
nDT tori with half and double number of PEs than the first
networks described. Table 1 shows the network sizes and
the built topologies for the 2D and the 3DT tori, meanwhile
Table 2 shows the same information for the 3D and the 5DT
tori8.

Regarding the routing mechanism, we have chosen the
DOR and DORT [6] algorithms for the mD and the nDT
tori, respectively, combined with the use of VCs to avoid
deadlocks [14]. Then, two deterministic VCs are required
for the mD torus links and nDT torus external links. Since
in this work we will only study nDT tori with an odd
number of dimensions, four VCs are required in the internal
link. Extra VCs have been added to each link9 to provide
adaptiveness. Table 3 summarizes the number of VCs per
link depending on the deterministic routing algorithm and
the switch adaptiveness.

4.2 Performance evaluation using synthetic traffic pat-
terns

In this section, we have made a performance evaluation gen-
erating the network workload synthetically. First, we have

8. Since we do not have 2048-task traffic traces, we have chosen the
256-PE tori instead of the 2048-PE tori for the trace-driven evaluation.

9. The adaptive mD torus has two adaptive VCs instead of only one
VC to facilitate the simulator implementation and to maintain fixed the
buffer size. For the same reason, there are four adaptive VCs in the nDT
torus internal link.

TABLE 3
Number of VCs per link.

Adaptiveness
Routing algorithm

DOR (mD torus)
DORT (nDT torus)

External links Internal Link

no 2 2 4

yes 4 4 8

used the synthetic workload to analyse the performance
of the adaptive nDT torus using the different selection
functions proposed (Section 4.2.1). Once the best selection
function has been determined, the same workload has been
used to compare the performance of the adaptive nDT torus
and its equivalent mD torus (Section 4.2.2).

To model the workload, we have considered two traffic
patterns: the uniform traffic pattern, commonly used in
network performance evaluations [13], and a destination
distribution pattern based on the Zipf’s law (ZIPF), which
models more realistic traffic [20].

We have performed a set of tests, varying in each case
the topology and the traffic pattern. Each test consists of 30
different experiments and the average throughput and the
average flit latency have been obtained. In order to reduce
the number of graphs required, results are presented using
the Burton Normal Format (BNF) [13]. Remember that BFN
graphs show the normalized accepted traffic10 in the X-axis,
meanwhile the Y -axis represents the values of the average
flit latency.

4.2.1 Performance evaluation of nDT selection functions

Figures 5 and 6 show the obtained results by the four selec-
tion functions considering the 3DT torus and the 5DT torus.
The deterministic routing DORT has been also evaluated to
be compared with the adaptive routing.

As commented above, the round robin function does not
reduce the risk of increasing the packet path length. Under
low traffic loads, the average network latency is 3∼10%
higher than the average network latency obtained by the
deterministic routing because the packet paths are larger.
However, the round robin adaptive network accepts more
traffic than the deterministic network, although it obtains
the worst results of the four selection functions.

Comparing the round robin and the no internal functions,
we can see the importance of keeping short packet paths.
Although the round robin function has more flexibility to
route the packets than the no internal function, the larger
paths increase the network latency and the network accepts
less traffic in most of the cases.

Under low traffic load, the no internal and the 2 priority
functions have practically the same behaviour. Both func-
tions try to reduce the cases of paths increased due to wrong
selections of the internal link.

For this reason, both functions obtain 4∼15% lower
average flit latency than the deterministic case, even when

10. We consider the normalized accepted traffic as the percentage of
host bandwidth received per each NIC, considering that the maximum
accepted traffic is one flit per cycle.
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(a) 64-PE 3DT torus
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(b) 128-PE 3DT torus
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Fig. 5. Network performance for each selection function using synthetic traffic patterns for 3DT tori with 64, 128 and 256 PEs.

the deterministic network is not saturated. However, the 2
priority function allows to use the internal link, providing
more flexibility to route packets. For this reason, the 2
priority function achieves greater performance.

Finally, the 3 priority function achieves a greater reduc-
tion of the network latency than the no internal and the
2 priority functions. It obtains 8∼20% lower network la-
tency than the deterministic network under low traffic load.
This function accepts more traffic than the others, although
there are no big differences between the 2 priority and 3

priority functions in the 3DT torus. Depending on the case,
the adaptive routing using the 3 priority selection function
achieves 10∼20% higher normalized accepted traffic than
the deterministic network.

As seen, the behaviour of the four selection functions
is very similar independently of the network size and the
traffic pattern. Under low traffic loads, latencies are practi-
cally the same independently of the traffic pattern, although
under the ZIPF traffic pattern the accepted traffic is lower
because the traffic is not uniformly distributed. Since the 3
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(a) 512-PE 5DT torus
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(b) 1024-PE 5DT torus
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Fig. 6. Network performance for each selection function using synthetic traffic patterns for 5DT tori with 512, 1024 and 2048 PEs.

priority function has obtained the best results, from now on
we refer to “adaptive nDT torus” as the nDT torus whose
adaptive routing algorithm combines the routing function
defined in Section 3 and the 3 priority selection function.

4.2.2 Comparison of the nDT torus and its equivalent mD
torus

This section shows the results of comparing the performance
of the adaptive nDT torus and the adaptive mD torus, both

built with the same number of PEs. The results of the
deterministic nDT and mD tori are also shown. Figure 7
shows the network performance comparison of 2D and 3DT
tori, meanwhile Figure 8 shows the comparison of the 3D
and 5DT tori.

As seen, the adaptive nDT torus reduces the average
network latency under low traffic load, for all the evaluated
network sizes. Moreover, the latency reduction becomes
more significant when the network grows, e.g., the latency
reduction is 12%, 25% and 30% in the 64-PE, 128-PE and
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(a) 64-PE tori
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(b) 128-PE tori
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Fig. 7. Network performance using synthetic traffic patterns for 2D and 3DT tori with 64, 128 and 256 PEs.

256-PE network, respectively. Similar latency improvement
is obtained by the 5DT torus.

Although the network latency is reduced, there is no a
significant improvement in the traffic accepted by the small-
est adaptive nDT tori evaluated. As expected, the determin-
istic 64-PE 3DT and the 512-PE 5DT tori achieve a lower
throughput than their equivalent mD torus; the adaptive
routing increases significantly the accepted traffic (15∼20%),
but not enough to improve the throughput achieved by the
mD torus. For the remaining network sizes, the adaptive

nDT torus increases the accepted traffic, more significantly
in the 5DT torus that achieves 15∼20% higher normalized
accepted traffic than the 3D torus.

4.3 Performance evaluation using the VEF trace-driven
traffic model

In addition to the synthetic traffic pattern evaluation, we
have employed an open access trace-driven traffic model,
called VEF trace model [21], [22], to compare the network per-
formance of mD and nDT tori. Using modified MPI libraries,
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Fig. 8. Network performance using synthetic traffic patterns for 3D and 5DT tori with 512, 1024 and 2048 PEs.

we capture the MPI traffic injected by parallel applications
in a trace file which will be used later to generate the
traffic in the network simulator. The VEF traces model both
MPI point-to-point messages and MPI collective communi-
cations, being the last ones modelled using the collective
communication algorithms implemented in OPENMPI [23].
Thus, using the traffic generated by a real application we can
evaluate the networks using a more realistic environment
and obtaining more significant results.

Specifically, we have performed an evaluation using the
VEF traces generated by parallel applications run in the
supercomputer GALGO [24]. The Graph 500 Benchmark
[2] has been selected for obtaining the traces, since it is
commonly used to evaluate the performance of HPC in-
terconnection networks. We have generated traces of this
benchmark with 64, 128, 256, 512 and 1024 tasks. These
traces will be the workload for the mD and nDT torus
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Fig. 9. Results of Graph500 benchmark for 2D and 3DT tori.

networks with the same number of processing elements11.
In order to simulate a more realistic environment we have
simulated multicore-PEs whenever is possible. For exam-
ple, the traces with 256, 512 and 1024 tasks have been used
for testing the 256-PE torus, simulating single-core PEs,
two-core PEs and 4-core PEs, respectively.

Figures 9 and 10 show the results obtained by the 3DT
torus and the 5DT torus, respectively. We have presented
the average network flit latency and the average end-to-end
flit latency12. Moreover, we have shown the average switch
utilization. This measure indicates the average number of
cycles in which the switches have been delivering messages,
i.e., it shows how much time the resources are used to
perform the same workload. Therefore, a lower value of
the switch utilization indicates a more efficient use of the
resources.

As seen, the adaptive nDT torus reduces the latencies
and the switch utilization in most of the cases. Although
in the smallest networks the differences in performance are
insignificant, the achieved performance increase is greater

11. All the VEF traces described in this work and the software needed
to run the VEF traces are free available at the VEF website [21].

12. The network flit latency is the number of cycles spent by one flit
travelling through several switches. The end-to-end flit latency is the
network latency plus the number of cycles from the moment the flit is
generated in the NIC until the flit arrives at the first switch associated
to this NIC.
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Fig. 10. Results of Graph500 benchmark for 3D and 5DT tori.

when the network size increases. For example, the adaptive
64-PE 3DT torus worsens the end-to-end latency and re-
duces slightly the other metrics, but the adaptive 256-PE
3DT torus reduces 30% the network latency, 40% the end-to-
end latency and 40% the switch utilization. Similar results
are obtained for the adaptive 5DT torus.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In previous works, we have shown how to build an nDT
torus combining two cards of (n + 1) ports and how the
network performance is increased building the nDT torus
instead of the mD (m = n+1

2 ) torus. Building an nDT
torus the distances among network nodes are reduced and
therefore, the performance is increased.

Nevertheless, we had only analysed the nDT torus per-
formance using a deterministic routing algorithm. In this
work we have presented a simple adaptive routing algo-
rithm for the nDT torus. Since the use of the internal link
can increase the packet path length, we have also proposed
several selection functions in order to minimize this risk and
increase the network performance.

Moreover, we have evaluated the performance of these
selection functions by simulation. We have compared the
performance obtained by these selection algorithms in the
3DT and 5DT tori using several network sizes and we have
determined that the 3 priority selection function obtains the
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best performance results. In order to avoid selection deci-
sion that can increase the packet path length, this selection
function defines 3 priority levels: the internal link has the
lowest priority, the dn−1

2
dimension links has the medium

priority and the remaining links have the highest priority.
Finally, we have compared the performance of the adap-

tive nDT torus and the adaptive mD torus built using
switches with the same number of ports. Specifically, the
3DT and 5DT tori have been evaluated using several net-
work sizes. From a certain network size that depends on the
number of dimensions, the adaptive nDT torus increases the
network performance. For bigger networks, we can obtain
greater performance improvements with minimal changes
in the switch architecture, only modifying the topology and
the adaptive routing algorithm.
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Chapter 3

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter we conclude this thesis summarizing the main contributions of our work.
Afterwards, we discuss about the possible tasks that could be developed in future works.

3.1 Conclusions

Supercomputing is an essential pillar in several research areas. Without the help
of supercomputers, the study of many problems would be unaffordable. Since the
supercomputers connect a huge amount of processing nodes, a high performance network
is necessary. In an ideal case, the best performance would be obtained by a switch
being able to interconnect all the nodes, but this is a totally unrealistic scenario. Even in
small supercomputers, this is not possible since at certain number of ports, the hardware
complexity and the power consumption would make the switch development unfeasible. For
this reason, we have proposed a topological solution to increase the network performance
without increasing the hardware complexity: a new network topology called n-dimensional
twin (nDT) torus.

In this work, the nDT torus topology has been defined. In the nDT torus, each node
comprises two identical (n + 1)-port switches interconnected to each other by one port (the
internal link). This node offers 2n ports, allowing to build an n-dimensional torus instead
of a torus with only n+1

2
dimensions. Increasing the number of the torus dimensions, the

distances among the nodes are reduced, increasing the network performance. However, the
use of the internal link increases the message latency, and therefore, to reduce this internal
link usage is essential in order to maximize the network performance.

In order to do that, we have proposed a methodology to obtain the optimal configuration
of the nDT torus node. Given a specific deterministic routing and a specific traffic model, the
proposed methodology allows us to determine the optimal configuration; that is, to determine
which configurations minimize the number of paths that go across the internal link.

To determine the optimal configuration, we have considered the DOR algorithm, which
is widely used in supercomputers due to its simplicity; and the uniform traffic pattern. This
traffic pattern is not the most realistic, but since the supercomputers run heterogeneous
applications that generate heterogeneous traffic loads, the uniform traffic pattern comprises
all the pair of source/destination nodes, obtaining an optimal configuration that achieves a
good performance in different load scenarios. In any case, if a supercomputer is designed to
run a very specific application that generates a very specific traffic load, using the proposed
methodology we can obtain an optimal nDT torus node configuration for this supercomputer.
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Regarding the routing algorithm, we have studied how deadlock appears in the nDT
torus. Based on the obtained results, we have designed a deadlock-free routing for this
topology based on the DOR algorithm, called the DORT algorithm. The DORT algorithm
requires two extra virtual channels in the internal link to ensure the deadlock freedom.
Moreover, we have determined that the optimal configuration is scalable since, independently
of the number of dimensions and the number of nodes, it requires the same number of extra
virtual channels, which does not happen using other configurations.

The implementation of adaptive routing algorithms has also been discussed. In some
cases, the internal link can introduce extra hops in the packet path, increasing the packet
latency and degrading the network performance. These issues have been studied and as a
result, we have obtained an adaptive routing function and a selection function that minimize
the adverse effect of using the internal link and increase the network performance.

Moreover, we have studied how to implement an nDT torus using current commercial
hardware. The architecture of the high performance interconnect card EXTOLL has been
studied in order to implement a 5DT torus. Since the implementation of the DORT algorithm
is not possible in EXTOLL cards, a new deadlock-free routing algorithm has been designed,
showing that the implementation of the nDT torus is possible using commercial hardware.

All the conclusions obtained in the analytical studies have been corroborated by
simulation. In all the cases, similar conclusions have been reached. For small networks, the
nDT torus barely increases the network performance (or even it decreases the performance),
since the distances in the network are practically the same in the nDT torus and in the nD
torus. However, in larger networks, the distances among nodes, and therefore the latencies,
are significantly reduced. In fact, when the network size increases, the latency reduction
is greater. For example, the adaptive 64-PE 3DT torus obtains 12% lower average network
latency than the corresponding 2D torus, but the adaptive 128-PE 3DT torus and the adaptive
256-PE 3DT torus obtain 25% and 30% lower average network latency, respectively. Similar
results are obtained comparing the 3D and the 5DT torus with 512, 1024 and 2048 PEs.

Moreover, some adverse effects that appear in the nD torus are avoided thanks to the
reduction of the distances in the nDT torus. Although the use of virtual channels is a
successful scheme to avoid deadlock, it generates the underutilization of several buffers in
the network. In turn, these underutilized buffers generate an unbalanced traffic load. In
small torus networks the effect of the unbalanced traffic load is negligible. However, when
the torus network has a large number of nodes per dimension, it causes the accepted traffic
decreases significantly after the network reaches the saturation point [13, 31].

The nDT torus increases the number of dimensions, reducing the number of nodes per
each dimension. Therefore, the nDT torus network can have higher number of nodes than
the (n+1

2
)D torus network without suffering this throughput degradation. For example, the

1024-PE 3D torus accepts traffic until 30% of the maximum injection rate, but for higher
injection rates, the network only accepts 17% of the maximum injection rate. However, in
the 1024-PE 5DT torus there is no throughput degradation after the network reaches the
saturation point.

In summary, we have probed the viability of the nDT torus topology: we have
determined an optimal configuration; we have designed deterministic and adaptive routing
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algorithms for this topology; we have probed that the nDT topology is implementable
using commercial hardware and we have probed that the nDT torus increases the network
performance without increasing significantly the hardware complexity. Therefore, we have
achieved the objectives established at the beginning of this work and outlined in the Section
1.3 of this document.

3.2 Future Work

The work that we have presented in this thesis can be expanded in several ways. In the
short term, we intend to compare the network performance of the DORT and the TS-DOR
routing algorithms. The TS-DOR algorithm was developed for routing in an nDT torus built
using EXTOLL cards. The TS-DOR algorithm uses the traffic classes and virtual channels
of EXTOLL cards for avoiding the appearance of deadlock, but to implement this routing
algorithm using only virtual channels is also possible. Specifically, four virtual channels per
link (both internal and external links) are required.

The main difference between these two routing algorithms is that, meanwhile the DORT
algorithm routes the packets following a strict increasing order (from the d0 dimension to the
dn−1 dimension), the TS-DOR algorithm routes the packets in a strict increasing order or a
strict decreasing order, depending on the PE injecting the packet, i.e. the PE0-injected
packets are routed from the d0 dimension to the dn−1 dimension, meanwhile the PE1-
injected packets are routed from the dn−1 dimension to the d0 dimension. For this reason,
DORT tends to concentrate the traffic in the Card0, while the TS-DOR algorithm naturally
distributes the traffic among both cards in the node. For this reason, we expect that the
TS-DOR algorithm increases the nDT torus performance.

When the 5DT torus implementation using EXTOLL cards was developed, the study
of the adaptive routing had not started yet. For this reason, we have only designed a
deterministic routing algorithm for the EXTOLL 5DT torus. Another way to expand the
research developed in this thesis is to study the implementation of an adaptive routing
algorithm for the 5DT torus using the EXTOLL cards.

In the long term, we intend to perform a power consumption evaluation of the nDT torus
topology. The power consumption is a critical aspect in all the areas of computer science,
but it is more important in the area of supercomputing, where the large supercomputers
consume several megawatts. The interconnection network contributes significantly to the
total power consumption, and thus the power consumption must be taken into account in any
interconnection network design.

Building an nDT torus instead of an nD torus, we expect to improve the network
consumption for obvious reasons: if a message requires to travel through a lower number
of switches in order to reach its destination, the message delivery presumably will suppose
a lower power consumption in the network. Moreover, there are several proposals to reduce
the power consumption in the interconnection network under low traffic loads, such as to turn
off the unused links, to reduce the link frequency or to reduce the link bandwidth. Due to the
characteristics of the nDT torus, we expect these techniques will obtain a more significant
impact on the power consumption than implementing these techniques in the nD torus.
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Finally, another research line is to study how to provide fault tolerance in the nDT torus
networks. Without fault tolerance, a fail on a single switch in the network can isolate large
regions in the network, or even can cause the entire network fails. Due to the great cost
of a supercomputer and the necessary reliability required by a lot of very large research
applications, the fact that the entire system fails because of a single fail in the network is not
tolerable. For these reasons, we think that the design of a fault-tolerant nDT torus network
is a very interesting topic to research in the future.
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